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A B S T R A C T

Keywords: 3D data, tangible interaction, scientific visualisation, inter-
action/HCI, touch input, augmented reality.

Exploratory visualization of 3D data is fundamental in many sci-
entific domains. Traditionally, experts use a PC workstation and rely
on mouse and keyboard to interactively adjust the view to observe
the data. This setup provides immersion through interaction—users
can precisely control the view and the parameters, but it does not
provide any depth clues which can limit the comprehension of large
and complex 3D data. Virtual or augmented reality (V/AR) setups, in
contrast, provide visual immersion with stereoscopic views. Although
their benefits have been proven, several limitations restrict their appli-
cation to existing workflows, including high setup/maintenance needs,
difficulties of precise control, and, more importantly, the separation
from traditional analysis tools.

To benefit from both sides, we thus investigated a hybrid setting
combining an AR environment with a traditional PC to provide both
interactive and visual immersions for 3D data exploration. We closely
collaborated with particle physicists to understand their general work-
ing process and visualization requirements to motivate our design.

First, building on our observations and discussions with physicists,
we built up a prototype that supports fundamental tasks for exploring
their datasets. This prototype treated the AR space as an extension
to the PC screen and allowed users to freely interact with each using
the mouse. Thus, experts could benefit from the visual immersion
while using analysis tools on the PC. An observational study with 7

physicists in CERN validated the feasibility of such a hybrid setting,
and confirmed the benefits. We also found that the large canvas of the
AR and walking around to observe the data in AR had a great potential
for data exploration. However, the design of mouse interaction in AR
and the use of PC widgets in AR needed improvements.

Second, based on the results of the first study, we decided against
intensively using flat widgets in AR. But we wondered if using the
mouse for navigating in AR is problematic compared to high degrees
of freedom (DOFs) input, and then attempted to investigate if the
match or mismatch of dimensionality between input and output de-
vices play an important role in users’ performance. Results of user
studies (that compared the performance of using mouse, space mouse,
and tangible tablet paired with the screen or the AR space) did not
show that the (mis-)match was important. We thus concluded that the
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dimensionality was not a critical point to consider, which suggested
that users are free to choose any input that is suitable for a specific
task. Moreover, our results suggested that the mouse was still an ef-
ficient tool compared to high DOFs input. We can therefore validate
our design of keeping the mouse as the primary input for the hybrid
setting, while other modalities should only serve as an addition for
specific use cases.

Next, to support the interaction and to keep the background infor-
mation while users are walking around to observe the data in AR, we
proposed to add a mobile device. We introduced a novel approach
that augments tactile interaction with pressure sensing for 3D object
manipulation/view navigation. Results showed that this method could
efficiently improve the accuracy, with limited influence on completion
time. We thus believe that it is useful for visualization purposes where
a high accuracy is usually demanded.

Finally, we summed up in this thesis all the findings we have and
came up with an envisioned setup for a realistic data exploration
scenario that makes use of a PC workstation, an AR headset, and a
mobile device. The work presented in this thesis shows the potential
of combining a PC workstation with AR environments to improve the
process of 3D data exploration and confirms its feasibility, all of which
will hopefully inspire future designs that seamlessly bring immersive
visualization to existing scientific workflows.
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S Y N T H È S E

Mots-clés: Données 3D,interaction tangible,visualisation scientifique,
interaction/IHM, entrée tactile, réalité augmentée.

La visualisation exploratoire des données 3D est fondamentale dans
des domaines scientifiques. Traditionnellement, les experts utilisent
un PC et s’appuient sur la souris pour ajuster la vue. Cette configura-
tion permet l’immersion par interaction—l’utilisateur peut contrôler
précisément la vue, mais elle ne fournit pas de profondeur, qui lim-
ite la compréhension de données complexes. La réalité virtuelle ou
augmentée (RV/A), en revanche, offre une immersion visuelle avec
des vues stéréoscopiques. Bien que leurs avantages aient été prou-
vés, plusieurs points limitent leur application, notamment les besoins
élevés de configuration/maintenance, les difficultés de contrôle précis
et, plus important, la séparation des outils d’analyse traditionnels.

Pour bénéficier des deux côtés, nous avons donc étudié un système
hybride combinant l’environnement RA avec un PC pour fournir des
immersions interactives et visuelles. Nous avons collaboré étroitement
avec des physiciens des particules afin de comprendre leur proces-
sus de travail et leurs besoins de visualisation pour motiver notre
conception.

D’abord, basé sur nos discussions avec les physiciens, nous avons
construit un prototype qui permet d’accomplir des tâches pour l’explo-
ration de leurs données. Ce prototype traitait l’espace RA comme une
extension de l’écran du PC et permettait aux utilisateurs d’interagir
librement avec chacun d’eux avec la souris. Ainsi, les experts pouvaient
bénéficier de l’immersion visuelle et utilisent les outils d’analyse sur
PC. Une étude observationnelle menée avec 7 physiciens au CERN a
validé la faisabilité et confirmé les avantages. Nous avons également
constaté que la grande toile du RA et le fait de se déplacer pour
observer les données dans le RA présentaient un grand potentiel.
Cependant, la conception de l’interaction de la souris et l’utilisation
de widgets dans la RA devaient être améliorés.

Ensuite, nous avons décidé de ne pas utiliser intensivement les wid-
gets plats dans la RA. Mais nous nous sommes demandé si l’utilisation
de la souris pour naviguer dans la RA est problématique, et nous avons
ensuite tenté d’étudier si la correspondance de la dimensionnalité entre
les dispositifs d’entrée et de sortie joue un rôle important. Les résul-
tats des études (qui ont comparé la performance de l’utilisation de la
souris, de la souris spatiale et de la tablette tangible couplée à l’écran
ou à l’espace de RA) n’ont pas montré que la correspondance était
importante. Nous avons donc conclu que la dimensionnalité n’était
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pas un point critique à considérer, ce qui suggère que les utilisateurs
sont libres de choisir toute entrée qui convient à une tâche spécifique.
De plus, nos résultats ont montré que la souris restait un outil efficace.
Nous pouvons donc valider notre conception et conserver la souris
comme entrée principale, tandis que les autres modalités ne devraient
servir que comme complément pour des cas spécifiques.

Ensuite, pour favoriser l’interaction et conserver les informations
pendant que les utilisateurs se déplacent en RA, nous avons proposé
d’ajouter un appareil mobile. Nous avons introduit une nouvelle ap-
proche qui augmente l’interaction tactile avec la détection de pression
pour la navigation 3D. Les résultats ont montré que cette méthode
pouvait améliorer efficacement la précision, avec une influence limitée
sur le temps. Nous pensons donc qu’elle est utile à des tâches de vis
où une précision est exigée.

Enfin, nous avons résumé tous les résultats obtenus et imaginé un
scénario réaliste qui utilise un poste de travail PC, un casque RA et un
appareil mobile. Les travaux présentés dans cette thèse montrent le
potentiel de la combinaison d’un PC avec des environnements de RA
pour améliorer le processus d’exploration de données 3D et confirment
sa faisabilité, ce qui, nous l’espérons, inspirera la future conception qui
apportera une visualisation immersive aux flux de travail scientifiques
existants.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Le véritable voyage de découverte
ne consiste pas à chercher de nouveaux paysages,

mais à avoir de nouveaux yeux.

The real voyage of discovery
consists not in seeking new landscapes,

but in having new eyes

Marcel Proust

1.1 immersive vs . traditional setup for 3d data explo-
ration

Figure 1.1: Particle collisions visualized by ATLAS VP1, CERN. https://cds.
cern.ch/record/2115422

Exploratory visualization of three-dimensional (3D) data [Tukey, 1977]
is fundamental to many domains in the natural sciences and in
medicine. Traditionally, researchers and practitioners use a desktop
workstation which is composed of one or several screens, and relies on
a mouse and a keyboard as input devices. Such traditional setup pro-
vides many controls and exploration tools, and is easily accessible by
experts and by general public because it already comes into everyday
life and does not require dedicated training, but has major weakness
for understanding 3D data. A typical issue is that current datasets
used by researchers are growing larger and larger in a short period of
time, thus their visualization is becoming more and more complicated.
For example, in high-energy physics (HEP), one collision experiment
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generates more than 10, 000 new particle trajectories. Each of them
leaves dozens of detection points to analyze, with spatial position
and other information, such as the energy. Figure 1.1 shows an im-
age of particle collision visualization used by physicists in European
Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) where each yellow line
represents the trajectory of one new-generated particle. This visualiza-
tion is already a simplified case where only a subset of the dataset is
shown, but we can still observe several drawbacks. First, screen-based
visualization relies on projection techniques to display 3D content
on a two-dimensional (2D) surface (as illustrated in Figure 1.2), thus
depth information is lost in any still images. This 3D component can
be only understood through interactively manipulating the view, such
as rotating and translating. In reality, particles affected by the mag-
netic fields travel with a curved trajectory in 3D. From this image, we
naturally cannot observe such information. Second, after the collisions,
generation of particles happens in a limited area, we can notice from
this image that it is hard to understand what exactly happens at the
center of collision and how the particles start traveling from there, as
many of them overlap each other, which introduces more difficulty for
understanding.

Figure 1.2: 3D content projected on a 2D surface [Isenberg, 2016].

Similar difficulties can also be found in other disciplines dealing
with different type of datasets. For example, fluid machinists, biol-
ogists and doctors often deal with volumetric datasets. Even with
only 128 points per direction of space, one fluid simulation will have
1283 = 2097152 nodes. Not to mention the fact that outputs of simu-
lations are usually multiple and time-dependent. To understand its
visualization, due to the lack of depth clue on a traditional workstation,
experts need to observe and compare several slices at the same time.
A typical example is that in a hospital, we can find doctors observe
and compare plenty of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) slices put
side by side (Figure 1.3) at the same time.
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Figure 1.3: Slices of MRI data scan of a human cranium. Image from Matlab.

Nowadays, the rapid development of hardware facilitates the visu-
alization beyond traditional workstation, ranging from small portable
devices like smart watches and phones, to large screens or fully virtual
environments. For the purpose of improving scientists’ experience of
exploring and understanding 3D data, the use of immersive environ-
ments with Virtual Reality (VR) or Augmented Reality (AR) especially
attract researchers’ attention. With their stereoscopic displays, 3D data
is no longer needed to be projected on a surface, then the spatial un-
derstanding is largely enhanced and the occlusion can be reduced. It
has already been widely recognized in the literature that visualization
enlightens users’ understanding of and facilitate the interaction with
the large and complex data. For example. many prior work argued
that scientific data exploration tasks could take benefits of them (e. g.,
[Besançon et al., 2017b; Bryson, 1996]). Also, formal studies confirmed
the benefits of stereoscopy compared to a normal screen for data un-
derstanding (e. g., Figure 1.4). More importantly, VR and AR devices
are becoming easily accessible by general public as several commercial
products with affordable price are coming into the market, such as
Microsoft HoloLens, Oculus Rift, and HTC Vive.

Figure 1.4: Controlled user study proved that Immersion helps data under-
standing [Prabhat et al., 2008].

Both the traditional workstation and the immersive environments
provide a form of immersion in the dataset that is beneficial for the
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scientists to understand it. The traditional setup provides immersion
through interaction: by interactively manipulating the view and ex-
ploration tools scientists are able to immerse themselves in the data
as they are exploring it. The VR or AR setups (which are referred to
immersive environments in this thesis), in contrast, provide immersion
through vision as single view can already effectively convey the 3D
spatial character of the data, without the need for interactive naviga-
tion. Adjusting the view to the 3D tracked position and orientation
of the viewer only enhances this effect. However, the immersive en-
vironments alone are not without limitation compared to traditional
workstations. Major points include, but not limited to the computa-
tional power, display resolution, and potential maintenance cost (we
present a discussion in Chapter 2). More importantly, scientists or
doctors need to run specific analysis tools that are not yet ready with
immersive environments (as we discuss in Section 1.2).

To get the best of both worlds, a combination of both types of
immersion for the exploratory visualization of 3D data would be
highly useful. Some previous literature (e. g., [Besançon, 2018; Isenberg,
2014; Keefe, 2010]) also advocated similar vision, and highlighted that
desktops will not be totally replaced by such innovative visualization
environments but rather be combined with others to make use of the
inherent benefits of each environment.

In this thesis, we attempt to investigate a hybrid setting that com-
bines both interactive and visual immersion, to ultimately bring im-
mersive visualization to existing data analysis workflows.

1.2 fields observations

The use of a hybrid setting instead of a pure immersive environment
is also motivated by our field observations. We closely collaborate
with particle physicists to understand their needs and domain-specific
requirements (Figure 1.5). We chose the particle physics as our main
application domains because it is a typical scientific domain that deals
with both spatial and abstract data. Moreover, the visualization of
particle collisions has already encountered difficulties using traditional
setup with 2D screens as we presented at the beginning of Section 1.1,
which makes the physicists themselves also have interests in trying
immersive visualization.
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Figure 1.5: Our discussions with particle physicists.

In HEP, to explore measured particle collisions event, scientists
first need to analyze the data and to eliminate the measuring noise
and other irrelevant information related to physical phenomena (for
example, the interaction between a particle and detector meshes may
introduce useless measures) with statistical tools. And then they relate
the measured hit points to reconstruct particle trajectories using spe-
cific algorithms. Finally, they explore such processed data to identify
and analyze both interesting (for example, several types and a large
number of particles could be generated from one collision event, physi-
cists often want to find the few who carry a high energy) and strange
events (for example, those particles with a weird constructed trajec-
tory). Once a special part has been identified, they pass to visualization
software for data understanding.

We found a major challenge of using immersive environments in
their daily workflow is that physicists do not only rely on visualiza-
tion to explore the data. The initial steps heavily rely on traditional
statistical tools (like writing Python scripts) to find and limit their
regions of interests. They usually need to regularly switch between
the traditional analysis tools and the visualization software to explore
the data as illustrated in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: Experts need to regularly switch between the analysis tools and
visualization tools to explore and understand the data.

According to our observations and discussions, we formulated
the following basic requirements (noted as R) to bring immersive
visualization to their existing workflows.
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R1 Both traditional analysis and efficient visualization tools are
important. The system needs to support easy switch between
the two.

R2 The immersive systems should be easily integrate to office work-
ing environments.

1.3 vision and research challenges

R1 largely motivated our vision of using a hybrid system that com-
bines a traditional workstation and an immersive environments. A
workstation, will allow experts to continue using the traditional tools
that they are familiar with. Based on our experience with different
immersive output environments and R2, we believe that the use of non-
occluded AR headsets (for example, Microsoft’s HoloLens) is currently
a good solution to provide a common data exploration environment.
Such AR headsets immerse users by projecting the data in a stereo-
scopic view. Compared with large immersive environments like re-
sponsive workbench and cave automatic virtual environment (CAVE),
AR glasses do not require complex setup and maintenance. Compared
with occluding VR headsets, users are not separated from the real
word, thus they have more freedom to perform tasks on the desktop,
we consequently do not need to replicate existing tools completely in
the virtual space, and people can continue to interact with real-world
objects (e. g., paper/pen, blackboard). We consider this last point as
a major advantage as we observed researchers needing to take tradi-
tional notes in their current scientific workflows. The use of AR as
an additional output in addition to a personal computer (PC) thus
provides an extension of the 2D screen with larger space.

Thus, our general vision is to use a combination of a PC work-
station with an AR headset (Figure 1.7). As so, experts can still use
their traditional analysis tools on PC while benefiting from the immer-
sive visualization with the AR. With such a setup, several research
challenges arise:

Figure 1.7: Our general vision is to combine the traditional workstation with
an AR headset to make use of both worlds.

First, for domain experts to be able to perform their data analysis, it
is important to clarify which elements can be visualized immersively,
and which ones are better used on traditional screens. A challenge
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is thus how to make the visual transitions between different devices
[Isenberg, 2014]. For example, a data exploration and analysis system
should provide support to its users to decide what to show on each
view as well as how to move a view from desktop to the AR view
or in the opposite direction. In addition, existing AR headsets have
intrinsic and unchangeable camera parameters and the data display
should thus be well adjusted to match these specs. For example, while
researchers in both particle physics and fluid dynamics often rely on
orthographic projections of their 3D datasets on traditional 2D screens,
such views would be equivalent to a flat image in AR. Nonetheless,
the projection parameters of AR headsets are equivalent to our normal
vision, so that the disadvantages often associated with perspective
projection of 3D data may not be as severe as for a general perspective
projection. Further investigation is thus needed to understand how to
best match the different views between the screen and the AR space.1

Second, we do not aim to create a novel environment and to replace
current tools. Domains experts are familiar with the data analysis
on desktops, the second challenge is thus to design the interaction
technique compatible with scientific workflows. We thus need to
design ways to interact with popular scientific software (e. g., Python,
Paraview, and proprietary software such as MatLab, Virtual Point).
While it is easy for experts to interact with them using keyboard and
mouse, we need to investigate how to adopt the input to the AR space.
More recent forms of input (e. g., tactile/tangible, voice, gestures)
are often considered to be intuitive and natural. Yet, the question of
whether they are suitable for generic or specific tasks in the context of
existing scientific workflows is still open and requires investigation.
This research does not only need to address the problems of mapping
2D input to 3D output but also how to create forms of control that
is perceived by the intended users as fluid for both desktop and
“hologram” representations.

A third challenge lies in the design of dedicated interaction tech-
niques to support such hybrid environments—techniques that make
specific use of both views and that seamlessly extend the existing
interaction metaphors that the experts are used to on their PC-based
tools. We first need to determine which practical tasks require either
the traditional or the AR views only, and design appropriate controls
(likely captured by the PC) for the AR setting. We also need to support
tasks that use both parts of the system and that that allow researchers
to easily transition between them. We believe that R2 does not only
apply to output devices, it is also very important while choosing the
input devices and designing interaction techniques: we decided to
consider only (or mainly) well-established commercial products like

1 For example, the view angle of Microsoft HoloLens is fixed to 18 degrees. In such
limited view field, it is hard to visualize the dataset in 3D without proper adjustment
of the model.
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mice and mobile phones and do not consider those that only exist in
lab protocols or that needs complicated assemblage of extra electronic
circuits.

Based on the considerations mentioned above, we investigate how
to combine both interactive and visual immersions to improve 3D
data exploration experience. In this thesis, we narrow down the broad
background to specifically investigate the following research questions
(noted as Q):

Q1 What should a data exploration environment look like that com-
bines an AR display with a traditional workstation?

Q2 How should we treat the AR display compared to a 2D screen
and how do we make transitions between the two?

Q3 What should be the appropriate input devices and interaction
techniques to work with such a hybrid setting?

Q4 How can data exploration tasks be realized with a hybrid setting?

1.4 thesis statement

Based on the discussions above, we argue that using AR technologies
to enhance visualization experience involved in scientific process has
great potentials. While researchers have extensively investigated differ-
ent immersive visualization environments in the past, few has focused
on their practical application to existing workflows. Studying a practi-
cal way to bring immersive visualization to scientific workflows is a
key goal of this thesis. Concretely, we investigate the interaction design
for a hybrid PC and AR setting with regards to 3D visualization.

We limit the scope with the following restrictions in this thesis:

• Single user. While AR provides opportunities for multiple users’
collaboration, we limit our investigation to a single-user scenario
since it is already a large area to explore, we thus keep the
research direction specific and manageable.

• Human-scale setup. Even though a lot of immersive visualiza-
tion environments are large and complex (see discussions in
Chapter 2), we limit our considerations to small setups as re-
quired by R2.

• Accessible devices. While many carefully designed input de-
vices have been demonstrated to be efficient for some tasks (e. g.,
[Fruchard et al., 2019; Klamka et al., 2019]), we first focus on
easily-accessible (in another word, commercially-available) de-
vices to fulfill the needs of being easily integrated into scientists’
general workflows.
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• Scientific datasets. We focus on the needs of 3D visualization.
We closely collaborated with particle physicists to understand
their visualization needs and domain specific requirements, but
we also use other scientific datasets like volume data of fluid
mechanics to explore more general data exploration questions
because our ultimate goal is not to implement a specific tool, but
to understand the potentials of such setting and conclude design
guidelines that could potentially contribute to the evolution of
future working environments. In another word, we expect our
findings can be generalized to many scientific domains that deal
with a similar type of dataset.

1.4.1 Methodological approach

The research questions Q1–Q4 are, although from different perspec-
tives, still heavily related. Hence, one project could investigate several
questions and its results could be a foundation for another one. For
an overview, the major research methods of this thesis include:

• Literature review. We started by conducting literature review of
immersive visualization and related interaction techniques, 3D
visualization techniques, and general Human-Computer Interac-
tion (HCI) work. The purpose is to understand state of the art
technologies and existing gaps, which would inspire the design
of our system.

• Field observation. With a special focus on 3D visualization, we
closely collaborated with domain experts (particle physicists
in this thesis as the particle physics is the main application
domain) to understand their traditional working process, inter-
action needs, and requirements before doing any system design.

• Interaction design. An important part of the research was to
design the interaction, based on the requirements and previous
work.

• Prototype implementation. We put considerable effort into im-
plementing prototypes based on our design, including writing
shaders to render specific datasets and implementing interaction
techniques for different devices/platforms.

• User evaluation. We have conducted a series of user studies
to access the designed system and to get comments for future
improvements. We used an observational study to gather experts’
feedback and controlled studies to access the usability of certain
techniques. For the observational study, we targeted on domain
experts, gave them freedom to use a tool with some tutorials, and
gathered their comments and feedback through the think-aloud
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protocol, interviews, and post-questionnaires. For the controlled
studies, we measured quantitative data (e. g., task completion
time, accuracy, and workload) and gathered qualitative feedback
(e. g., comments and preference).

1.4.2 Overview

We first conducted an initial review of the state of the art work in
Chapter 2. This chapter provides an overview of existing research of
immersive visualization, hybrid visualization system, and interaction
techniques for such environments to let us have a global understanding
of existing solutions. We reflected on our research goal, summarize
limitations of previous works to motivate the work of this thesis.

To start the investigation, we first discussed with several particle
physicists to understand their current working procedure and general
visualization and interaction needs, and proposed a first prototype
of a hybrid AR and PC visualization setting using the mouse to
interact with both space. Chapter 3 thus presents the design choices,
an observational studies with seven physicists from CERN, and the
discussion of results regarding to their comments and feedback. We
found that this hybrid prototype is a valid design that can improve
their data understanding. We also gathered several different insights
that have great potentials to explore such as the large canvas and
the support of walking around. However, a major limitation is the
interaction part: the use of mouse to control both spaces needs to be
revised.

Then, based on the results, especially the problems of using mouse
in AR space, we tried to understand if the mouse in 3D is real problem-
atic. Chapter 4 presents an user study to compare users’ performance
when they use three types of input: mouse, space mouse, and tangible
tablet paired with both the screen and the HoloLens. We also tried
to understand if the match of dimensionality between the input and
output devices play a role to users’ performance. Results did not
reveal a universal conclusion of which is better, but informed us that
it depends a lot on the specific task. We found that the mouse is still
a powerful input when accuracy is highly demanded. In fact, this is
a quite positive conclusion because we know that the dimensionality
mismatch is not critical for designing hybrid visualization systems.
Users are flexible to choose different devices depending on the specific
tasks. Moreover, it is still good to keep using mouse.

Next, as the use of mobile to visualize data and to control large or
virtual spaces increases, Chapter 5 describes a method combing touch
and pressure input to augment 3D navigation accuracy.

In Chapter 6, we reflect on the work presented in this thesis and
our ultimate goal of paving the way for a continuum of interaction
for 3D data visualization [Besançon, 2018; Isenberg, 2014]. Under the
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scope of this thesis, the continuum means that users would eventu-
ally use and interact with different kinds of devices in a seamless
manner. Particularly, users would be able to easily switch between
traditional workstation and immersive environments. We also reflect
on the possible follow-up work that would further extend and develop
this concept.





2
R E L AT E D - W O R K

Using immersive environments for data exploration has been envi-
sioned for a long time. Bryson [1996], for example, explained that
3D VR environments and scientific visualization naturally match, not
only because of the spatial proprieties of scientific data, but also the
potential of real-world interactions leveraged by this combination. The
research of immersive analytics [Marriott et al., 2018; Dwyer et al.,
2018] also promises many advantages for data exploration such as
offering spatial visual immersion, and facilitating situated/embodied
interaction and collaboration. This chapter provides an overview of
the current state of immersive visualization environments and related
interaction techniques, while discussing their benefits and limitations
with specific regard to scientific workflows.

2.1 visual immersive systems for data exploration

Figure 2.1: A summary of 3D display technologies [Marriott et al., 2018].

Many systems offer stereoscopic view to increase the experience of
visual immersion, ranging from large ones that require complex setup
to small and portable devices. A recent survey by Fonnet and Prié

13
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[2019] summarized visualization contributions of immersive analytic
work for the past few decades and discussed how immersion could be
used to better visualize different types of data. Yet, our main focus is
how different environments could help the process of exploring and
understanding data, rather than studying a specific type of data repre-
sentation. As for the different immersive displays, Marriott et al. [2018]
have made a detailed summary of existing 3D display technologies
(Figure 2.1), we do not repeat all the work that has been summarized
previously, but quickly go through the several different types of visual
immersive systems that are highly investigated for 3D visualization,
before discussing their advantages and limitations. Our main focus in
this chapter lies on the classic work of different setup on which a lot
of novel and specific applications are based.

Figure 2.2: A design concept of CAVE, image from https://www.wavin.ca/

vr-cave.html.

The CAVE [Cruz-Neira et al., 1993b] (Figure 2.2, or other similar
setups like the StarCAVE [DeFanti et al., 2009] and the evolutive virtual
environment (EVE) [Pierre et al., 2010]) system makes use of a room-
size space to project objects. Users, usually wear 3D glasses, perceive
objects in stereoscopy and can directly walk into the space, thus being
fully immersed inside the visualized data. Since its creation, CAVE
has attracted much attention in visualization domains [Cruz-Neira
et al., 1993a], as it offers high-quality and large displays, that were
not possible with other VR setups at that moment. Also, it allows the
integration with different types of device to enhance user experience.
For example, even though using a 6 degrees of freedom (DOFs) spatial
tracker is the most common input device, there are several attempts
to interact with such environments like using a tablet and/or a pen
(e. g., the Studierstube project [Szalavári et al., 1998]) and gestures
(e. g., [Meulen, 2012]). However, CAVE’s stationary installation takes a
large space and its complicated setup and maintenance are both time-
consuming and costly. Moreover, its reliance on complex hardware
setups (usually compute clusters) which make programming for it
and running software fairly difficult. A similar, but less complex
setup, called 3D power-wall or virtual reality power-wall [Treanor

https://www.wavin.ca/vr-cave.html
https://www.wavin.ca/vr-cave.html
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et al., 2009], has attracted a lot of attention in the industrial world,
such as automotive manufacturing, and oil and gas industry. As in
the CAVE, users wear 3D glasses to perceive content in stereoscopy.
However, instead of turning a whole room into display walls, it is
usually composed of one large-size display as illustrated in Figure 2.3,
or a series of connected LCD displays to form a large screen, what
makes itself a less complicated (but still large) setup than the CAVE.
This kind of setup, is largely explored and combined with others
devices for a hybrid setup (such as in combination with a normal
desktop, a tablet, or others), as we will discuss in Section 2.2.

Figure 2.3: An example of 3D power-wall, imagined acquired from https:

//commons.wikimedia.org.

Smaller than the large displays and virtual rooms mentioned above,
tabletop environments have also attracted a lot of attention. The re-
sponsive workbench [Krueger and Froehlich, 1994] uses a horizontal
interactive surface to project stereoscopic images on it. It is also largely
applied to visualization domains, like fluid dynamics [Wesche, 1999],
battlefield [Durbin et al., 1998], and many others [Wesche et al., 1997].
Such setups also offer a lot of flexibility for users because we can make
use of the large space on and around the display surface, especially
when we take inspirations from non-immersive tabletop research that
make uses of touch input [Lundström et al., 2011] or on-screen con-
trollers [Jordà et al., 2007] to enhance the interaction for visualization.
Yet, this setup still requires an important size of space to setup and
maintain.

https://commons.wikimedia.org
https://commons.wikimedia.org
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: The responsive workbench. Images from https://graphics.

stanford.edu/projects/RWB/.

Then, to the comparable size of a normal workstation, Fish Tank
Virtual Reality [Ware et al., 1993] (Figure 2.5(a)) display stereoscopic
images with a normal monitor and 3D glasses while tracking the
positions of users’ head to offer visual immersion. Compared with
larger immersive environments, even though this setup does not
necessarily offer superior displays and high computing powers, a
study by Demiralp et al. [2006] highlighted that users had higher
preferences of using it compared with CAVE. What mores, users were
able to achieve the same level of performance for certain scientific
visualization applications. This is one of the earliest attempt to bring
immersive visualization to a desktop. Nevertheless, such environments
are gradually replaced by modern commercial virtual or augmented
reality (VR/AR) headsets (Figure 2.5(b) and Figure 2.5(c)) that directly
offer both stereoscopic view and head tracking.

2.1.1 Benefits of visual immersion compared to 2D screen

All different setups offer a certain level of visual immersion and ar-
gued to be beneficial for visual data exploration and understanding. In
1993, Sollenberger and Milgram [1993] conducted three experiments
to investigate the effect of using stereoscopic and rotational display
by examining accuracy in 3D path-tracing task. Compared with a 2D
screen, their results indicated that users’ had higher accuracy when
visualization was in stereoscopic or when they were using rotational
display view. They argued that these elements would help the under-
standing of complex line cluster and network graphs. Later, follow-up
studies confirmed such benefits (e. g., [Ware and Franck, 1996a; Ware
and Mitchell, 2005]). Other than that, Prabhat et al. [2008] compared
the performance of understanding biological datasets tasks in three
environments: desktop, fish tank, and CAVE. The results indicated
that CAVE, with the highest visual immersion, yielded the best results
for both users’ preference and performance of understanding spatial
relationship. Similarly, Laha et al. [2012] also performed controlled
studies and observed significant benefits of analyzing volume data
with immersion presented. Later, the benefits extended to isosurface

https://graphics.stanford.edu/projects/RWB/
https://graphics.stanford.edu/projects/RWB/
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2.5: (a) the initial Fish Tank design using mechanical tracker, image
from [Thabet et al., 2002]. (b) FiberClay visualization systems
using VR headset by Hurter et al. [2019]. (c) Microsoft HoloLens
2 AR headset, image from https://www.microsoft.com/fr-fr/

hololens.

visualization as well [Laha et al., 2014]. Will et al. [2018] explored the
use VR environments and 3D interaction techniques for experts to
trace neural circuits in brain, finding this system effective and less frus-
trating compared to traditional tools. They argued that scientists are
able to understand large and complex cases better with such setting.
Hurter et al. [2019] designed FiberClay (Figure 2.5(b)), a system that vi-
sualizes massive 3D airplane trajectories through occluded VR glasses.
Its evaluation with experts suggested that it favors the discovery of
flying patterns that were not usually noticed, therefore concluding
that such immersive systems have benefits for the data sense-making
process.

From these studies, we first learned that stereoscopy and motion
clues help better understand 3D data, both of which are naturally
brought by modern VR/AR headsets. We thus believe that choosing
an AR head-mounted display (HMD) is an appropriate choice. Second,
our application field of HEP deals with large clusters of particle
trajectories (as illustrated in Figure 1.1), which have certain similarities
with the studied network clusters or neural circuits. Based on that, we
think the advantages of visual immersion will pass to the exploratory
visualization of HEP as well.

https://www.microsoft.com/fr-fr/hololens
https://www.microsoft.com/fr-fr/hololens
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2.1.2 Limitations of fully immersive environments

Despite the benefits offered by different immersive environments, and
despite the fact that such environments are gaining popularity in many
different areas (for example, VR and AR systems have been already
much used in education, art and tourism), it is hard to find them
practically applied and integrated into real scientific and engineering
workflows. Apart from the issues raised by the technological con-
straints of the interfaces or physiological characteristics of the human
being as summarized by Guillaume [2014], we discuss with regards to
the requirements of scientists’ general data exploration process.

Many studies pointed out that visual analysis helps researchers and
engineers to understand their data, scientific workflows are not limited
to spatial aspects only. Abstract data such as statistical results play a
pivotal role and the analysis of such data usually requires traditional
plots such as histograms, charts, etc. Showing these elements simply
as a billboard placed into stereoscopic 3D view is not necessarily
always advantageous, and turning the plots into a 3D representation
is sometimes argued to be inefficient [Sedlmair et al., 2013]. Also,
special 3D spatial input devices, which are usually the default input
for VR systems, sometimes fails to meet the interaction requirements
of certain scientific tasks, which usually demand a high accuracy.
A recent study [Besançon et al., 2017b] using touch and tangible
interaction to explore volumetric flow data (Figure 2.6) reported that
domain experts mentioned that the traditional scripts-based input is
still necessary for accurate and advanced analysis, and would rather
combine the studied new interactive approach with traditional mouse
and keyboard input.

Figure 2.6: Exploring volumetric flow data with tactile and tangible interac-
tion [Besançon et al., 2017b].

For the particle physics, as we have introduced in Section 1.2, al-
though the physicists agree that stereoscopic output with intuitive and
fluid input is inspiring to understand the global event, they expressed
the need to find a way to support script writing-loading in such envi-
ronments as well due to the fact that scientists do not explore the data
in a random way. Many predefined views, settings, and interaction
(like filtering on different parameters) are specifically designed by
and for the scientists to carry out an analysis. Writing scripts with
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keyboards is still the easiest way to quickly adjust all these parameters
with high precision.

In summary, pure immersive environments have their advantages
of helping data understanding, but yet several limitations make them-
selves hard to be applied to scientific workflows. We thus attempt
to use a hybrid system to overcome the existing difficulties while
benefiting the advantages of each side.

2.2 hybrid visualization systems

With the benefits offered by visual immersion and the special require-
ments of domain experts of using traditional analyze tools, we work
towards a hybrid scenario to bring immersive visualization to current
scientific workflows as described in Section 1.3. The concept of hybrid
environments is not novel. Researchers have proposed many different
setups to improve interaction experience and/or to add additional
visualization content. For the interaction part, Besançon [2018] dis-
cussed the general multi-devices interaction scenarios. In this thesis,
we focus on the work related to immersive analytics.

One of the main idea of CAVE2 [Febretti et al., 2013] is to combine
immersive visualization with non-immersive content by dividing the
large display into two parts. Beside configuring the environments to be
fully immersive, users can display immersive and non-immersive side
by side. Based on that, they examined a specific collaborative scenario
to explore ice covered Lake Bonney using the CAVE2 to display public
content while adding a laptop per person to show private informa-
tion and to control the displayed data (Figure 2.7). Later, researchers
studied other visualization applications with the CAVE2 to explore
large-scale cosmological simulation [Hanula et al., 2015] and medical
images [Marai et al., 2016]. The cosmological application visualized
both spatial and non-spatial data, a study shown that such design was
efficient. In our application domain, we also need to deal with both
abstract and spatial data. We thus hypothesized that a combination of
different devices would also help the understanding of scientific data.

Similarly, the Studierstube project [Szalavári et al., 1998] is a co-
located collaborative system which combines one AR headset and
one hand-held panel for each collaborator. The panel is designed to
both facilitate the interaction and to display information. With such a
setup, Gröller [2002] have demonstrated several scientific visualization
applications.

The interactive Slice Wim [Coffey et al., 2012] combined a table-
top display and a wall display. With sterescopic headsets, users can
perceive both the 3D objects in spaces and a projection on the 2D
screens. A typical example is that while users are slicing a volume
visualization, the volume data is visualized in space with stereoscopy
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Figure 2.7: A collaborative working scenario using CAVE2 and personal
laptops to explore ice covered Lake Bonney, image from Marai
et al. [2016].

Figure 2.8: Studierstube collaborative application where users see both the
3D visuals in space and other information on the panel [Gröller,
2002].

and the slice plane is projected on the large screen, as illustrated in
Figure 2.9.

As we have mentioned here, in most of the traditional setups with a
large display, users wear 3D glasses to have stereoscopic views. Such
displays project binocular images, thus the 3D objects perceived by the
users are directly linked to the content displayed on screens. However,
the appeal of small and portable AR headsets has offered another
possibility—the immersive displays no longer need to rely on the
content on the 2D displays, each of them can have separate views.
Thus, research on combining a large 2D display with AR headsets
is attracting more and more attention in recent years. For example,
Reipschläger et al. [2021] augmented a large visualization screens (Fig-
ure 2.11) to address existing challenges that were often encountered
with data visualization on large displays, and proposed several ideas
to align the visualization of the two displays. Similarly, Büschel et al.
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Figure 2.9: The interactive Slice Wim [Coffey et al., 2012].

[2021] explored a in-situ visualization for analyzing spatio-temporal
data using a large wall display and anAR headset. These examples
are quite aligned with our purpose of extending existing tools with
immersive visualization, however, they are generally too large to be
setup in a typical office for daily usage.

Figure 2.10: Visualizations with AR and large screens by Reipschläger et al.
[2021].

Another idea shown by Bornik et al. [2006] is to use a normal tablet
PC for showing 2D content and to interact with the stereoscopic view
visualized on a large screen (Figure 2.12). They demonstrated this
setup with medical datasets. However, an interesting result of their
study is that users had some difficulties working with 3D environ-
ments, while they can perform things correctly in 2D. They explained
this with the important learning cost, we thus further believes that it
would be useful to keep a traditional workstation as the experts are
used to, instead of replacing with other devices, such as a tablet-like
surface used in the Studierstube project. The reason is that we want
the new setup can be practically integrated into their normal working
environments as requested by R2.

Benko et al. [2004] also demonstrated a collaborative case for archae-
ological data using large surface and VR headsets. Through combining
a PC-like device or to large visualization environments, all these en-
vironments can fulfill our goal of combing immersive visualization
with traditional analysis tools, and can easily display either spatial
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Figure 2.11: Visualizations with AR and large screens by Büschel et al. [2021].

Figure 2.12: A hybrid setup using a tablet and and wall size stereoscopic
display for medical data exploration [Bornik et al., 2006].

or abstract information for users to analyze. We believe the major
drawback of applying such environments to scientific workflows is
still their high cost and complexity for setup and maintenance.

As for the smaller setups, the use of see-through headsets seems to
be more common the occluded VR techniques. With fully immersive
VR, as users are occluded from the real world, it is required to recreate
all needed elements in virtual space, such as a plane surface for visu-
alization and virtual input devices for a reference. A typical example
is the VirtualDesk presented by Filho et al. [2019] (Figure 2.13) that
created a virtual surface in to facilitate the use of both 2D and 3D
content. This method can both achieve R1 and R2 since it allows the
exploration of all different types of datasets and does not require a
considerable size of space to setup. However, as we have presented in
Chapter 1, we tend to use non-occluded AR glasses to avoid recreating
all the tools that experts need for data analysis, to better make use
of real-world objects, and potentially to facilitate the communication
among several collaborating users.
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Figure 2.13: VirtualDesk application by Filho et al. [2019].

Previous work combining AR and a normal workstations include,
for example, the combinasion of a traditional desktop with zSpace—a
3D stereoscopic screen—for radiologists analysis [Mandalika et al.,
2018]. They evaluated this system with both experts and novices. The
results shown a higher performance with this hybrid setting compared
to both pure 2D and pure 3D setups. The benefits are even greater
with non-experts users. Another example is the SpaceTop proposed
by Lee et al. [2013]. It remains the size of normal desktop, but allows
both traditional 2D and AR displays and interaction. This setup is
pretty close to our vision, however, their usage of AR is limited to
the space of a traditional space, which we believe could be further
explored with modern hardware.

Figure 2.14: SpaceTop by Lee et al. [2013].

Apart from that, another one close to our vision is the DesktopVR
(e. g., [Bogdan et al., 2014]). Similar to the fish tank, with the help of 3D
glasses, it allows users to switch between displaying the monoscopic or
stereoscopic view on the PC screen. Thus, users can switch between the
two depending on the analysis they are running. Compared with the
use of modern commercial AR devices, this setup still has a few major
limitations. For example, the 3D view is limited to the screen space
that cannot support large visualization, and the 2D and 3D analysis
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need to be carried separately—users cannot see the two at the same
time. We believe that new hardware brings both new opportunities
and challenges for design the interaction that worth to be explored.

Later, Millette and McGuffin [2016] designed a hybrid AR and PC
setting to improve the Computer Aided Design (CAD) design process.
They also added a smart-phone to control the AR space in 6 DOFs.
In fact, it is not rare that people investigated a hybrid setting that
one of the device is mainly meant for the interaction. Normand and
McGuffin [2018] used AR environments to enlarge the screen of a
mobile device, thus López et al. [2016] also proposed to use a tablet to
interact with scientific data visualized on a large stereoscopic screen,
and proposed a method to address the difference of view between the
tablet and the stereo space (Figure 2.15).

Figure 2.15: A hybrid setup that uses a tablet to control stereoscopic views,
by [López et al., 2016].

These past approaches show that the combination of multiple de-
vices can enhance the performance of users and empower them with
new types of input by taking the best of each device. Such arguments
also motivate our own work of extending traditional workstation with
immersive environments. We aim to investigate with special regards
to visualization requirements, and study the interaction techniques.

2.3 3d navigation techniques

Figure 2.16: Navigating or manipulating in 3D requires 6 DOFs—translating
along and rotating around the three axis.
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3D navigation (or 3D manipulation), which requires changing posi-
tion and orientation of the view (or the object) in 6 DOFs (Figure 2.16),
is one of the fundamental task in 3D for visualization [Besançon et al.,
2021], and is also the main task we need to support in our systems.
Some surveys (e. g., [Jankowski and Hachet, 2013; Mendes et al., 2019])
summarized a variety of navigation techniques based on different
setups and different input devices, from desktop to virtual immersive
environments. And many studies have been performed to compare
different input devices for 3D environments. For example, Dang et
al. [2009] compared wand, voice, and PC-tablet based interfaces and
found out that the wand is the most efficient input, while there are
also other work suggested that traditional mouse input is still efficient,
such as the one by Sun et al. [2018] that compared positioning tasks.
Our main focus here is not to re-summarize all different kinds of
input and interaction techniques that can be used for 3D interaction,
but to globally discuss a part of them relevant to our hybrid system
design. We will add more details in each chapter when a certain type
is relevant to our work.

Mouse and keyboard are the default input devices for a traditional
workstation. The interaction techniques of using the mouse to navigate
in 3D spaces can be roughly classified into two categories. The first is
to use widgets, like virtual handles, box, or balls (e. g., Figure 2.17). It
allows accurate control of every parameters and sometimes the idea
is also transferred to the AR space as done by the designers of the
HoloLens (Figure 2.18), even though they do not use the mouse as
the input device. However, the design of the mouse cursor in 3D is
not easy, drawbacks exist for every kind of existing design [Schemali
and Eisemann, 2014]. For example, stereo cursors (which work like
a normal 3D object) usually suffer from the occlusion problem as
they can be outside of the field of view or hidden by the virtual
environments. The one-eye cursor [Ware and Lowther, 1997] improves
this aspect by ignoring the depth and keeping the cursor on a 2D
screen plane like a traditional mouse cursor on the screen. However, a
study by Teather and Stuerzlinger [2013] found that such cursor is not
universally beneficial compared with stereo cursor for the selection
task, especially when we vary the distance between the objects to select
and the display surface. So in the first step, we would avoid choosing
interaction techniques that heavily depend on mouse cursor to click
on specific widgets or handles, as designing one in 3D environments
is an important research question itself.
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Figure 2.17: Manipulating 3D objects with mouse using handles [Conner
et al., 1992; Mendes et al., 2019].

Figure 2.18: The bounding box handles of Micirosoft’s mixed reality toolkit.

Another possibility is to directly map the motions of the mouse to
manipulating a certain degree of freedom (DOF). This method usually
requires the combination with the keyboard, and is supported by most
3D modeling or programming software. An example is that in the
inspector windows of Unity3D, while pressing, users can translate
their mouse to rotate the camera. Because it does not rely on the
absolute position of the cursor, we believe it could be easier to use. In
this work, we do not aim to design new interaction mappings (i. e.,
transfer functions) for the mouse, we thus decided to build upon an
existing technique (Figure 2.19), which was found to be used by a
large number of 3D modeling software tools in a survey.

Figure 2.19: An existing mouse-based interaction technique, image from the
supplementary materials of Besançon et al. [2017c]
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Mid-air gestures are usually used for both VR and AR applications,
as it is a natural way to touch and manipulate an object in 3D environ-
ments. For example, it is a common approach to capture a user’s hand
movement and create a visual hand in VR environments to manipulate
objects. The first version of the Microsoft HoloLens uses gaze direc-
tion and a tap gesture as their default input. For the HoloLens2, the
supported gestures are extended to more possibilities (Figure 2.20).

Figure 2.20: Examples of supported in-air gestures supported by HoloLens2,
image from Microsoft Mixed Reality Toolkits.

While in-air gestures are often argued to be intuitive and easy to use,
it could cause serious tiredness and cannot achieve a high accuracy
[Filho et al., 2019]. The tiredness is severe for daily use and a low
accuracy usually cannot meet the requirements of visualization tasks.
Moreover, by the time we started working on the thesis, the tap gesture
is the only supported gesture by the first version of the HoloLens.
Without other devices, it is quite hard to meet the requirements of
high DOFs’ navigation/manipulation in 3D. Even though it is possible
to create handles surrounding an object like using the mouse in a
desktop, its long-term usage remains difficult and tiring. Apart from
that, mid-airs gestures work only for the VR/AR and is hard to be
extended to control the PC, which is an important drawback if we want
to find one input for both the PC and the AR part of a hybrid system.
Based on these considerations, we do not envision that using mid-air
gestures is a good choice to offer seamless and unified interaction
that could fulfill the needs of visualization tasks—particularly a high
accuracy is usually demanded.

Wands or spatial-tracked controllers are also commonly found to
interact with VR environments, and are becoming the default input
devices for commercial VR headsets. These input devices are very
flexibly and can offer many controls through their high input DOFs
because they are spatial-aware and they have additional buttons for
interaction. Nowadays, a lot of VR-based visualization research is
based on commercial controllers. An example is the work by Hurter et
al. [2019] as shown in Figure 2.5(b). However, there is still no universal
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one that have been largely applied in AR. Although some efforts have
been made to design special input devices for AR, such as the CHARM
(Figure 2.21) by Klamka et al. [2019], a limitation is that self-designed
devices are not easily acquired by general public.

Figure 2.21: A specially designed input device CHARM [Klamka et al., 2019]
for AR manipulation.

In addition, a common idea is to add a mobile device or a touch sur-
face to enable the direct touch interaction for immersive environments
to form a hybrid system, as we have introduced in Section 2.2. For all
the existing solutions, each is beneficial for a certain use case, but also
has their limitations. In this thesis, to explore the practical usage of our
envisioned hybrid system by general public in their daily workflow,
we decided to start from the default input of the PC—the mouse and
the keyboard, and gradually revise and improve our design according
to obtained results.

2.4 summary

We have presented in this chapter different immersive visualization
environments, and some combinations with a PC-like workstation.
Even though there are a lot of possibilities to allow experts to switch
between the immersive and non-immersive views to fulfill our basic
requirement R1, many of them rely on complex setup, or large spaces,
which are not compatible with R2 The one that is most close to our
vision is the DesktopVR setup. However, the modern hardware has
brought both new opportunities and new challenging for designing the
interaction and visualization applications. We thus started to explore
the use of a hybrid PC and AR setup for 3D data exploration.
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U N D E R S TA N D I N G A R E X T E N S I O N S F O R E X I S T I N G
T O O L S

Towards an Understanding of Augmented Reality Extensions for Ex-
isting 3D Data Analysis Tools

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: Sketch of our vision of transitioning from (a) a traditional work-
station to (b) an AR-augmented data analysis environment [Wang
et al., 2019b].

To answer Q1 and Q2, we present in this chapter how particle
physicists would want to use a hybrid PC and AR setup to explore
their data through an observational study. Following our discussions
presented in Chapter 1, our goal is to allow researchers to integrate
stereoscopic AR-based visual representations and interaction tech-
niques into their tools, and thus ultimately to increase the adoption
of modern immersive analytics techniques in existing data analysis
workflows. We use Microsoft’s HoloLens as a lightweight and easily
maintainable AR headset and replicate existing visualization and in-
teraction capabilities on both the PC and the AR view. We treat the
AR headset as a second yet stereoscopic screen, allowing researchers
to study their data in a connected multi-view manner. We detailed our
design choice, implemented prototype, and experiment in this chapter.
Through the observational study with 7 physicists from CERN, results
indicate that our collaborating physicists appreciate a hybrid data
exploration setup with an interactive AR extension to improve their
understanding of particle collision events.

Findings of the piece of work presented in this chapter give us
fundamental understanding of the feasibility of a PC and AR hybrid
visualization system, insights for future improvements, and enlightens
us more specific questions to address.

Main portions of this chapter were published at ACM CHI 2020

[Wang et al., 2020]. The term of “we” in this chapter refers to myself,
Lonni Besançon, David Rousseau, Mickael Sereno, Mehdi Ammi, and
Tobias Isenberg.
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3.1 introduction

VR allows us to experience remarkably immersive worlds. These
environments can be engaging and promise to facilitate tasks that
require a high degree of immersion—the psychological state that users
experience when they are surrounded by or in an environment that
is continuously streaming stimuli [Witmer and Singer, 1998]—into
their three-dimensional content. Since the end of 1960s [Sutherland,
1968], a number of technical setups (e. g., [VIVE, 2019; Oculus, 2019;
Cruz-Neira et al., 1992; Febretti et al., 2013]) have been introduced and
explored by researchers, with recent developments not only coming
(visually) close to the vision of a Holodeck [Marks et al., 2014] but
also making immersive experiences available to the general public.
From the start, VR hardware has also been explored for 3D data
visualization (e. g., [Haan et al., 2002; Fröhlich et al., 1999; Hurter et al.,
2019; Keefe, 2008; Marks et al., 2014; Sundén et al., 2017; Theart et al.,
2017]) and were proven to be more efficient than traditional setups in
many different aspects as we have already discussed in Chapter 2.

Compared to fully immersive VR environments, AR offers new
opportunities, in addition to also offering immersive 3D stereoscopic
data views. First, AR does not transport users to a fully virtual world,
allowing them to interact with real-world objects such as traditional
input devices (e. g., mouse). Users are thus not forced to use dedicated
input devices (e. g., wand, 3D controller) as in most VR settings, re-
sulting in lower learning costs and a large potential to integrate the
new environments with existing tools. The latter is essential because
domain experts tend to stick to existing analysis tools and are hesitant
to transit to new ones, as has been shown in past work [Besançon et al.,
2017b] and which we also saw in our field observations as described in
Chapter 1. We argue that this is is one of the main reason that current
VR-based immersive environments rarely find their way into practical
data analysis workflows used by scientists.

In this work we thus investigated a hybrid setup which extends
traditional PC-based exploration tools with AR. This setup allows
researchers to benefit from the immersion offered by AR technologies,
while still being able to use their traditional analysis tools on classical
workstations which possess higher computational power. While some
past work (e. g., [Millette and McGuffin, 2016; Nagao et al., 2016; Ser-
rano et al., 2015]) and commercial manufacturers 1 already envisioned
or explored extensions of 2D screens with AR, we focus on the specific
design requirements for scientific visualization. This domain differs
from past studied ones such as VR/AR-supported video conferences
and game-play, especially because of a high demand for accurate in-
put. We used Microsoft’s HoloLens [Microsoft, 2019] as a see-through

1 Examples include the work of https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NogltmewmQ and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q0K3n0Gf8mA.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NogltmewmQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q0K3n0Gf8mA
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AR HMD so that users can seamlessly switch from the PC view to
a stereoscopic data representation, and back. We duplicated in both
platforms a set of visual data analysis features specific to particle
physics to achieve a comparable level of functionality. The features
are adjusted with respect to the constraints of their rendering space.
We then treat both visual spaces as connected views [Wills, 2008], and
let users control them using mouse and keyboard devices to avoid a
repetitive switching of input devices. To better understand such AR-
supported scientific visualization, we then present an observational
study about how scientists want to make use of such a hybrid system,
with special focus on particle visualization in HEP. We then discuss
the potential usage and future design of such settings with respect
to the feedback gathered from our study. Our main contribution is
thus not the system design but our study. To our best knowledge, we
are the first to examine the practical use of immersive visualization to
satisfy real needs of physicists. Our results will guide the design of
future hybrid visualization systems needed by physicists and scientists
with similar 3D data.

3.2 related work

Since we have discussed immersive and hybrid visualization environ-
ments in Chapter 2, we only quickly summarize a few main points
in this section before discussing approaches that facilitate the interac-
tion between different visual environments. We conclude this section
with a small survey of visualization in particle physics—our chosen
application domain.

3.2.1 Immersive and hybrid visualization environments

In the past, the responsive workbench [Krueger and Froehlich, 1994],
occluded virtual reality glasses [Shibata, 2002], and CAVEs [Cruz-
Neira et al., 1992] have been extensively studied because, compared
to traditional 2D screens, they better support visual data immersion.
Prior work argued that such environments can foster and facilitate
interaction with large datasets (e. g., [Forsberg et al., 2009; Ware and
Franck, 1996b; McIntire et al., 2014a]) as well as improving comprehen-
sion (e. g., [Filho et al., 2019; Hurter et al., 2019]). For example, Prabhat
et al. [2008] concluded that, for 3D biological data understanding,
users preferred and performed best using immersive environments,
compared to non-immersive ones. Will et al. [2018] found VR envi-
ronments with effective 3D input makes the task of tracing neural
circuits in brain more effective and less frustrating compared to tradi-
tional tools. FiberClay [Hurter et al., 2019] visualized massive airplane
trajectories combined with the geological map in VR headsets. Its
evaluation with experts suggested that it favors the discovery of flying
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patterns that were not usually noticed, leading the authors to conclude
that such immersive systems have benefits for the data sense-making
process.

With the benefits offered by visual immersion, researchers also sug-
gested using hybrid visualization environments that combine both 2D
screen and immersive environments to benefit from both 3D stereo-
scopic view and traditional analysis information (e. g., 2D slicing
and abstract data). For example, Mandalika et al. [2018] combined a
traditional desktop with zSpace—a 3D stereoscopic screen—for radi-
ologists. Marai et al. [2016] studied collaborative systems combining
a CAVE2 displaying public contents—divided into a 2D wall size
display part and an immersive stereoscopic display—and one laptop
per user to both display private contents and send data to the CAVE.
The Studierstube system [Szalavári et al., 1998] is a co-located col-
laborative system which combines one AR headset and one personal
hand-held panel. Benko et al. [2004] also demonstrated a collaborative
case for archaeological data. These past approaches show that the
combination of multiple devices can enhance the performance of users
and empower them with new types of input by taking the best of
each device. Such arguments motivate our own work of extending
traditional workstation with immersive environments.

3.2.2 Cross-device interaction

The communication among multiple devices and the interaction tech-
niques for each device have been studied extensively. Brudy et al.
[2019], e. g., surveyed papers from the ACM DL up to May 2018 about
cross-device computing taxonomies and gave a detailed list of in-
teraction techniques for different input modalities. As our ultimate
vision of a seamless integration of the AR extension into the scientific
workflow, we are interested in understanding the possibility of using a
common interaction technique to control both sides without switching
the devices.

Figure 3.2: Illustration of Gluey [Serrano et al., 2015].

Using a head-mounted AR device as a workstation extension, Ser-
rano et al. [2015] designed Gluey (Figure 3.2) to unify the different
devices’ interactions for general workflows. In 2015, Microsoft envi-
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sioned using their HoloLens to extend the 3D modeling tool Autodesk
Maya (Figure 3.3). They allowed users to control the data in both the
desktop and the AR space using the mouse. Millette and McGuffin
[2016], although they added a smartphone, also kept mouse in a hy-
brid system for 3D CAD working scenario. In another example, a
bank envisioned a scenario where users sit on a desk, pull things from
the screen to space, and interact with them using gestures and voice
command. While these possibilities have been demonstrated, their
benefits and limitations remain unclear as well as how to properly
design the interaction, specifically with respect to 3D data exploration
needs. We thus based our prototype on mouse control for both the 2D
and 3D views to better understand how that could benefit scientists
and how it should be implemented.

Figure 3.3: The combination of a traditional workstation and a Microsoft
HoloLens to augment the 3D modeling design process, by Mi-
crosoft.

3.2.3 Visualization and data exploration in particle physics

In our application domain of particle physics, visualization is essen-
tial for both collision exploration and public education [Bellis et al.,
2018]. For example, experts use statistical tools to identify both strange
(whose trajectories are hard to explain by current physics laws) and
interesting (those who carry a high energy) particle traces, and visual-
ization is needed to understand both. Various tools already support
the interactive visualization of particle collisions for different tasks
(Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5(a)). For example, at CERN, Virtual Point
1 (VP1) [Kittelmann et al., 2010] displays experiments happened in-
side the A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS) detector for searching
elusive dark matter particles, AliEve [Niedziela and Haller, 2017] vi-
sualizes events of A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE), and iSpy
[Alverson et al., 2012] is used for The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS)
detectors. Most of these tools are traditional PC or web-based with
several identified defaults: a typical difficulty is that dense events are
difficult to visualize due to the overlapping of trajectories after the
projection on the 2D screen. VR recently attracted CERN researchers’
attention: it is being gradually recognized by physicists that stereo-
scopic views can help them to understand their data. Yet the few
existing tools, e. g., ATLASrift [Vukotic et al., 2015] and Belle II [Duer
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et al., 2018], are mostly limited to public education. We, in contrast,
investigated the use of AR headsets for data analysis as they do not
occlude users from the real world and thus can augment the 3D views
of current analysis tools.

Figure 3.4: Examples of visualization tools used in CERN.

3.3 design choices

(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Screen shots of Virtual Point 1 visualization software. Images from
the ATLAS Experiment © 2019 CERN, used with permission.

Benefits of visual immersion demonstrated in previous literature
and physicists’ interests motivated our study. We based our prototype
on discussions with our collaborators at CERN (from the Atlas project)
to understand their workflow, current tools, and interaction require-
ments. Through our discussions we learned that their analysis does
not only rely on visualization software, they need to switch between
data analysis to find and limit the region of interests, and visualiza-
tion to observe and understand the exact phenomenon. We thus need
to consider a system that allows both immersive visualization and
traditional data analysis. Moreover, it needs to be easy to setup such
a system in an office to be used in the scientists’ regular workflows.
Based on these considerations, we propose a hybrid setting that com-
bines a PC and a HoloLens Figure 3.1 [Wang et al., 2019b]: We do not
aim to replace the existing tools of scientists but rather to propose to
use a 3D stereoscopic extension that allows them to better perceive
their 3D data, seamlessly combining the benefits of the stereoscopic
view with traditional analysis tools. We now explain our choice in
detail and the relevance of our study to the domain.
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3.3.1 Input

We rely on mouse and keyboard as input devices for both PC and the
HoloLens. Physicists’ analysis (in contrast to visualization) heavily
relies on script writing where mouse and keyboard are essential. These
devices are thus important to keep in our hybrid system as we want
to integrate the 3D extension into their workflow.In addition, previous
work pointed out that experts still prefer traditional input even if
new forms of intuitive input exist, for example, studies with fluid
dynamics researchers [Besançon et al., 2017b] and doctors [Mandalika
et al., 2018]—similar to the well-known Legacy Bias in interaction
design where “users resort to well-known interaction styles even when
more effective and novel techniques are available” [Brudy et al., 2019].

For AR input, even though mid-air gestures are popular means,
it has been argued that they could introduce user confusion, error,
and fatigue [Filho et al., 2019]. We thus do not envision its use for
scientific visualization where high interaction precision is required. In
addition, we are interested in unifying interaction design such that
users do not need to switch between different input devices as others
argued in the past, including for the HoloLens. But such interaction
remains a challenge in purely virtual spaces [Grubert et al., 2018]. Our
work is thus a step toward better understanding how hybrid virtual
environments can enhance scientific analysis and how to improve
scientists’ workflow with the commonly used input of mouse and
keyboard, as well as how such systems should be realized.

3.3.2 Output

We selected an AR HMD because it is light-weight and can easily be
used in an office, without occluding the real world as a VR HMD.
Users can seamlessly use their traditional analysis tools and benefit
from stereoscopic rendering. We thus do not need to recreate all analy-
sis tools as in VR, nor do we need to introduce additional VR-specific
input devices. Although AR devices with an additional mouse and
keyboard input may fully replace the PC one day, we still explore and
study the equivalent PC-AR hybrid setting due to its currently higher
fidelity. Moreover, relying on a PC likely will always have merit due to
its its high computational power and superior high-resolution screens.
We excluded large environments like a CAVE due to their high de-
mand for space and maintenance, which limit a practical integration
to regular workflows. We do not use static 3D screens because the
virtually unlimited canvas of AR HMDs can provide additional advan-
tages for scientific visualization as such tasks often require multi-view
analysis. They are also more flexible to allow users to arrange views
to perceive both the 3D space and non-spatial information at the same
time. While 3D screens with appropriate interaction techniques can
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: Example of user interface on (a) a PC and (b) the HoloLens. Both
of them use a menu bar on the top of the view.

also offer large canvases, we believe that gaze-based view-switching
has potentials that we should study. Although we did not investigate
collaboration in this work, an AR HMD may also facilitate collabora-
tive data analysis [Sereno et al., 2019] which should be studied in the
future.

3.3.3 Study relevance

Although research in VR/AR with multi-view settings exist [Mah-
mood et al., 2018]), the interaction requirements of 3D data visual-
ization usually differ from those in other use cases, specifically the
demand of high-precision work. For 3D selection, e. g., common meth-
ods like ray-casting are unsuitable for scientific datasets because they
usually do not natively define objects or regions [Besançon et al.,
2019]. Another example is the common use of orthographic projection
for precise comparison of parallel structures. It is thus important to
study such tasks with domain experts to understand the needs and to
conduct design guidelines to bring immersive visualization environ-
ments into their workflow. Another reason is that, while some have
envisioned hybrid PC plus AR interaction as mentioned above, it still
remains unclear how domain experts would want to use such a hybrid
system, how an AR extension can support data exploration, and how
the interaction/UI should be designed to support their needs. To study
it, a working prototype is necessary because paper prototypes with flat
images remove the immersion provided by AR, thus several features
of AR like walking around would be impossible to investigate.

3.4 prototypical implementation

We implemented a prototype to serve as an initial tool to understand
the potential use case of an AR extension with PC data exploration
tools—we did not developed it to replace existing software and settings
in usability, interaction details, or computing power, all of which are
fast changing according to experts’ feedback, yet are not the key points
we discuss.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.7: Visualization of (a) hit/true points, (b) constructed/true trajecto-
ries, and (c) zoomed trajectories with points in our PC prototype.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.8: Visualization of (a) beam line as well as (b) pixel, (c) short strip,
and (d) long trip detectors with particle hit points in our PC
prototype.

Our prototype consists of two parts: one on the PC and one on
the HoloLens (Figure 3.6), both inspired by our collaborating particle
physicists’ regular work environments. We envision the metaphor
of using a two-screen environment, in which the content of each
screen can be defined individually and the mouse can travel from one
screen to the other. We then replace one of these screens by the AR
environment (Figure 3.1). The users can remain seated and continue
to work with their traditional tools as usual on their PC or laptop,
but can also transition to the AR environment when needed or go
back to the PC at any time. The communication is based on WiFi
using the UDP protocol and is bi-directionnal, i. e., motions happening
in the AR environment are also transmitted to the PC. We created
all implementations in Unity with C# and its framework . NET. We
transmit data via UDP due to its simple implementation and small
processing overhead. In a controlled network, data usually arrives in
order and without loss.

We then created comparable functionality on both the PC and the
AR platform, including the user interface and the interaction logic,
i. e., all tasks described in this section can be performed both on PC
and on HoloLens. Our general idea with this prototype is that both
views share the same dataset but can be configured differently (views,
settings, manipulations, etc.)—just like multi-view environments on
traditional PC settings. Users can pull the current configuration from
one side to another using UI actions. They can also switch the real-
time synchronization between both device on and off, to understand
how users prefer to use such a function.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.9: UI Interface: (a) PC and (b) HoloLens.

3.4.1 Data

We use simulated proton collision events from the MLTrack Challenge
[Amrouche et al., 2019]. A single event contains information about
(1) the true hit points (collision with detector hardware, including
position and momentum data), computed through physics laws, (2)
the simulated measured hit points (with simulated measuring error),
(3) information on the particle’ trajectory, to which we refer as a
track (Figure 3.7). One event contains about 10K tracks with 100K
points. Basing our visualization only on simulated measurements, we
connect the points’ positions to get the particles’ measured trajectories.
To reduce the rendering cost, we simply connect the points with
straight lines which is also done by the physicists, without introducing
ambiguity for understanding the true trajectories.

3.4.2 Mouse transitions

Mouse and keyboard input are captured first on the PC, and then
transmitted to the HoloLens. On the PC we use the mouse as usual.
The mouse switches between the 2D screen and the AR space by
pressing the Tab key. We did not use implicit transitions when the
mouse crosses the screens’ borders as done with two 2D screens to
avoid unintended switches between the two platforms. Indeed, the
borders’ area of their traditional tools usually contains UI elements
to perform manipulations or to change system setting (Figure 3.5(a))
causing users to frequently manipulate this area. We did not use gaze
focus to control the cursor either like others [Serrano et al., 2015]
because we leave users the possibility to see both the 3D and the 2D
views at the same time, instead of forcing them use only one. In AR
space, the mouse can move—in addition to its 2D motion—along the
depth axis with the scroll wheel, while the Shift key is pressed. We we
decided to not reinitialize the mouse’s depth position after releasing
the key (i. e., the mouse will not be back to the default position “in
front” of the 3D box). Yet even though the UI widgets in AR are
fixed on the box’ front, users can still click on them while the mouse
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is behind them based on ray-casting (without drawing the ray). We
added a visual feedback (color highlighting) while the mouse “hovers
over” the button.

In the remainder of this section, we list and discuss how we solved
the requirements pointed by the experts. We also report our insights
from analyzing their current tools.

3.4.3 Following the track

Physicists want to follow a single track while exploring, thus each of
them need to have a unique color. Their current tool does not provide
a standard color map for all tracks, we thus created one to make sure
that they are not too bright to hurt eyes in either space.

3.4.4 Abstraction for data and detector

It is essential for our collaborators to visualize both the detector
structure and the collision data. The Atlas detector comprises three
main parts: inner detector, calorimeter, and spectrometer. In this study,
we use a simplified model with only the meshes of the beam line
(where collision happens) and inner detector (which includes pixel
detectors, short strip detector, and long strip detector, see Figure 3.8).
Switching on and off different detectors is triggered using UI widgets
(Figure 3.9), similar to their existing tools.

3.4.5 Visualization of different perspectives

Domain experts need to compare different views of the same data. As
shown in Figure 3.5, the current tool uses multiple windows or several
views on the same screen. We chose the latter as AR has a larger
canvas that supports the simultaneous rendering of multiple views.
We implemented 2 × 2 views (Figure 3.10) including the front, top, left,
and perspective views as commonly found in many 3D tools. Those
views have different transformation (position, rotation, and scaling),
but share the same dataset: manipulations such as filtering are applied
to all of them. Those views are not restrained to pre-defined settings,
each of the them is configurable. Users first click on a specific view,
and then can change its setting (in Figure 3.10, e. g., the right bottom
view’s is highlighted to indicate that users interact with just this view).

3.4.6 Save and jump to specific views

Domain experts also need to be able to save specific states (including
transformation, filtering, and abstraction level) of the dataset they
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.10: Visualization of 2 × 2 views: (a) PC and (b) HoloLens.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.11: Visualization of 3 × 3 views: (a) PC and (b) HoloLens. Only saved
views are displayed.

are exploring and may jump back to a former state later. We thus
implemented a 3× 3 dump board (Figure 3.11) that carries the saved
states. The dump board is always synchronized between the PC and
the HoloLens, thus users can perform interaction on any view and
freely switch to the desired setting on the other.

3.4.7 3D navigation

3D navigation allows physicists to explore and understand the spatial
aspects of the dataset at hand. Their current tool includes interaction
with 5 DOFs: x- and y-rotations, x- and y-translations, and uniform
scaling. However, they are insufficient in an AR setting where users
need to translate the data along the z-axis to specify its position in
space. We thus defined a 7 DOFs navigation mapping using mouse
and keyboard, derived from one of their used tools and previous work
[Besançon et al., 2017c] as follows: the left button triggers a rotation
around the x- and y-axes, the right button triggers a translation along
the x- and y-axes, the scroll wheel translates along or rotates around
the z-axis (a single click on the wheel switches from one to the other),
and scrolling while Ctrl is pressed triggers zooming.

3.4.8 Selection by parameters

Each particle has many parameters. Experts usually plot histograms
and find a region of interest. They then use their tools (VP1 or special
Python packages) and focus directly on the special particles by select-
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: Histogram filtering: (a) PC (by η) and (b) HoloLens (by pt).

(a) (b)

Figure 3.13: Spatial selection: (a) the PC and (b) the HoloLens.

ing them based on the target parameter values. Based on the previous
habit of using histogram, we make them interactive. Users can high-
light and filter particles through clicking/sliding on the histograms
(e. g., left side of Figure 3.12(a)). Explicit filtering is triggered by direct
clicking/sliding, while track highlighting is triggered with Ctrl but-
ton. In our prototype, we support histograms of following properties:
azimuthal angle (phi, φ) in cylindrical coordinates, pseudorapidity (eta,
η) related to the the dip angle in cylindrical coordinates, transverse
momentum (pt), the momentum of the generated particle projected
onto the transverse plane, the radius of the production point of the
particle (r0), and the distance of closest approach to the z-axis of the
trajectory of the particle when extrapolated (d0).

3.4.9 Spatial selection

Domain experts sometimes need to select tracks based on their po-
sitions in their visualization software. We implemented a lasso tool
(Figure 3.13) which is often found in 3D exploration tools (e. g., [Yu
et al., 2016]). Users can apply Boolean operations to intersect, unite,
or delete the selected tracks with the visualized ones. Using screen
widgets, users can also specify if they want to select particles with
all trajectories inside the lasso or with at least one part inside it, thus
keeping the complete trajectories of the particles. Selected regions are
first highlighted, then filtered after confirmation (Figure 3.6).

3.5 observational study

To better understand the implications of combining a traditional work-
station setting with an AR view and how to develop interaction mech-
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anism for such hybrid environments, we conducted a preregistered
(https://osf.io/7qegs/) observational study with seven experts in
the domain of particle physics. While this number of participants
may appear low, it is not an unusually low number when conducting
observational studies to understand the needs of domain experts. We
were interested in their general opinion on such a system and their
feedback on how the interaction should be designed to better answer
the tasks that they have in their domain. We used an observational
strategy that has been used by several other researchers and research
work before when designing for and reflecting on specific domain
experts needs (e. g., [Fu et al., 2010; Hurter et al., 2019; Klein et al.,
2012; López et al., 2016; Lundström et al., 2011; Sultanum et al., 2011]).
We specifically decided not to focus on usability studies and time or
error measures for several reasons. First, our goal is to understand
how can we extend the current data analysis tools with an AR exten-
sion instead of presenting new technique/system, we do not aim at
proving a hybrid environment that works “better” than a traditional
PC-based 3D analysis tools. Also, we do not want to miss meaningful
critique and ideas which could be prevented by using quantitative
studies as pointed out by Carpendale [Carpendale, 2008].

3.5.1 Participants

We recruited 7 CERN researchers as unpaid participants, all working
on HEP and denoted as P1–P7 (6 males, 1 female; ages 26–52 years).
They had 2–30 years of post-Master’s research experience (mean: 12.4,
median: 12, and SD: 9.1). All were used to interact with 3D datasets in
their work using typical mouse+keyboard interaction (one reported 1–
2 times a week, while all others reported several times a day or that it
was basically their daily work). Six of them had knowledge about VR
glasses, three had limited experience with immersive environments
(only VR glasses), and none of them had experience working with
Microsoft’s HoloLens.

3.5.2 Apparatus and Setup

Our prototype used the first version of Microsoft’s HoloLens (devel-
opment edition) and a Dell XPS 9570 laptop (3840 × 2160 15’ screen)
running Windows 10 with its integrated keyboard and a Bluetooth
mouse. We connected the laptop to a local TP-Link AC750 router via
Ethernet, to which the HoloLens connected via WiFi. We ran the study
in a meeting room at CERN in Switzerland. We placed the laptop on
one side of a big meeting table and let the Hologram initially focus on
the center of the table, at around 2.5 meters away from the participant
and vertically a little higher than the PC screen (near the other edge of
the table).As shown in Figure 3.14, the room had whitish wall and was

https://osf.io/7qegs/
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Figure 3.14: Experimental environment.

lighted as their normal office (the windows on the other side of the
wall were closed by blinds). Nobody walked into or out of this room
during the experiment. Participants sat on a fixed-leg chair. While
workstation screens in an office have a bigger size than the one used
in our experiment, we believe that using a laptop screen is enough for
the purpose of the experiment as we aim to understand the potential
of the hybrid concept, rather than specific hardware. Apart from that,
we have also observed that experts, in many situations, work on their
laptop. Even in their office, they still sometimes make use of their
laptop screen. Also, due to the needs of setting up this experiment at
CERN, using a laptop was the most realistic solution.

3.5.3 Study design and procedure

The same dataset was used by all participants in our observational
study. Each participant performed the experiment individually, in the
mentioned room, alone with the observer. Participants were video-
recorded (participants are not always visible but audio is fully recorded)
for analysis. We started by explaining to participants the purpose of
this study. We then asked participants to read through and sign, if they
agreed, a consent form, a media-release form, and a questionnaire
collecting their demographic information and past experience with
3D data exploration, 3D interaction, and immersive environments. We
then began our three-part experiment:

3.5.3.1 Explanations and tutorials

We first re-stated our purpose with this study and emphasized that the
goal was not to show a more impressive system with better usability
or functionality compared to the traditional one. We then introduced
them with the apparatus. We told them that we would first introduce
the user interface and explain the interaction. We also explained that
the task was to use all possible interaction techniques to explore the
data, before a semi-guided interview to understand how they used
our system. After they had put on the HoloLens and adjusted it to a
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comfortable state, we began the introduction. We did not stream their
view to avoid the drop of performance, we asked them to confirm
their understanding after each presentation and encouraged them to
ask questions themselves. In our design scenario, users sit down and
work on their data as in their office. However, walking around is a
feature of AR HMDs that is under-explored in visualization. We thus
told participants to feel free to get up and walk around.

3.5.3.2 Free exploration and thinking aloud protocol

Once we finished the explanations and the participant was ready, we
left full control to the participant. We asked them to interact with
the system using all implemented functions and freely explore the
described simulated collision dataset. Participants were allowed to ask
for help or pose questions while exploring and were encouraged to
think aloud, i. e., to express directly what they observed and thought.
The experimenter observed the whole experiment next to the par-
ticipant, took notes, and guided the participant if they felt that the
participant forgot something at the end (e. g., if the participant used
only some of the features, we encouraged the participant, without
forcing them, to try others as well). There was no set time limit.

3.5.3.3 Questionnaires and semi-guided interviews

When a participant reported that they had finished exploring the
dataset, we asked them to take off the HoloLens and take a short
break. We then conduced a semi-guided interview asking their gen-
eral feedback about the AR extension and the interaction with mouse
and keyboard, as well as any potential improvements they envisioned.
We finally asked participants to answer 5- or 7-point Likert questions
to quantify some of their ratings. To fairly discuss the potential usage,
we highlighted again, before the interview, that our system was a pro-
totype whose purpose was to understand how to use an AR extension,
instead of presenting a new system. We also explained that many
current hardware limitations would be improved with the release of
new AR devices, thus highlighting that they should focus more on the
interaction and visualization aspects.

3.6 results

Participants took 30–60 min to finish the exploration, and 1.5–2 hours
for the whole study. We report the collected quantitative data and
qualitative insights next. Because they complement each other, we
report these two types of results together, organized into several
categories.Many of the questions are exploratory (i. e., we ask about
their ideas without letting them try other environments) as several
have experienced VR before and our goal is to learn about their general
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Figure 3.15: “For practical data analysis in my future daily work, I would
prefer:” (a) only a PC interface, (b) in-between, (c) half-half
hybrid interface, (d) in-between, or (e) only an AR/VR interface.
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Figure 3.16: “In an interface that uses AR/VR stereoscopic elements, I would
prefer:” (a) a VR interface that only shows virtual elements and
where the real world is completely invisible, (b) in-between, (c)
I have no preference, (d) in-between, or (e) an AR interface in
which the virtual elements are shown in addition to the real
world.

opinions of the most suitable immersion experience for such analysis
tasks instead of precisely comparing the usability.

We based the plot of Likert-scale results on an online tutorial
(http://rcompanion.org/handbook/E_03.html). The horizontal axis
represents the percentages instead of exact numbers, which indicates
the trend (towards the left or the right) of all voting results. While we
actually use number instead of percentage due to the small number
of total participants, we kept the horizontal axis as the percentage
number since it is a standard for such plots.

3.6.1 Interface

We asked participants about their general impression of such system
and if they would prefer an interface with only the PC, an interface
using only the HoloLens or another VR headset, or a combined one as
we showed. P1 reported a high preference of using only an immersive
interface and P2 suggested a hybrid system but with more focus on
the PC side, while all other participants preferred a half PC and half
AR/VR hybrid system for their future tools as shown in Figure 3.15

and Figure 3.16. We report specific comments below.

p1 did not see the point of keeping the background environment
visible. Then, with proper input, a pure VR environments would
be fully capable for exploring such datasets. Background in-
formation may also be source of disturbance, imaging people
walking around. However, the use of AR facilitated the combina-
tion with the laptop which is highly advantageous, and there is
no sickness feeling as in VR.

p2 agreed that the PC can be used to manage expensive computation,
while visualizing the results in AR space.

http://rcompanion.org/handbook/E_03.html
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Figure 3.17: “In general for 3D data analysis (not necessarily your own work):”
(a) the PC is the best platform, (b) the HoloLens is an interesting
yet not particularly useful addition the PC, (c) the HoloLens is a
nice addition to the PC that is sometimes useful, (d) a balanced
combination of PC and HoloLens is best, (e) the PC is a nice
addition to the HoloLens that is sometimes useful, (f) the PC is
an interesting yet not particularly useful addition the HoloLens,
or (g) the HoloLens is the best platform. P1 did not vote while
P4 voted for 2 options.
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Figure 3.18: “For my typical data analysis at CERN/of particle collision data,
the forced perspective view on the HoloLens is” (a) not useful at
all, (b) in-between, (c) somewhat usable yet has some perspective
projection issues, (d) in-between, or (e)completely equivalent to
orthographic views on the PC. P4 did not vote.

p4 thought that the HoloLens is less disturbing than VR headsets by
not occluding the real world. The PC worked better for precise
interaction and abstract data visualization, while AR offers better
depth perception for 3D visualizations.

p5 preferred a hybrid system, but if a future HoloLens becomes
powerful enough he can imagine the scenario of using only the
HoloLens for both 3D and 2D visualization, potentially with a
virtual keyboard.

p6 preferred a hybrid system because laptop could be kept for practi-
cal data analysis tasks.

p7 was more interested in stereoscopic visualization than regular 2D
screen projections.

Besides, P7 noted that scenarios may exist in which the PC and the
HoloLens would better be used separately depending on the tasks.
She explained that switching the focus both for visualization and
interaction between the 2D and 3D space can be annoying, while all
other participants did not share the same feeling. Nonetheless, P3

mentioned that switching was uncomfortable at beginning, since he is
not used to look up and down because his office screens are aligned
horizontally.

We then asked about the roles of each platform, see the results
in Figure 3.17. P1 did not give any preference because he would
personally prefer a VR environment instead of an AR, PC, or hybrid
system. P3 and P7 thought that the HoloLens is a nice addition to
the PC that is sometimes useful, but the major tasks would still be
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performed on PC. P3’s justification is that all the same things can
be displayed on a 2D monitor and that experts are quite trained to
understand perspective there. P5 and P6 prefer a balanced combination
of PC and HoloLens. P4 reported two preferences (c) and (d). He
thought that, in principle, a balanced combination is perfect for data
interaction, but that it would depend on future performance of the
hardware: Today’s limitations of the HoloLens mean that it can only
be seen as an addition to the PC to use occasionally.

3.6.2 Perception and data understanding

We asked about the difference of perceiving data between the HoloLens
and the 2D screen. P7 reported that the AR space is similar to an addi-
tional 2D screen while other thought that AR provides more than an
additional screen, especially emphasizing its added depth perception.
We report specific comments below.

p3 appreciated the HoloLens’s low resolution in some cases as it
makes certain data elements bigger, such as particle hits and
curve trajectories which are often tiny. In addition, AR systems
would allow a better understanding of detector structures and
their spatial arrangement with the particle trajectories, which
will largely help at understanding events.

p6 expressed that the direct interaction with the data to see how
tracks go from one vertex to another is impossible or, at least,
hard to achieve on the PC.

p7 could not perceive the data close to her due to the narrow field of
view of the HoloLens. She then needed to move the data further
away, which limits the 3D immersion.

Data visualized in AR space is forced to be shown in a perspec-
tive view (to maintain stereoscopy), but 3D visualization software
often relies on both orthographic and perspective views. We tried to
understand how experts feel about this forced yet physically correct
perspective projection and the mismatch to a potentially shown ortho-
graphic projection on the PC. Figure 3.18 summarizes their general
opinions. P1–P6 reported that perspective projection on HoloLens is
just natural, they did not see why orthographic projection is useful in
AR space for experts. We report other comments below.

p3 , p4 said that as domain experts who understood the data well, the
link between the orthographic projection on PC and the forced
perspective projection in AR is easy to make.

p4 did not vote because he thought the perspective in AR is more use-
ful than orthographic view, but he would keep the orthographic
views on the PC side.
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Figure 3.19: “In an improved interface, I would prefer:” (a) the PC and
HoloLens views always in sync, showing the same exact views
and selections, (b) in-between, (c) the PC and the HoloLens
showing different 3D/2D views yet with the same dataset and
the same set of filtered/highlighted tracts, (d) in-between, or
(e) the PC and HoloLens views completely separated, showing
different views, different selections, maybe even different data,
like two independent applications.

p5 understands better events with visualization, yet he typically does
not need to do measurements in visualization software, thus
keeps perspective views which are enough.

3.6.3 Synchronization

Understanding the synchronization between the AR and PC views
gives insights on how to design and use such a system. P1–P4 would
prefer to have the two spaces totally separated and self-configurable,
like two different applications. P5–P7, instead, would prefer keep the
two different views yet which both reflect the same state and dataset.
We present other individual preferences below.

p1 prefers to have two different views/interfaces. While not synchro-
nized, it looks weird if the two views have the same interface
but do not show the same content.

p3 has multiple preferences, depending on the application. If he works
alone, he would prefer both sides to be configured separately,
while he would keep them synchronized for public presentation
and collaboration.

p4 , p5 prefer to have switchable configuration by users. In one case,
one can work on the PC and see the changes directly on the
HoloLens; in another situation, they would keep the one state
on one side and to then be able to easily compare the different
states.

p6 , p7 were confused when the two views had the same interface but
were not synchronized.

3.6.4 Input

All participants agreed that the AR space should not be used only as
a static screen, but be interactive using better interaction techniques
as Figure 3.20 shows. In our study, however, we saw that certain
implementation limitations can play a big role in the perception of
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Figure 3.20: “For interacting with the HoloLens/AR view (e. g., selections),
I would like to use” (a) completely gesture/hand based input,
(b) in-between, (c) input that combines hand and device actions
such as a pen to point directly at a track, standing next to it, (d)
in-between, or (e) fully hardware-based input where the device
is separated from the 3D HoloLens view and that only uses a
virtual pointer.

user input devices. Specifically, our participants did not appreciate the
current state of the mouse and keyboard input because, in particular,
the mouse movement was sampled and transmitted to the HoloLens
at the frame rate of the program. This caused the mouse movement to
not appear smooth and instantaneous on the HoloLens, compared to
the PC. Besides these solvable technical issues,

p1 is familiar with the mouse which is good for precise interaction,
but seems not interesting to be imported to AR.

p1 , p4 , p6 want a real 3D mouse for AR.

p2 may be interested in spatial 3D trackers and joysticks.

p3 is more used to touchpad or touch screen input.

p5 is more interested in 3D mice, while moving 2D ones in 3D is
useful as we can easily click on something.

Both P3 and P7 thought that 2D gestures on touch pad or screen
could facilitate the interaction from their previous experience, espe-
cially for zooming. We also observed that all participants used a lot of
zooming while exploring the dataset. Although we saw a preference
for investigating the use of a 3D mouse, P6 envisioned other problems
for such input because a 3D mouse can be hidden behind or inside
the data. Another difference compared to PC is that an AR view has
almost unlimited space, so that the cursor can get lost due to a fast
interaction (but also because of the narrow field of view).

All participants were willing to use hand gesture input in AR:

p2 thinks that they are less precise but natural.

p4 felt the urge to touch the hologram in space.

p5 would not use them all the time as they can be fatiguing. However,
he wants to enable gestures for certain tasks, complementary to
a hand-held device.

p6 is interested to navigate and select with hands and fingers, but
only if they are accurate enough.

p7 would use them on the HMD and use a mouse for the PC.
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Figure 3.21: “Seeing the AR stereoscopic data from different sides and per-
spectives, ” (a) I prefer getting up and walking around the data
view, looking at the data from different locations, (b) in-between
(c) I like both, (d) in-between, or (e) I prefer remaining seated,
using rotation/translation to see the data from different vantage
points.

No participant wanted to use voice commands due to, e. g., the prob-
lems in office settings and possible accent issues. Also, no one revealed
specific comments on the gaze control.

3.6.5 Walking around or remaining seated

Getting up and walking around the data using the HoloLens or re-
maining seated and using a rotation/translation interactions are often
discussed with AR setup (e. g., [Filho et al., 2019]), we present results
in Figure 3.21. During the experiment, participants mostly sat on the
chair, but had a few attempts to get up. P3–P6 thought that walking
around or into the data could be quite helpful for data understanding.
We report other individual comments below.

p1 sees no point of walking around, which is especially limited in an
office. For him, regular interactions are sufficient.

p2 is wiling to walk, but it may be useless unless other input is
supported since mouse&keyboard are not carryable.

p4 prefers moving his head to walking or mouse-based data manipu-
lation. He sees the gaze-based exploration as a main difference
to the PC, yet it is less practical in an office.

p6 sees it as the HoloLens’ main advantage. However, analysis will
be interrupted due to disconnections with the PC.

p7 was disappointed due to the limited field of view.

3.6.6 Application and collaboration

We asked participants about their envisioned application and col-
laboration scenarios, supposing there are no hardware barriers. P1,
P2, and P4–P6 stated that a hybrid system could be interesting for
collaborative meetings. Further comments included that

p1 finds it interesting to view the data as well as messages from
others. Unlimited space could help collaboration.

p2 envisioned the system to be useful to present to others.
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Figure 3.22: “In the future I could envision to use a hybrid AR interface” (a)
8h a day (b) a few times a day (c) a few times a week (d) 1–2×
per month (e) 1–2× per year (f) not at all. P4 voted for 2 options.

p3 similarly, specified that the system would be useful for general
public presentations but not for experts.

p4 thought that, during collaboration, only one person should interact
with the data at a time, while others only observe.

p6 would allow a larger but finite number of users to interact.

3.6.7 Realistic usage in daily work in the future

We summarize our participants’ envisioned future amount of use
of a hybrid setting in Figure 3.22. P7 sees no realistic usage in her
daily work since visualization is not her primary task while others
disagree. However, to make such hybrid system realistic, P1, P3, and
P6 would expect other specific functions. Even though they all work
in high-energy physics, their work requirements differ significantly.
P4 voted for two options because he thought the realistic usage would
depend on whether the task requires more analysis or visualization.
He detailed, e. g., that it should have a way to import, export, or
communicate the model and settings with other software.

3.6.8 Comments of each platform

We report some other comments regarding the HoloLens and the PC.

p1 appreciated the large AR canvas which facilitates working on
several things simultaneously. However, the PC has easier acces-
sibility and usability: everyone knows how to use the PC mouse
and interact with standardized UI elements.

p2 sees that the additional spatial dimension shown by the HoloLens
allows people to see the data in a more intuitive way (e. g.,
needing less rotation that on the PC). However, people are well
trained to use and understand data on PCs.

p3 thinks that the HoloLens improves 3D perception because we can
“walk into things” and arrange elements in space.

p4 commented that the AR visual immersion improves data under-
standing, and that the PC is good for precise control and the
display of abstract information.
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p6 believes that the PC is good for quick input such as typing, its
high resolution allows us to display more details. Its familiarity
is also an advantage.

p7 appreciated the HoloLens’ better depth perception, but thinks that
interaction is easier on PC.

3.7 discussion and limitations

While our participants’ responses to our set of questions as reported
in the previous section already provide a lot of inspiration for the
future development of AR-supported data exploration environments,
we now discuss them in the context of our overall vision of a hybrid
system.

3.7.1 Lessons learned

We observed that due to our design of the AR-part of the interface to
match that of known tools, all our participants quickly understood
how to work with both parts of our hybrid setting—no participant
expressed a fundamental uneasiness about the new design. While
this is not necessarily surprising, it suggests that such a design may
lead to higher adoption rates than VR-only setups. Five of our seven
participants stated that they would use a hybrid system instead of
pure VR/AR or pure desktop systems. However, the placement of
the stereoscopic views needs more consideration to avoid disturbing
existing (horizontally aligned) screen layouts.

The AR view was clearly seen as complementing the PC—most of
our participants, like us, do not expect it to fully replace traditional
workstations. Some participants expressed that they would carry out
certain types of analysis (script writing, abstract data visualization) on
the PC, while they would prefer 3D inspection on the AR view. For
the synchronization between PC and AR the opinions were diverse,
people suggested scenarios where constant synchronization could be
useful as well as other situations were the displays should be akin
to separate applications. The possibility of getting up and “walking
around or into the data” was evidently quite novel to our participants,
but we suspect that people hesitated due to the novelty of this form
of data inspection and the environment of an office not inviting such
actions. When we developed the system, however, we had observed
that one of our collaborating domain experts did get up on his own
accord to look at the data “more closely” in an intuitive way. So we
believe that this is an exciting possibility for analyzing 3D data.

The main advantage of AR to our participants seemed to be its
virtually “unlimited space”—not only for 3D content but also for the
visual comparison of other views. Future work should thus investigate
how to best make use of this space. Following our initial vision, the AR
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view could potentially extend existing tools by providing both screen
space and stereoscopic views of the 3D data, yet in a fundamentally
different way than another 2D or auto-stereoscopic screen on the desk.

Nonetheless, the AR extension is not seen as simply a static 3D
stereo view, instead people feel a strong desire to interact with it.
Our simple replication of the 2D mouse in AR space did not feel
comfortable to people—partially due to the mentioned technical lim-
itations. Yet even if these problems were resolved, it seems that a
dedicated input device such as a 3D or space mouse may be more
useful. After all, we also change from keyboard to mouse and back
during interactions with regular workstations so another dedicated
input device may not feel as disturbing as one may expect. This device
would need to provide similarly precise input like a regular mouse in
2D to support the precise interactions needed for data analysis. We
also would need to understand better how to use a 3D cursor (or a
cursor specifically designed for the HoloLens) —it should be inspired
by the 2D counter-part yet may need special functions to avoid, for
instance, it getting lost in the mentioned large AR interaction space
and to always be visible, even in dense data situations.

While our participants mentioned several other possible forms of
input such as hand gestures or joysticks, we are hesitant about such
designs without empiric evidence that these would provide as much
flexibility, control, and precision as a mouse. In particular gestures in
empty space—even if envisioned by our participants to be intuitive
and “natural”—can quickly become tiring due to the gorilla arm syn-
drome [Hincapié-Ramos et al., 2014]. One interesting and promising
idea, however, is the use of gestures on a potentially existing (laptop)
touchpad as they are currently used to augment the interaction in tra-
ditional interfaces. Certain well-defined multi-finger gestures for 3D
navigation (not only but including two-finger pinch-to-zoom) could
be an excellent form of input for the AR space.

Much to our surprise we found that the lack of orthographic pro-
jection in AR did not bother any of our participants, despite the
prevalence of orthographic views in traditional 3D data analysis tools
like the ones used in particle physics. In the future we thus would
be interested in studying whether AR views with correct perspective
are similarly precise and efficient as orthographic projections (within
the domain of particle physics and elsewhere) for solving tasks in 3D
space because this is a fundamental prerequisite for an effective 3D
data analysis. This apparently “correct perception of 3D shapes” may
also shed light on the limitations and benefits of 3D representations
of abstract (i. e., non-spatial) datasets [Brath, 2014].

Finally, our participants’ suggestions to use an AR-augmented en-
vironment for collaboration appears to be straight-forward, yet also
raises numerous interesting research questions. In addition to known
challenges of collaborative work, we would be interested in how
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people would actually physically immerse themselves into 3D data
representations by walking around in the views, and to what degree
this could support data analysis tasks in our application domain of
particle physics.

3.7.2 Generalization

Our study was based on a PC and a HoloLens using particle physics
datasets. However, we believe that our findings can be generalized.
Any setup that combines a PC with some sort of stereoscopic 3D
display can benefit from our discussion on how to add immersion
to existing workflow, but with some limitations regarding the walk-
around feature and the management of multiple users in collaborative
scenarios. As we stated in our design choices, our results also hold in
a possible pure-AR environment which makes use of physical mouse
and keyboard. The question remains whether our observations for our
specific application domain generalize to other domains, specifically
since the daily tasks of our seven participating experts already differed
significantly. Yet our participants and anybody dealing with some
form of 3D data have to carry out at least the same fundamental 3D
manipulations techniques and use similar visualization tools. The tasks
for analyzing spatial data are comparable to other applications such
as air traffic control [Hurter et al., 2019], and even 3D visualizations of
non-spatial data [Bach et al., 2018] require similar forms of interaction.
We thus believe that our observations can generalize to or at least
inform the interface design in such related domains. Practitioners can
thus build on our findings to build hybrid systems more specifically
adjusted to specific visualization and data exploration needs.

3.7.3 Limitations

In addition to the known limitations of the hardware of the HoloLens
1.0, our prototypical implementation had limited functionality and the
communication between the input devices and the AR view exhibited
the discussed lag. However, the hardware and software setup only
served as a basis to investigate the future design of a more complete
solution, futures iteration will focus on a more specific set of tasks
within our application domain. We expect that improved AR hard-
ware will remove some of the known technical shortcomings (e. g.,
limited field of view, low resolution), yet its handling will be similar to
the present version. Naturally, the specific experiment design and, in
particular, the use of think-aloud in the presence of an observer has the
potential to bias participants. Yet our study design has established way
to conduct observational experiments to extract people’s feelings and
ways of thinking about technology. We believe that with this approach
we obtained much richer input for creating novel hybrid interaction
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designs than we would have with any controlled speed-and-error ex-
periment. Finally, while we emphasized during the experiment that we
did not want the physicist to focus on the technical achievements that
the Hololens represent, it is still possible that this novelty effect might
have biased their subjective answers. To address this issue we will
continue to collaborate with a number of experts in particle physics
and work toward a more refined design of a hybrid system that is
more usable for actual data analysis and through this continued collab-
oration we expect to be able to conduct more controlled experiments
after our collaborators have gotten used to the new devices.

3.8 conclusion

With the results from our observational study, we provide insights on
how to bridge the chasm between the potential benefit of immersive
environments and the lack of adoption in the domain sciences. Results
suggest that, first, scientists strongly favor hybrid AR setups where
the AR complements the PC. Second, content in the two environments
should not constantly be linked. Third, walking through the data
is fundamentally more intuitive than view manipulations. And the
view-based access to lots of virtual screen space is one of AR’s main
advantages. We thus open up a completely new form of immersive
system design for visualization: we no longer need to decide between
immersion and existing tools, but we can use the best of both worlds.
Such insights are not limited to particle physics, practitioners working
with similar 3D dataset can benefit from our results to extend their
data analysis tools with immersive views.

This chapter provides some basic answers for the research questions
Q1 and Q2. Experts confirmed that using the AR display as an exten-
sion to the traditional 2D displays is feasible and has many benefits.
We thus confirms that a data exploration system that combines an
AR display with traditional workstation that be used practically in an
office is simply that users wear an AR HMD while normally working
with the PC using traditional mouse and keyboard, even though the
input devices needed further consideration for the AR space. As for
the transition between the two environments, event though most par-
ticipants preferred that the two spaces could be configured separately
with a function of synchronization on request, it is still be useful to let
users define flexibly define it, to benefit different exploration tasks.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of experiment setup. (a) users use a mouse or a space
mouse with a screen; (b) users use a mouse or a space mouse
with a HoloLens; (c) users use a tablet with a screen; (d) users
use a tablet with a HoloLens.

Chapter 3 confirmed the feasibility and the advantages could be
brought by a hybrid AR and PC visualization system. However, an
interaction question arises with our design: the mouse interaction
needs to be revised, which is also related to Q3. From the results
of Chapter 3 and according to previous literature, imitating desktop
UI widgets in AR space seems not to be a good choice, thus we do
not encourage the heavy use of screen widgets in our application
fields. However, it is still important to offer some levels of control
with mouse in AR, especially for view and object manipulating. We
thus want to understand if using mouse to navigating in 3D causes a
severe problem in AR space, to ultimately design the interaction for
the hybrid system.

Thus, in this chapter, focusing on interaction needs for scientific
data exploration, we evaluated people’ performance using 2D (mouse)
or 3D (space mouse and tangible tablet) input devices to interact
with visualizations shown on 2D screens or stereoscopic AR head-
mounted displays. The increasing availability and power of immersive
displays drives us to try to understand how to choose input devices,
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interaction techniques and output displays for the visualization of
scientific data, thus to finally help us guide the interaction design
for a hybrid AR and PC visualization systems. With a docking task
and a clipping plane placement/orientation task, we measure our
participants’ performance (completion time and accuracy) with each
of the different combinations of input and output devices. We also
report on their perceived workload, their preference, and on other
qualitative feedback. Results show that the mouse remains good with
any display, especially for tasks that require a high accuracy. Our
results highlight the potential to retain the mouse as a primary input
device, and to complement it with other 3D interaction devices for
specific uses.

Findings of the piece of work presented in this chapter serve as the
guidelines for the interaction design of hybrid AR and PC visualiza-
tion systems.

Main portions of this chapter were submitted to Elsevier and are
under review. The use of we in this chapter refers to myself, Lonni
Besançon, Mehdi Ammi, and Tobias Isenberg.
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4.1 introduction

Exploring and understanding three-dimensional spatial data is key for
many scientific disciplines (e. g., computer-aided design, biology, and
mechanics). Recent technological developments are allowing users to
break free from traditional workstations that consist of 2D screens, a
mouse, and a keyboard. For example, analysts can now use devices
that range from small-scale portable displays like mobile phones to
large surfaces like a wall-size screens and fully immersive environ-
ments. With the releases of affordable commercial devices, immersive
environments with stereoscopic output are attracting more and more
attention in the field of visualization and interaction. Already in 1996,
Bryson [1996] pointed out that the visualization of scientific data with
a stereoscopic view has a huge potential due to the natural match
between the dataset’s inherent spatial proprieties and the 3D visual
output space as well as the possibility of integrating input devices that
differ from the traditional mouse. Later studies also highlighted that
stereoscopic views are beneficial for tasks related to understanding
scientific data with volume or isosurface visualization, both of which
are inherently spatial (e. g., [Prabhat et al., 2008; Laha et al., 2014;
Murray et al., 2017]. Recently, the field of immersive analytics [Dwyer
et al., 2018; Marriott et al., 2018] has emerged to specifically investigate
such settings.

Besides exploring the interaction and visualization techniques with
purely virtual environments, visions on integrating them with other
setups exist as well (e. g., [Zielasko et al., 2017; Fulmer et al., 2019;
Surale et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020]). We follow the idea of using
AR to extend traditional workstations because it allows us to add
stereoscopic views to existing analysis tools, thus improving the data
exploration workflows. While the benefits of visual immersion have
been demonstrated (e. g., [Prabhat et al., 2008; Laha et al., 2012; McIn-
tire et al., 2014b; Hurter et al., 2019]), questions of choosing input
devices and designing interaction techniques remain unanswered. Es-
pecially with a hybrid AR and PC setup, users need to continuously
switch between 2D and 3D views as well as control the two types of
views simultaneously or synchronously. The latter leads to interaction
needs that differ from the Desktop-VR metaphor [Tait, 1992] where
users are forced to work with only one space. Due to their difference
in spatial dimensionality, the two output spaces usually rely on fun-
damentally different input devices and interaction techniques. It is
indeed possible to use one input device for one space and a different
one for the other. For example, Millette and McGuffin [2016] proposed
to use the mouse to control the PC, but switch to a tablet for an AR
view. However, we believe that it is essential to provide a seamless
interaction experience if our final goal is to design a hybrid system for
daily use. Another important consideration is that visualization tasks
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usually require precise interaction that makes popular input devices in
other VR/AR research areas (e. g., 3D gaming) less useful. For exam-
ple, 6-DOFs tangible devices [Ishii, 2008] are often explored in VR/AR
environments since they can map themselves directly to the objects in
the virtual world. Previous studies (e. g., [Bérard et al., 2009]) suggest,
however, that for certain tasks the mouse remains the most efficient
input device when compared with other high-DOF input devices. It
was also suggested that adding input DOFs to a traditional desktop is
not always useful [Mendes et al., 2019]. Highlighting the importance of
the mouse, a recent study by Wang et al. [2020] used it to control both
a traditional workstation and an AR headset to visualize particle traces
in high-energy physics. Although the mouse was seen as necessary
for precise and familiar control, participants expressed to be willing
to try other 3D input devices as the primary input for the hybrid
space. Motivated by these results, we set out to understand how to
choose an appropriate input device to fulfill the interaction needs of
exploring data with a hybrid PC and AR setup. Our main question
here is whether user performance varies with different devices. More
specifically, we want to understand, first, if user performance of using
the mouse changes when they perceive the data in different views
and, second, if 3D input devices have an advantage over the mouse
in such environments. While general interaction needs are complex
and can include pointing, selecting, and drawing (and each of these
tasks would require a different interaction design), we focus on the
first step—manipulating object positions and orientations in 3D space;
we do not investigate the design of specific 2D or 3D cursors for the
interfaces.

We thus conducted a study to understand these questions with
a docking task and a clipping plane positioning/manipulation task,
both of which are highly relevant in the scientific visualization domain.
We explored how user performance changes while using 2D (mouse)
or 3D (space mouse and tangible tablet1) input devices to work with
visualizations shown on a 2D screen or using a AR HMD. We report
the measured performance (we use completion time and accuracy)
as well as qualitative feedback reported by our participants. The
results of our study do not suggest a universal correlation of how user
performance changes with different input paired with the screen or the
AR output, but we observe that, in some cases, the two different ways
of viewing data influence the performance, even though users may
not feel it. Moreover, for our second task of manipulating a clipping
plane where high accuracy is needed, the mouse still performs well,
despite the dimensionality disparity with the stereoscopic view. We
thus conclude that the 2D mouse continues to be a strong contender
for 3D spatial tasks, likely due to people’s general familiarity with this
input device. It thus remains a good choice to use the mouse as the

1 A tangible tablet is a tablet with both touch and tangible (spatial-aware) input.
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primary input when designing hybrid visualization systems, while
3D input devices can serve as complementary controls for specific use
cases.

4.2 related work

3D object manipulation techniques have been extensively studied in
the past. As have mentioned in Section 2.3, previous surveys summa-
rized a variety of interaction techniques for environments with either
2D screens or stereoscopic views. Besides the traditional mouse-based
interaction, many new forms of input have been created and inves-
tigated as well. For example, although mid-air gestures are argued
to be natural for immersive environments, severe challenges exist
for their long-term adoption in scientific analysis, especially due to
their low precision and the fatigue they cause [Filho et al., 2019]. In
addition, touch-based and tangible interactions have been explored
extensively and a common setting relies on a tablet (with touch and
sometimes space-aware input) to allow people to interact with the
virtual environment. For example, Büschel et al. [2019] designed a
pan and zoom technique for data exploration in AR space based on a
phone using both spatial and touch interaction. Millette and McGuffin
[2016] also used a spatially-aware mobile phone to interact with a
hybrid AR-PC system. Finally, there are devices specifically designed
for immersive analytics settings such as the CHARM input device
[Klamka and Dachselt, 2015; Klamka et al., 2019] and on-body devices
[Fruchard et al., 2019]. While such devices show a lot of potential,
they cannot be easily integrated into daily workflows due to not being
commercially available yet. In this work, we first focus on existing
and well-established input devices to guarantee the accessibility of the
general public.

While many input devices offer high DOF counts, it is unclear if they
are well suited for 3D visualization tasks. Some researchers believe, in
particular, that high-DOFs input devices have advantages compared to
2DOF input for 3D tasks. For example, Schultheis et al. [2012] argued
that such devices have inherent advantages compared to the mouse for
3D tasks. Another study [Besançon et al., 2017c] also discovered that
users were faster with tangible devices in 6 DOFs manipulation tasks
to achieve the same level of accuracy. Spindler et al. [2014] also revealed
the value of spatial-aware devices. However, a study by Bérard et
al. [2009] showed that the mouse remains the most efficient input
device for a 3D placement task, when compared with high-DOFs input
devices. This controversy may be explained by several reasons. First,
the legacy bias [Morris et al., 2014], which emphasizes that users stick
to the familiar, well-known interaction techniques such as the mouse,
could partly explain the results. Second, it is commonly recognized
that different input devices suit different tasks. For example, Sundin
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and Fjeld [2009] showed through several studies that input devices
with isotonic or softly elastic position control and with softly or stiffly
elastic rate control are appreciated for different tasks, as the commonly
recognized concept of “everything is best for something and worst for
something else” explained by Buxton [2007]. Thus, researchers often rely
on empirical studies to specially compare different input devices for a
certain task (e. g., [Zhai and Milgram, 1998]). According to previous
studies, users sometimes express high preferences for decomposing
manipulations to accomplish complicated tasks (e. g., separating the
motions of translation and rotation). Such DOF-separation, which
can easily be achieved with low-DOF input devices, favors tasks that
require a high amount of accuracy [Bérard et al., 2009; Veit et al.,
2009; Wang et al., 2019a]. Even for immersive environments, it has
been argued that the mouse and keyboard are still essential for data
exploration as we cannot totally separate the visualization from other
analysis process that require the use of traditional PC-based tools
[Wang et al., 2020]. For a hybrid AR and PC environment, a mouse
is thus often kept to interact with the PC. However, it is unclear
if its advantages for 3D interaction (such as the separation of DOF
for high accuracy) hold if we perceive the data in stereo AR space.
To understand if it is a good practice to use the mouse, important
questions are, e. g., whether we should keep the mouse as the main
input device for immersive analytics where a high accuracy is required
and whether it is useful to extend desktop-based mouse interaction
techniques to stereo AR displays. Although 3D mouse input is often
argued to be problematic such as in the VR-Desktop metaphor [Tait,
1992] due to the difficulties of designing a 3D cursor [Teather and
Stuerzlinger, 2013; Schemali and Eisemann, 2014], we focus on the
performance changes caused by the mapping from input to virtual
space.2

A study that especially inspired our own work was conducted by
Schultheis et al. [2012] who compared mouse, wand, and two-handed
input for docking and construction tasks. Comparing the speed, their
results indicated a significant difference in terms of interface, but
they did not find significant differences in mono- or stereoscopic
views. Different from this work, we want to investigate tasks relevant
to 3D visualization, and use input devices that could potentially be
integrated into scientists’ existing working environments. Another
relevant study by Bach et al. [2018] compared different interactive
visualization environments, and concluded that there is no universal
method that outperforms others but rather depend on specific tasks.
Even though they included some discussions on the dimensionality
match between the input and output devices, their study used setups

2 We use the term “mapping” to indicate that the input device’s action is transmitted
to the virtual object’s movement, which has the same meaning as a “transfer function”
used in other literature (e. g., [Sundin and Fjeld, 2009]).
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that all have different input and output devices, thus did not compare
the difference of performance while one device paired with others (for
example, the mouse paired with a screen and a HoloLens). Also, their
focus was to investigate scenarios where users can directly touch and
interact with the data, which is different from our hybrid scenario
where the AR serves as an extension of the PC.

4.3 overview and research hypotheses

As we discussed, we need to study how different input devices com-
pare to each other and which one (or which combination) would best
be suited to a hybrid PCAR setting. To support our ultimate goal of
seamlessly integrating an AR extension into a current workstation that
already is equipped with a mouse and a keyboard, we are particu-
larly interested in investigating input devices that can also be easily
integrated with PCs in general working scenarios. As noted, we need
to keep mouse and keyboard for controlling existing data analysis
software and for script-writing. Since mice only provide 2 DOFs input
and rely on a horizontal surface, we decided to also examine a tangible
space-aware tablet (from Google’s Project Tango, now part of the AR
core) as a representative of 6 DOFs devices with zero-order positional
input. Third, we also include the 6 DOFs SpaceNavigator3 (we refer
to it as a space mouse in this paper), which uses elastic rate-control
[Zhai, 1998; Bérard et al., 2009], because it has been an established
input device for 3D manipulation for a long time, and its major char-
acteristic (elastic rate control) has been demonstrated to be suitable
for certain navigation tasks [Sundin and Fjeld, 2009]. It also can be a
complementary to the mouse interaction to facilitate 3D manipulation.
As we discussed, certain previous studies have shown advantages in
3D manipulations (e. g., [Bérard et al., 2009; Besançon et al., 2017c]),
while others contradict such findings and highlight that high-DOF
input devices are favorable, especially when people are working with
3D environments. We thus want to further investigate the difference
between low- and high-DOFs input on users’ performance, paired
with both a traditional 2D screen and an AR headset. Taking the high
precision requirements of visualization into account, we believe that
easy separation of manipulation offered by low-DOFs input helps
users to achieve precise control. We thus formulate the first hypothesis
as:

h1 For visualization tasks that require high accuracy, 2D input
devices such as a mouse will yield better performance (regarding
traditional HCI measurements like speed and accuracy) than 3D
input devices.

3 https://www.3dconnexion.fr/spacemouse_compact/

https://www.3dconnexion.fr/spacemouse_compact/
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Figure 4.2: Model of interaction directness by Bruckner et al. [2019].

In addition, many studies (e. g., [Prabhat et al., 2008; Laha et al.,
2012; McIntire et al., 2014a; Hurter et al., 2019]) demonstrated that
a stereoscopic view helps users to understand spatial data. Yet most
of them used fully immersive VR environments. An AR headset, in
contrast, does not occlude users from the real world and an thus easily
be integrated with existing input devices. It is also likely, however, to
introduce distraction (surrounding environments) and/or decreases
the image quality due to, e. g., the real-world illumination and back-
ground color. Nonetheless, we believe that the stereoscopy provided by
AR headsets has advantages for 3D data analysis and manipulations
and thus state that

h2 For all examined input devices, users’ performance in accom-
plishing 3D visualization tasks is generally better in AR output
space than on a 2D screen.

We then take a step back to examine the potential reasons for these
hypothesized differences. Here we base our considerations on the
model of spatial directness in interactive visualization by Bruckner et
al. [2019] (Figure 4.2). It describes the transformations from data (space
D) to visual representations (space V), to an output medium (space O),
to what the viewer understands or their mental model of the visual
representation (space U), to manipulations of an input device (in space
M), to interpretations of this input in form of interaction mappings
(space I), and back to the data space D. Transformations between these
spaces include projections from higher- to lower-dimensional spaces
or vice versa, and they facilitate the discussion of the spatial directness
of interaction with data representations. Most relevant for our own
discussion is the right-most “triangle” of the model, i. e., the mappings
between output space O, user space U, and manipulation space M. In
our application domain of 3D data analysis, we typically deal with
data that has an inherent mapping to 3D space (e. g., simulations in
fluid mechanics; Figure 4.3(c)). Scientists analyze this data based on a
3D mental model of the volume in space U. In traditional workstation
setups, both space M using a mouse as input and O using a 2D screen
are two-dimensional (interestingly, the space M is even rotated by 90

degrees with respect to space O as explained by López et al. [2016]).
This setup creates a mismatch between the dimensions used by the
input device, by the output space, and by the mental model of the
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user (which, in this case, resembles the 3D data space D). If we use 3D
input devices to interact with the AR spaces, however, all these spaces
have matching dimensionality and this setup should lower people’s
workload as they explore the data. Nonetheless, in our hybrid working
scenario users may sometimes interact with a 2D input device, while
focusing on the AR display. Or they they may use 3D input, while
interacting with 2D displays. This mismatch may create additional
distances in people’s mapping between output (O), user (U), and
manipulation (M) spaces of the model. We thus formulate our final
hypothesis as

h3 We hypothesize that (mis-)match of input and output dimen-
sionality plays a role to users’ performance. When input and
output dimensionality match each other, user performance will
be higher than if there is a mismatch.

At a first glance, h3 seems to be inconsistent with, in particular,
h1. The apparent contradiction is that, while working with AR, the
2D mouse creates a mismatch with the output space, while 3D input
does not, and the 3D input devices should thus outperform the mouse
with 3D output. Our assumption here is, however, that our application
domain requires high accuracy and that the DOF separation remains
the most important advantage compared to other factors. Neverthe-
less, the mismatch will still play a role. We thus expect that users’
performance using 3D input (like 6 DOFs tangible device) will largely
increase paired with AR, while such improvement may be limited
with 2D input.

4.4 study

We designed an experiment to examine these research hypotheses. This
study was approved by the ethics review board of our institution and
pre-registered on osf.io/7gsk8 to follow latest guidelines to make
research more robust [Cockburn et al., 2018; Cockburn et al., 2020].
As we note in this repository, while our preregistration mentioned a
specific date to end data collection for 24 participants, time constraints
of potential study participants and limited hardware availability led us
to extend the deadline for data collection, without changing anything
about the study setup. We describe the selected tasks and devices for
our experiment as well as the design and the procedure of the study
next.

4.4.1 Tasks

In general HCI, a variety of tasks have been used to evaluate input
devices and 3D interaction techniques, such as positioning/placement
tasks, selection tasks, and navigation tasks. As our application domain

https://osf.io/7gsk8
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.3: Examples of tasks shown on 2D screen: (a) docking task initial
status (blue z-axis highlighted for illustration), (b) docking task
expected validation status, (c) clipping plane initial status, and
(d) clipping plane expected validation status.

is 3D visualization, we specifically needed to select tasks that are
highly relevant to it. For this reason, many tasks that are studied in
HCI are not well suited for us. For example, the steering task [Accot
and Zhai, 1999; Cohen et al., 1993] asks users to follow a narrow
path. While it has been been studied in detail with a well-established
trade-off model, its application in the visualization field is limited.
Similarly, while pointing tasks were also investigated and even specific
devices have been designed to improve the performance such as a
touch stick [Fallot et al., 2006], we do not include it in this study
because we wan to first focus on essential navigation tasks. These
include the specification of a volumetric view and object manipulation
including clipping, which together were highlighted as one of the
fundamental groups of spatial interaction techniques for visualization
by Besançon et al. [2021] in their recent survey. Other work that
analyzed interaction tasks for 3D data exploration for both general 3D
spatial data (e. g., [Keefe and Isenberg, 2013; Besançon et al., 2017b])
and domain specific datasets (e. g., [Laha et al., 2014; Murray et al.,
2017]) also stated that specifying 3D positions and orientations is
essential because derived tasks such as object manipulation, view
navigation, and selection and higher-level classification with a specific
context like pattern searching/identification and feature comparison
rely on such basic interaction. We thus believe it is important to first
compare the different input device and output platform parings in a
general 3D interaction scenario, and we thus used a 3D docking task
in our experiment. We also asked participants to perform a follow-up
task of positioning a clipping plane inside a volume rendering to
align our experiment better to a data-visualization context. Both tasks
require interaction in 6DOFs (translation along and rotation around
x-/y-/z-axis). Although clipping plane manipulations can technically
be done with 3DOF input, the use of 6DOF input makes them easier
as we argue below.

4.4.1.1 3D docking task

A 3D docking task is commonly used to evaluate 3D interaction tech-
niques (e. g., [Chen et al., 1988; Hancock et al., 2007; Glesser et al., 2013;
Besançon et al., 2017b; Wang et al., 2019a]). It requires participants to
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manipulate an object’s position and orientation in 6 DOFs to match
a target’s spatial transformation. We used the Utah teapot in this ex-
periment for its simple shape. Simple objects are commonly used to
evaluate interaction performance; e. g., Chen et al. [1988] and Hinckley
et al. [1997] used a house, while Zhai and Milgram [1998] used a tetra-
hedron. We used the Utah teapot in this experiment because its shape
is easily understood by non-experts, without orientation ambiguity.
We colored the teapot that participants manipulate opaquely gray,
while we show the target in semi-transparent green (Figure 4.3(a)).
Participants thus get direct feedback about their current relative depth
when both objects intersect (the target does not occlude the object).
After pilot studies with three members from our lab, we added a
representation of the transformation axes of the manipulated teapot
to assist the participants during their object manipulation, especially
to clearly indicate the z-axis in perspective projection. To illustrate this
assistance, we highlighted the z-axis (blue) in Figure 4.3(a) by making
it thicker; in reality it is as thin as the x- and y-axes.

For this docking task, we measure accuracy (both Euclidean dis-
tance and difference in orientation) and task completion time, without
favoring one over the other. Instead, we ask participants to balance
their interaction speed and accuracy and to decide when they should
finish each trial.

4.4.1.2 Clipping plane task

For the second clipping plane task, we asked participants to manip-
ulate a semi-transparent plane to clip a volumetric dataset. We used
a fluid mechanic dataset in which color represents the fluid velocity
(Figure 4.3(c)). We render a hidden white plane inside the data and ask
users to manipulate the semi-transparent clipping plane to align both
and to be as close to each other as possible. Such a task would require
participants to first find and understand the orientation of the target,
before actually aligning the clipping plane with it. Our pilot studies
showed, however, that using opaque volume is much too difficult, and
frustrates the users to give up quickly. We thus simplified the task by
making the data semi-transparent, coloring the borders of the hidden
plane to yellow, and showing these borders on the outside of the data
volume. In addition, we colored those parts of the target green when
they are within a small threshold of the clipping plane at a given time.
While this task may differ somewhat from those used in real scientific
data exploration where scientists do not have a clear target before
exploring the data, our compromise avoids frustrating the participants
and we believe that it still allows us to study the dimensionality match
between input and output. In addition, we show the virtual pivot
point of the clipping plane and its axis of manipulation as in the
docking task—pilot studies also showed us that participants would
have problems understanding how a flat plane can be manipulated
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compared to a rigid 3D object if they are not aware of the interaction
pivot and axis. We show the virtual pivot point initially as a small
white sphere and change it to red when it is on the hidden surface. We
believe that such modifications still allow us to examine our research
questions as we want to evaluate user performance with different
input and output devices, rather than the task, and they equally affect
all conditions.

Theoretically, a plane with an infinite surface can be described
with only 3 DOFs (rotations around two basis vectors lying on it and
a distance along the normal direction from the coordinate origin).
Nonetheless, we still offer a 6 DOFs interaction to make the interac-
tion mapping consistent with that used in the docking task and to
provide more flexible input. Although adding more DOFs may appear
to complicate the task, pilot study participants said such compromise
makes interaction actions more predictable. It thus becomes easier
compared to 3-DOFs manipulation because the task requires partici-
pants to mentally map their manipulations from screen space to model
space.

Even though large and complex scenes are important for 3D visual-
ization, experts in many scientific domains work with the visualization
of a small/medium size of volume, such as a human brain [Everts et
al., 2015] or other biology tissues [e. g., Laha et al., 2012]. Moreover, we
believe that, to enable the exploration of large datasets, it is essential
to first understand the interaction with small datasets. In addition, we
received the volume visualization dataset we used in our second task
from our collaborators in fluid mechanics, and which they use in their
practical work. We thus believe that investigating such tasks reflects
real needs and is not less important than large and complex scenes.

4.4.2 Apparatus and interaction mapping

We used a Microsoft HoloLens (1st generation) and a 55” display as
output devices, each of them representing a different visualization
output dimensionality (3D vs. 2D). Although intuitively a stereoscopic
3D screen may appear better suited for a controlled study to under-
stand the dimensionality mismatch, our ultimate goal is to bring an
AR extension to existing data analysis workflows. We thus directly
use the Microsoft’s HoloLens to investigate our research hypothesis
with our envisioned setup as stated in Section 4.1. Nonetheless, we
balanced the view between the two types of devices as much as pos-
sible, with the exception of the inherent difference w.r.t. depth clues
that we wanted to study as well as some factors that are prescribed
by the hardware, such as differences in screen resolution. We thus
manually adjusted the parameters of the rendering camera on the
2D screen and the objects’ sizes to ensure that participants have a
similar perceived feeling with both devices. We specifically ensured
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of interaction mapping.

that participants can see the same objects within their field of view
with both devices and that the color of the virtual objects on different
spaces is as close as possible. In contrast to the fixed camera of the 2D
screen, the HoloLens camera can be changed fast by moving the head
or walking around. We thus allow participants to manipulate both the
object and the camera in 2D screen conditions, as well as the target
volume for the clipping plane task. While participants manipulate
the target object or camera, we also manipulate the object to dock or
the clipping plane accordingly, such that their relative position and
orientation does not change. Another inherent difference is that, in
the HoloLens condition, users are able to change views faster using
head movements and can thus better perceive the depth with the
view-motion parallax depth cues, in addition to the stereoscopic view.
We do not consider this aspect to be an important issue because we
focus on the comparison between the AR display and the screen (as
stated in H2), rather than simply comparing mono- with stereoscopic
views. We use the input devices descried in Section 4.3 that include a
mouse, a space mouse, and a tablet.

We chose an interaction mapping for mouse (and keyboard) input
which maps the left button to affect rotation around x- and y-axes,
the right button to affect translation along x- and y-axes, with the
control button pressed the left button rotates around the z-axis and the
right button translates along the z-axis. According to Besançon et al.
[2017c], this mapping is frequently used in PC-based 3D modeling and
visualization software. For the translation with the mouse, we captured
the translation of mouse cursor on the PC screen and adjusted the
control-to-display (CD) ratio such that the translation distance of the
virtual object in screen is the same as the translation of mouse cursor.
For rotation, we implemented the well established Arcball interaction
[Shoemake, 1992]—translating the mouse cursor from one border to
the opposite rotates the virtual object by 180 degrees.

Based on our tests and pilot studies, we choose to use a similar
interaction mapping for the space mouse. In particular, our mapping
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uses the plane of the table as a reference space, similar to the regular
mouse—a mapping that used the screen plane as a reference space
turned out to be too confusing. The movement captured by the soft-
ware development kit (SDK) is not in real-world units but gives a
small value each time a movement is captured. There is thus no direct
transfer from the real world to the virtual space, and we thus adjusted
the scale factors based on our pilot studies to make the users feel as
natural as possible.

Finally, the interaction mapping for the space-aware tablet is a link
between the tablet’s movement and that of the virtual objects. While
a direct match between the tablet’s spatial position/orientation and
the virtual object might be natural, such mapping would cause several
problems due to both human and environmental constraints summa-
rized by Wozniak et al. [2014]. First, participants cannot comfortably
reach all places with their arms to control the object. Second, there
could also be objects in the surrounding environments that limit the
users’ activity. We thus use clutching [Jacob et al., 1993] such that the
tangible interaction is only triggered when participants touch a huge
virtual button on the tablet’s screen. In thus way, engaging the clutch is
based on the touch input of the tablet and can be triggered at any time
without affecting the tangible input, in compliance with the principles
stated by Wozniak et al. [2014]. We thus make sure that participants
can clearly see and interact with the tablet’s screen, not only because
of the needs of this study, but also it is important to support practical
visualization tasks. In addition, we transfer the translation/rotation of
the tablet to the virtual object’s movement with a 1:1 scale.

Our interaction mappings for the three devices are also illustrated
in Figure 4.4. We realized our experiment with Unity and C#. We also
used the Google TangoSDK to capture the translation and the rotation
of the tablet. Furthermore, we used Activiz library in Unity to read
and create the textures of the fluid volume, which initially is in a VTK
format. For the first task, we rendered the teapot with a single color,
illuminated by a light placed at the camera position. We used the
diffuse component of Phong’s [Phong, 1975] model to make clearly
show the teapot as a 3D object, as illustrated in Figure 4.3(a). For the
second task, we used slice-based volume rendering to visualize the
fluid volume. We used the same rendering technique for both the
screen and the AR display.

We illustrate the general experiment setup in Figure 4.1. While per-
forming tasks with the mouse and the space mouse, participants vali-
date a trial or switch between object manipulation and view changes
by either clicking on buttons or use pre-defined hotkeys on on the key-
board, as preferred. With the tablet, participants use virtual buttons
on its screen. Even though in realistic hybrid visualization scenarios
users would observe data on both the PC and in virtual AR space,
we hid the visualization on the PC and on the tablet to have a fair
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comparison between 2D screens and the HoloLens. The interfaces are
illustrated in Figure 4.5.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: Photos to illustrate the interfaces on the PC and on the tablet.
They are only used to control the experiment and show additional
information. We do not visualize tasks on them.

4.4.3 Design and measurements

We asked our participants to first perform the docking task, followed
by the clipping plane manipulation task. We did not switch the task
order as the docking task served as an additional training for the more
realistic and contextual clipping plane manipulation task. For each
task, we used a within-subject design with 6 conditions (3 input × 2

output devices). Among the three input devices, the mouse provides
2D input, while the space mouse and the tangible tablet are 3D input
devices. As for the output, the screen is a 2D output device and the AR
headset (HoloLens) is a 3D output device. We counter-balanced the
order of input devices, resulting in six different sequences. We then
also counter-balanced the order of output devices, so that we have
12 different sequences overall. For each of the different conditions,
we asked participants to perform six trials with different starting
conditions. All participants get the same trials in the end (but with
a different order, counter-balanced with Latin-Square) for a total of
6 × 2 × 6 = 72 trials per participant per task.

For each task, we measured our participants’ performance (task
completion time and accuracy), without favoring one over the other.
We asked participants to balance their interaction speed and accuracy
and to decide when they are done with each trial. In Section 4.5, we
detail our methods of computing the accuracy for each task. While
precision also can be an index of performance [Albinsson and Zhai,
2003], we did not include it in our study as the accuracy and time are
sufficient to access users’ 3D manipulation performance [e. g., Chen
et al., 1988]. In addition, we collected users’ perceived workload with
NASA-TLX, their preference, and any comments they had.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: Photos to illustrate the experiment setup and conditions.

4.4.4 Procedure

We illustrate the experiment conditions in Figure 4.6. One of the au-
thors was present during the experiment as the experimenter. The
experimenter first introduced the general goal of the study and all
the devices to use in this experiment. If the participant agreed to
participate, we asked them to read and sign a consent form. We then
asked the first to fill in a questionnaire that collected their basic de-
mographic information and their experience with 3D visualization,
3D interaction, stereoscopic views, etc. We then started the experi-
ment with the docking task. For each condition, we used three phases:
demo, training, and trials. During the demo phase, the experimenter
first demonstrated one trial to the participant, while explaining the
interaction technique and providing ideas on how to solve the task. In
case the participant began with the 2D screen, the experimenter and
the participant looked at the big screen together. Otherwise, the partic-
ipant got to wear the HoloLens and saw the trial with the HoloLens,
while the experimenter looked at the view from a live streaming.4

Next, we asked the participant to start their training. We allowed the
participant as much time as needed to complete their exploration,
and we did not record data during training session. Then, we asked
the participants to complete six trials for each condition as described
above. On finishing all trials of one condition, the experimenter helped
them get on or take off the HoloLens to switch the output. After each
task, we asked the participants to fill in a questionnaire that recorded
their self-reported workload,5 preference, and any possible comments
before taking a break. Even though thinking-aloud can negatively af-
fect speed measurements, we did not ask them to remain silent during
the experiment as this equally affects all conditions. The experimenter
took notes during the whole process.

4 We used existing software (http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/p/
microsoft-hololens/9nblggh4qwnx?activetab=pivot:reviewstab) for the stream-
ing.

5 We used Hart and Staveland’s NASA Task Load Index (TLX) (http://humansystems.
arc.nasa.gov/groups/tlx/downloads/TLXScale.pdf).

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/p/microsoft-hololens/9nblggh4qwnx?activetab=pivot:reviewstab
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/p/microsoft-hololens/9nblggh4qwnx?activetab=pivot:reviewstab
http://humansystems.arc.nasa.gov/groups/tlx/downloads/TLXScale.pdf
http://humansystems.arc.nasa.gov/groups/tlx/downloads/TLXScale.pdf
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4.4.5 Participants

We recruited 24 unpaid participants for this experiment through e-mail
announcements (9 female, 15 male; ages 22–32). All of them had at
least a bachelor degree, 11 work in visualization or interaction-related
domain. 11 had limited knowledge about the Microsoft HoloLens (10

only tried one or twice in their life). 8 had experience with tangible
interaction due to mobile games and none of them knew the space
mouse before the experiment.

4.5 results

We analyzed the data with estimation techniques using confidence
interval (CI)s and effect sizes instead of p-values. Such methods are
now recommended by several research communities, while the use of
p-values for dichotomous significance tests have been criticized for
their weakness (e. g., [Amrhein et al., 2017; Amrhein et al., 2018; Baker,
2016; Baguley, 2012; Cumming, 2014; Dixon, 2003; Dragicevic et al.,
2014; Dragicevic, 2016; Gelman, 2017; Gigerenzer, 2018; McShane and
Gal, 2017; Valentine et al., 2015]). We thus discuss the results with a
nuanced interpretation by reporting the strength of evidence about the
population [Besançon and Dragicevic, 2017; Besançon and Dragicevic,
2019; Cumming, 2014; Dragicevic, 2016; Gigerenzer, 2004; Goodman,
1999; Schmidt and Hunter, 1997] to avoid the dichotomous decision.
However, it is still possible to relate the CIs we report to p-values
[Dragicevic, 2015; Krzywinski and Altman, 2013].

As all our measurements are strictly positive, we aggregated the
data using log-transformed measurements to compute the geometric
means and report anti-logarithm forms to decrease the effect of outliers
[Dragicevic, 2016; Keene, 1995], as it is common practice (e. g., [Jansen
et al., 2013; Le Goc et al., 2016]). We use the t-test with paired variables
to analyze the task completion time because participants performed all
conditions in a different time range. Our analysis of accuracy is based
on bootstrapping CI [Kirby and Gerlanc, 2013], and we report all CIs
by default as 95% CIs. To increase transparency, we also visualize our
data distributions.

For the plots of absolute mean values, the x-axis represents the abso-
lute value in their unit, which we explain below for each measurement.
For the plots of pair-wise ratios, the x-axis represents a ratio without
units.
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4.5.1 Docking task

4.5.1.1 Completion time

We report the absolute mean values of task completion time in seconds
for each of the different conditions in Figure 4.7, the pair-wise ratios for
each input between the two differences output (screen vs. HoloLens),
and the pair-wise rations between different input devices for the same
output in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.7: Results of docking task completion time (absolute mean value)
in seconds. (a) and (b) represent the results using mouse with
the screen and the HoloLens; (c) and (d) represent the results
using space mouse with the screen and the HoloLens; and (e)
and (f) represent the results using tablet with the screen and the
HoloLens;

While users use the mouse as input, the average completion time
value for a trial is 68.04s (CI [54.91s, 84.32s]) with the screen and 65.33s
(CI [54.26s, 78.14s]) with the HoloLens. For the space mouse, the value
is 59.95s (CI [47.73s, 75.30s]) with the screen and 59.85s (CI [49.19s,
72.82s]) with the HoloLens. And it is 51.05s (CI [41.67s, 62.54s]) with
the screen and 48.97s (CI [38.89s, 61.67s]) with the HoloLens while
interacting with the tablet. For any input device, the time difference
between the output devices is quite small and the CIs largely overlap
each other, so they do not give us enough evidence to conclude effects.
We thus further look at the pair-wise ratio (screen/HoloLens). For
each of the input devices (mouse, space mouse, and tablet), the ratio
is 1.04 (CI [0.93, 1.16]), 1.00 (CI [0.86, 1.16]), and 1.04 (CI [0.91, 1.20]),
respectively. As all the values are close to 1, we are unable to find
evidence that would prove an effect of time for any input devices
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paired with 2D or 3D output. We can also estimate that the effect,
should it still exist, is relatively small due to the short length of
confidence interval.
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Figure 4.8: Results of docking task completion time effect sizes. (a), (b), and(c)
represent pair-wise ratio (screen/HoloLens) the mouse, the space
mouse, and the tangible tablet. (d) represents the ratio mouse/s-
pace mouse with the screen and (e) with the HoloLens.(f) repre-
sents the ratio mouse/tablet mouse with the screen and (g) with
the HoloLens.(h) represents the ratio space mouse/tablet with
the screen and (i) with the HoloLens.

We also checked the performance among different inputs, with
the same output. While users were working with the 2D screen, the
measured ratio between mouse and space mouse is 1.13 (CI [1.01,
1.27]). The CI does not overlap with 1 but remains close to it, which
signifies that the task completion time is longer with the mouse than
the space mouse, but the effect remains small. With the HoloLens, this
ratio is 1.09 (CI [0.97, 1.23]), which leads to a similar observation as
previously concluded. The ratio between the mouse and the tablet
with the 2D screen is 1.33 (CI [1.18, 1.51]), which is also evidence
that shows that users are slower using the mouse than the tablet, yet
with a relatively small effect. Using the HoloLens, we conclude the
same phenomenon as this ratio equals to 1.33 (CI [1.16, 1.53]). As
for the ratio between the space mouse and the tablet, the evidence
shows that the tablet is faster than the space mouse for both the
screen (1.17, CI [1.01,1.37]) and the Hololens (1.22, CI [1.03, 1.45]). We
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can thus conclude that, for both the screen and the HoloLens, our
evidence suggests that the mouse is slower than the space mouse, and
both of them are slower than the tablet. However, we did not find
evidence that would suggest a difference of task completion time for
the different output, while users are working with a specific input
device.

4.5.1.2 Euclidean distance

We report the absolute mean values of the Euclidean distance for
each of the different conditions Figure 4.9, in virtual 3D space units.
We also report the pair-wise ratios for each input between the two
differences output (2D screen vs. HoloLens), and the pair-wise rations
between different input devices for the same output in Figure 4.10. The
Euclidean distance is the straight-line difference between the centers
of the object (Oo) and the target (Ot) while participants validate one
trial

d = ‖Oo −Ot‖ (1)

The larger its absolute value is, the less accurate was the trial.
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Figure 4.9: Results of docking task euclidean difference between the object
and the target, in the unit of virtual space. (a) and (b) represent
the results using mouse with the screen and the HoloLens; (c) and
(d) represent the results using space mouse with the screen and
the HoloLens; and (e) and (f) represent the results using tablet
with the screen and the HoloLens;

For the mouse input, the absolute mean values of the distance while
users are working with the screen is 15.86 (CI [10.06, 26.50]) and
decreases to 11.70 (CI [8.55, 20.08]) for working with the HoloLens.
The largely overlapping CIs show only very limited evidence for a
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difference. However, the pair-wise ratio (screen/HoloLens, 1.355 with
CI [0.98, 1.93]) confirms that users are generally more precise while
working with the HoloLens using the mouse. Yet, the long CI does
not allow us to conclude on the size of this effect. For the space
mouse input, the mean value is 19.08 (CI [12.93, 30.19]) with the screen
and 13.694 (CI [9.68, 21.15]) with the HoloLens, and the effect size
(screen/HoloLens) is 1.39 (CI [1.11, 1.91]) which leads to the similar
observation that users perform more accurately with the HoloLens
than with the screen. This observation even extends to the tablet as
well, which has a mean value of 15.71 (CI [10.92, 24.71]) with the
screen and 12.74 (CI [9.24, 19.07]) with the HoloLens. Its pairwise
ratio is 1.23 (CI [0.95, 1.61]), which suggests that this difference is
supported by only weak evidence. Thus, users are in general more
accurate working with the HoloLens than working with the screen for
any input devices.
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Figure 4.10: Results of docking task Euclidean difference effect sizes. (a), (b),
and(c) represent pair-wise ratio (screen/HoloLens) the mouse,
the space mouse, and the tangible tablet. (d) represents the
ratio mouse/space mouse with the screen and (e) with the
HoloLens.(f) represents the ratio mouse/tablet mouse with the
screen and (g) with the HoloLens.(h) represents the ratio space
mouse/tablet with the screen and (i) with the HoloLens.

We also look into the difference between input devices for the
same output. While users are working with the screen, we found no
evidence that users perform differently using the mouse or the space
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mouse, with the ratio being 1.01 (CI [0.79, 1.36]), or with the HoloLens
(the ratio is 0.91 with CI [0.69, 1.27]). As for the comparison between
the mouse and the tablet, our data shows that mouse is more accurate
than the tablet with both types of output (the ratio is 0.83 with CI
[0.65, 1.08] using the screen and 0.85 with CI [0.71 0.97] using the
HoloLens), though the evidence remains weak. We also find evidence
that suggests the space mouse is less accurate than the tablet working
with the screen (ratio equals to 1.21 with CI [0.98, 1.48]), but this
difference is not observable with the HoloLens which has a ratio of
1.08 (CI [0.81, 1.38]). We found no evidence suggesting a difference
of performance between the mouse and the space mouse because
the mean value of the pairwise ratio is close to 1 and its CI is large.
However, we have weak evidence for the mouse being more accurate
than the tablet, and for the tablet being more accurate than the space
mouse. This result does not contradict with our observation that no
evidence supports an effect between the mouse and the space mouse
because a lack of evidence for a difference does not means there is no
difference.

4.5.1.3 Angular distance

We report the absolute mean values of angular distance in degrees for
each of the different conditions in Figure 4.11, the pair-wise ratios for
each input between the two differences output (screen vs. HoloLens),
and the pair-wise ratios between different input devices for the same
output in Figure 4.12. This measure represents the final difference
of rotation angle between the object and the target which rotation
is respectively represented by the quaternion qo and qt. It is then
computed by

a = 2 · arccos(qdω) (2)

where qdω is the ω component of

qd = q−1
o · qt. (3)

The bigger its absolute value is, the less accurate was the trial.
First, we found that, for all experiment conditions, the final average

angular distances have only little difference and their CIs overlap
largely. The average value was 7.29° (CI [5.64°, 9.45°]) using mouse
and screen, 7.14° (CI [5.68°, 8.96°]) using mouse and HoloLens, 7.77°
(CI [6.80°, 9.51°]) with space mouse and screen, 7.47° (CI [5.99°, 9.30°])
with space mouse and HoloLens, 7.38° (CI [5.84°, 9.35°]) with tablet
and screen, and 7.58° (CI [6.01°, 9.71°]) with tablet and HoloLens).
We also observe that the pairwise ratios between different conditions
remain close to 1. Specifically, the ratio between screen and HoloLens
for the mouse was 1.02 (CI [0.84, 1.18]), for the space mouse it was
1.04 with CI [0.90, 1.28], for the tablet it was 0.97 (CI [0.83, 1.13]).
While working with the screen, the ratio between the mouse and the
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Figure 4.11: Results of absolute mean values of docking task angular differ-
ence between the object and the target, measured in degree. (a)
and (b) represent the results using mouse with the screen and the
HoloLens; (c) and (d) represent the results using space mouse
with the screen and the HoloLens; and (e) and (f) represent the
results using tablet with the screen and the HoloLens;

space mouse was 0.93 (CI [0.76, 1.15]), between the mouse and tablet
it was 0.98 (CI [0.81, 1.16]), and between the space mouse and the
tablet it was 1.05 (CI [0.88, 1.37]). As for the HoloLens, these ratios are
respectively 0.96 (CI [0.86 1.08]), 0.94 (CI [0.79 1.13]), and 0.96 (CI [0.85

1.17]). In conclusion, we could not find evidence that would suggest
that a difference exists for angular accuracy across techniques between
the object and target.

4.5.1.4 Self-reported workload

We report the participants’ ranked workload in Figure 4.13. Our ev-
idence shows that mental and physical demands vary for different
input devices, while there is no evidence showing that the output
device plays a role. Specifically, users’ mental demand is the highest
for the mouse as suggested by participants. They said that the mouse
interaction mapping needs to be remembered and recalled during
the experiment and that it involves using both the mouse and the
keyboard identifier. The latter requires users to develop a reflex to
use the correct combination right away. The tablet requires the least
mental demand because participants feel that the mapping is just
natural. For the physical demand, not surprisingly, the tablet requires
the most as users need to move it in space, while the space mouse
requires the least since it stays on a fixed position on the desk. We
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Figure 4.12: Results of absolute mean values of docking task angular dif-
ference effect sizes. (a), (b), and(c) represent pair-wise ratio
(screen/HoloLens) of the mouse, the space mouse, and the tan-
gible tablet. (d) represents the ratio mouse/space mouse with
the screen and (e) with the HoloLens.(f) represents the ratio
mouse/tablet mouse with the screen and (g) with the HoloLens.
(h) represents the ratio space mouse/tablet with the screen and
(i) with the HoloLens.

did not find evidence showing any difference for other workloads,
which was confirmed by the verbal comments we received from many
participants.
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Figure 4.13: Self-reported workloads for the docking task. (a) represents the
mental demand; (b) represents the physical demand; (c) repre-
sents the temporal demand; (d) represents the users satisfaction
of their performance; (e) represents the effort needed to accom-
plish the task; (f) represents the frustration level.

4.5.1.5 Preference

Participants also ranked their preference for input device-output set-
ting combinations from 1 to 6, with 1 meaning least liked and 6

meaning most liked. For our analysis we added all values for a given
condition; higher values thus mean higher overall participant prefer-
ence. We summarize the resulting preference ratings for the docking
task in Table 4.1, which shows an almost evenly distributed prefer-
ence for this task, regardless of input or output device, with a slight
preference towards the space mouse and the screen combination.

Table 4.1: Users’ serf-rated preference for different input and output combi-
nations, for both the docking task and the clipping plane task.

Input Mouse Mouse Space Mouse Space Mouse Tablet Tablet

Output Screen HoloLens Screen HoloLens Screen HoloLens

Docking 83 77 91 86 82 85

Clipping 103 96 90 85 72 60
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4.5.2 Clipping plane task

4.5.2.1 Task completion time

We present the results of mean task completion time in seconds in
Figure 4.14, and the pairwise ratios across different conditions in
Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.14: Results of clipping task completion time in seconds. (a) and
(b) represent the results using mouse with the screen and the
HoloLens; (c) and (d) represent the results using space mouse
with the screen and the HoloLens; and (e) and (f) represent the
results using tablet with the screen and the HoloLens;

We first observe that, for the same input devices, the completion
time of different output devices does not vary much. For the mouse,
the average time in seconds using the screen is 58.38s (CI [47.58s,
71.63s]) and is 60.82s (CI [50.80s, 72.81s]) using the HoloLens. The
pairwise ratio screen/HoloLens is 0.96 (CI [0.86, 1.07]), which being
close to 1 does not give us evidence of an effect. For the space mouse,
the average time using the screen is 53.18s (CI [42.59s, 66.42s]) and
is 49.50s (CI [42.02s, 58.32s]) using the HoloLens. The pairwise ratio
screen/HoloLens is 1.07 (CI [0.94, 1.24]), similarly close to 1. For the
tablet, the average time in seconds using the screen is 62.60s (CI [48.64s,
80.58s]) and is 49.88s (CI [41.29s, 60.25s]) using the HoloLens. The
pairwise ratio screen/HoloLens of the tablet is 1.26 (CI [1.07, 1.47]),
thus suggesting an evidence that users are generally faster working
with the HoloLens than with the screen while they are using the tablet.

We also looked at the difference of input devices for the same output.
While users are working with the screen, the ratio between the mouse
and the space mouse is 1.09 (CI [0.93, 1.28]), and the ratio between
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Figure 4.15: Results of clipping task completion time effect sizes. (a), (b),
and(c) represent pair-wise ratio (screen/HoloLens) the mouse,
the space mouse, and the tangible tablet. (d) represents the
ratio mouse/space mouse with the screen and (e) with the
HoloLens.(f) represents the ratio mouse/tablet mouse with the
screen and (g) with the HoloLens.(h) represents the ratio space
mouse/tablet with the screen and (i) with the HoloLens.

the mouse and the tablet is 0.93 (CI [0.80, 1.09]). In both cases, we
cannot find enough evidence to claim an effect, but the ratio between
the space mouse and the tablet is 0.85 (CI [0.71, 1.01]), which suggests
that the space mouse is faster than the tablet, while users are working
with the screen. As for the HoloLens, the results are different from
those of the screen. We can find evidence suggesting that the use of
the mouse resulted in slower interaction times than the space mouse
because the ratio between these two conditions is 1.22 (CI [1.11, 1.36]).
We can also find evidence showing that interactions with the mouse
are slower than with the tablet, given the fact that the ratio is 1.21 (CI
[1.05, 1.41]). But we found no evidence for a difference between the
space mouse and the tablet with the value of the ratio being 0.99 (CI
[0.87, 1.13]), when they are paired with the HoloLens.
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4.5.2.2 Accuracy

We computed the accuracy as follows. Prior to the study, we first
generated a pool of target planes inside the volume with different
positions and orientations. A plane-volume intersection can give an
intersection plane of different forms (a triangle, a rectangle, a pentagon,
etc.). We only kept target planes in a rectangular form (4 corners) for
our experiments to lower the participants’ mental workflow—they will
not be confused about the shape of the target plane. The clipping plane
is defined by an artificial (because it is theoretically infinite) center
Oplane and a normal vector Nplane. Each target plane has exactly
four corner positions Opointi , i ∈ [1, 4] (i. e., intersection points of the
similarly infinite target plane with the data volume). We then compute
the signed distance of each target point Opointi to the manipulated
clipping plane as

di = Nplane · (Opointi −Oplane). (4)

We then determine the absolute values of these distances because the
signed information of which side of the plane situates the point is
irrelevant. We then average the absolute values to arrive at a final
accuracy value of

A =
1

4

4∑
n=1

‖di‖. (5)

We show the results of accuracy in virtual units in Figure 4.16 and
4.17.

For the mouse input, this mean accuracy is 4.26 (CI [3.8, 4.87])
with the screen and 5.39 (CI [4.77, 5.91]) with the HoloLens. The
non-overlapping of CIs already suggests that users are more accurate
working with the screen. Furthermore, their pairwise ratio is 0.79 (CI
[0.70, 0,90]). This CI does not overlap with the value 1, which confirms
the effect. This observation partly also applies to the tablet, but the
evidence is weaker. With the tablet, the mean value is 5.03 (CI [4.41,
5.86]) with the screen and 5.69 (CI [5.06, 6.27]) with the HoloLens,
and the pairwise ratio is 0.88 (CI [0.76, 1.02]). For the space mouse,
we did not find evidence that would suggest a difference between
the two different output devices. The mean value is 5.06 (CI [4.44,
5.78]) with the screen and is 5.35 (CI [4.82, 5.72]) with the HoloLens,
and the pairwise ratio is 0.95 (CI [0.83 1.07]). For users working with
the screen, our evidence suggests that the mouse is more accurate
than both the space mouse (pairwise ratio being 0.84 with CI [0.72,
0.99]) and the tablet (pairwise ratio being 0.85, CI [0.75, 0.94]), while
we found no evidence that would suggest a difference between the
two latter devices (pairwise ratio is 1.01 with CI [0.88, 1.19]). For the
HoloLens, we only have weak evidence for the mouse being more
accurate than the space mouse (ratio 0.95, CI [0.85, 1.04]). We found
no evidence to suggest a difference between mouse and tablet (ratio
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Figure 4.16: Results of clipping task accuracy, measured in virtual units. (a)
and (b) represent the results using mouse with the screen and the
HoloLens; (c) and (d) represent the results using space mouse
with the screen and the HoloLens; and (e) and (f) represent the
results using tablet with the screen and the HoloLens;

1.01, CI [0.87, 1.12]). There is also almost no evidence for a possible
effect between space mouse and tablet (ratio 0.94, CI [0.84, 1.09]).

4.5.2.3 Self-reported workload

For the self-reported workload of clipping plane task (Figure 4.18),
the situation differs from the docking task. Although the difference
is low, we observed an increasing mental demand, temporal demand,
and effort woking with the tablet. For the physical demand, compared
with the docking task the difference is that the mouse has a lower
average demand than the space mouse. Participants reported that
manipulating a clipping plane requires small and precise changes of
the plane, where the DOFs separation is advantageous.Other work-
load factors (temporal demand, effort, and frustration) also revealed
that most participants felt that the mouse was easier to work with
compared to the tablet, regardless of which output was used.

4.5.2.4 Preference

We summarize the preference ratings of our participants for the clip-
ping plane task in Table 4.1, computed the same way as for the docking
task. For this task, the participants’ preference seems pretty obvious:
for the same output device, the mouse was slightly preferred over the
space mouse, which in turn was generally preferred over the tablet.
Interestingly, in all cases of input, the difference between using the
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Figure 4.17: Results of clipping task accuracy effect sizes. (a), (b), and(c) rep-
resent pair-wise ratio (screen/HoloLens) the mouse, the space
mouse, and the tangible tablet. (d) represents the ratio mouse/s-
pace mouse with the screen and (e) with the HoloLens.(f) repre-
sents the ratio mouse/tablet mouse with the screen and (g) with
the HoloLens.(h) represents the ratio space mouse/tablet with
the screen and (i) with the HoloLens.

two output devices is low. Most participants also reported that they
did not find much difference regarding the output, but that for them
the input matters more for the task. Nonetheless, judging from partici-
pants’ actual recorded ratings, in most cases they preferred the screen
over the HoloLens.

4.6 discussion

First, we look at the difference for input devices paired with the
same output. For the 3D docking task that we used to represent
general 3D data exploration using object or view manipulation, our
participants preferred the 6-DOFs space mouse. Nonetheless, our
measurements show that the tablet was the fastest input device. Also,
our participants managed to accomplish the task as accurately using
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Figure 4.18: Self-reported workloads for the clipping plane task. (a) repre-
sents the mental demand; (b) represents the physical demand;
(c) represents the temporal demand; (d) represents the users
satisfaction of their performance; (e) represents the effort needed
to accomplish the task; (f) represents the frustration level.

the mouse as with the space mouse, both being more accurate than
the tablet. In the second task, our participants reported a preference
toward the mouse (for the same output device), which correlates
to their performance—the mouse is generally more accurate than
the other two input devices, and faster with the 2D screen. For 3D
visualization tasks in which accuracy is a key factor we can thus
see our hypothesis h1 to be supported. Even though the mouse was
slower than the other two input devices in the clipping task with
the HoloLens, the trade-off between time and accuracy seems to be
acceptable for most visualization work.

Surprisingly, our participants’ preferences differed between the two
tasks, even though we used the exact same interaction mapping for
both. We see this as an indication that, depending on the specific
task and the given application domain, different preferences and
also a different performances are to be expected, as previously also
concluded by Bach et al. [2018] who used a setup and tasks different
from ours to compare visualization and interaction effectiveness. For
example, our data shows a clear performance increase over 2D output
when performing the clipping task with 3D output. Here, the better
spatial understanding of the plane due to the stereoscopic projection
makes a clear difference. One reason reported by participants is that
the intuitive mapping of the tangible tablet only helps when one can
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directly understand how the manipulated object or plane is positioned
and oriented in space. In other words, since the flat plane is difficult to
understand when seen on a 2D screen in the clipping plane task, the
mouse is preferred because of its separation of DOF—our participants
reported that it allowed them to adjust the data more precisely. The
inherent DOF separation of 2D (i. e., 2 DOFs) input devices could thus
better match the 2D output space in such situations.

Another interesting and essential point here is that we found, for
both tasks with the AR output space, the mouse input to have either
equal or better performance when compared to its performance in
2D space. The mismatch between its 2D input to the used 3D output
space thus seems not to be a problem for participants when using the
mouse. Based on this observation we may answer our initial question:
for the types of tasks we are investigating (3D manipulation in 6 DOF),
the mouse remains a very effective interaction tool, in particular also if
used in combination with AR output. In a hybrid visualization system
that relies on mouse input for some non-spatial tasks anyway, it is
thus not a bad idea at all to unify the interaction with a mouse to be
consistent across devices.

It is also interesting that many participants reported a certain level of
indifference about using the 2D screen or the HoloLens, which can also
be noticed in the final preference rating that showed that input devices
mattered more to them than the output spaces, as we only found a
preference toward the 2D screen when compared to the HoloLens. This
can be partly explained due to the known hardware limitations of the
first generation of the HoloLens, as reported by several participants.
One participant explicitly mentioned that the limited field of view
resulted in the volume not only being clipped by the clipping plane but
also by the HoloLens’ field of view, which introduced confusion. Also,
other participants mentioned that the headset was still too heavy and it
could make them feel worse than working with a screen. Nonetheless,
these limitations are not the important issues to discuss here, and
we expect them to be resolved in future AR HMDs.6 However, such
self-reported performance is not fully supported by the measurement.
For the docking task, our measured values show that they were more
precise in terms of Euclidean distance for the docking task using the
HoloLens, when compared to the 2D screen, and with similar levels of
completion time. For the clipping plane task, we also saw faster task
completion times using the tablet with the HoloLens than with the
2D screen, while the mouse and the space mouse showed no evidence
for a difference, in both display conditions. Although users seem to
be more accurate with the screen for the docking task, the absolute
mean difference remains small. Taking the mouse as an example which
revealed the biggest effect, the mean value using the screen is 4.26,

6 Already the recent second version of Microsoft’s HoloLens improves greatly with
respect to issues such as resolution, field of view, and balance.
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while it is 5.39 using the HoloLens. Even so, we can consider them
as an equal accuracy level compared to the initial stage—a distance
of 200 on average. So we conclude that the advantages of stereoscopy
for understanding 3D data exist in some cases, even if this may not
be evident to the users’ mental feeling. Thus, h2 is partly supported.
Our results thus do not support the findings drawn by Schultheis et al.
[2012], who only used time as a measure. Finding by our experiment
indicates that the different output spaces do affect users’ performance
for precise spatial control.

The basis of our final hypothesis h3—as explained in Section 4.3—
was a traditional 3D data analysis setup using mouse and 2D screen
creates a mismatch between the dimensions used by the input device,
the output space, and the user’s mental model. The latter resembles the
inherently three-dimensional data space D, while the output space is a
vertically displayed 2D projection and the input space is a horizontally
oriented 2D space. The inherent dimensionality mismatch of this
setup could be resolved with stereoscopic output and 6 DOFs 3D
input devices, taking advantage of the many benefits of immersive
analytics [Dwyer et al., 2018]. The use of VR technology with its
associated dedicated input devices, however, does not always seem
to be practical because scientists often rely on analysis tools such as
scripts for which a traditional workstation appears much better suited.
Instead, our envisioned AR extension to existing workstations uses
the best of both worlds: traditional (2D) displays with traditional (2D
mouse + keyboard) input, together with an AR-based (3D) display
and appropriate input devices.

Focusing only on 3D data and thus a three-dimensional visual
representation U, the question we asked in this work is which input
devices (operating in a respective M) would be ideal for which output
space dimensionality in D. As there is likely no ideal input device,
we ask more precisely what the compromises would be, given the
choice of a set of input devices and their dimensionality and mapping,
with respect to both 2D and 3D output spaces D. We emphasize
here that input device manipulations as such are not sufficient to
define their effects in a visualization system. Instead, the associated
input mapping (i. e., the transformation from space M to space I and
the resulting manipulations in spaces D and thus changed V), of
course, also play a role. Nonetheless, we simplify the consideration
here to the right-most triangle in Figure 4.2, with the input mapping
aspects of I merged into M and the aspects of D and V merged
into O. One could hypothesize that a 6 DOFs input device (i. e., one
that provides both 3D location and 3D orientation) should be able to
better accommodate tools for the exploration of 3D data—it should
be able to facilitate, for example, view manipulations, clipping plane
adjustments, and other 3D data operations. Nonetheless, as we want
an input device that works in a hybrid setup, it should work both for
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the AR environment as well as for the traditional workstation and even
potentially projected 3D views. Moreover, we need to compare these
devices with the common mouse as it is established as the primary
spatial input device for traditional PCs. While the latter only provides
2 DOFs input, interaction mappings are designed to control 3D spaces
with the needed 6 DOFs or more.

Based on our results, unfortunately, we cannot provide a single con-
clusion for the effects of match or mismatch from our results to support
or to reject h3. For the 3D docking task, all input devices—regardless
of whether they have 2 DOFs or 6 DOFs—had better performance
in 3D output space than in 2D. The increase of performance is only
due to the better accuracy of Euclidean distance, while the angular
distances did not change fundamentally. But the effect seems to be
equal for all input devices, we did not find any evidence suggesting
that such increase is greater with 3D input. Also, we did not find evi-
dence that would show if the effect of performance increase is bigger
when the dimensionality is matched. The reason for finding higher
precision only for Euclidean and not for angular distances is likely
that the depth clues offered by stereoscopy, which helped participants
to understand the spatial position, had only a limited effect on the
understanding of orientation—especially for the simple model of the
Utah teapot. With the clipping plane task, we do not find a clear result
with respect to h3 either. Here, the performance increase of mouse
is generally greater than for the other input devices when we pass
from the 2D screen output to the HoloLens. From our results, we thus
conclude that the match or mismatch between input and output de-
vices are not crucial for 3D manipulations when we follow the hybrid
PC-AR metaphor. However, the properties of input devices matter a
lot. Intuitive and fluent high-DOF input like from a tablet is enough
for interaction that need fast adjustment and does not require much
precise control as our study shows that users finished the docking task
with the least amount of time. While it comes to tasks that require
more accurate input, low-DOF input devices (like the regular mouse)
that could easily separate interaction DOF are generally preferred.

Our failure of finding a simple conclusion of the effect of dimen-
sionality (mis-)match does not decrease the importance of our study,
however. Quite in contrast, we now know that, for 3D manipulation,
the effect of dimensionality match (if any) is expected to be small
that can be neglected. Thus, this consideration can be excluded while
choosing input and output devices for 3D visualization. Users are
more flexible to choose appropriate devices according to specific tasks
and other needs rather than considering if its DOF matches the output.
Even more importantly, we see from the results that the mouse per-
forms still well, in particular for accuracy control, and regardless of the
used output. We can thus confirm that using the mouse as a primary
input for 3D output is a valid choice. This conclusion is important for
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designing a hybrid visualization systems where the mouse is naturally
used for the PC part.

To assist future system designers in choosing appropriate combina-
tions of input and output devices we thus summarize our participants’
feedback regarding the main advantages and disadvantages of differ-
ent input devices as follows. According to them, the mouse is precise
but its inherent input mapping for 3D manipulations increases the
need for learning and the overall mental demand to recall this map-
ping, especially as keyboard modifiers are required to control all DOFs.
For the space mouse, they liked its fluidity and stated that it requires
the least amount of effort, thus causes minimal fatigue levels. Nonethe-
less, the interaction mapping can be sometimes confusing due to the
potentially different frames of reference between the manipulation
space M where the mouse is physically located, and the controlled
object or space. Moreover, certain motions are difficult to perform with
the space mouse. For example, one participant reported that, while
interacting with the space mouse with the right hand, rotating around
y-axis is much more difficult than rotating around the x-axis (refer to
Figure 4.4) because the latter needs to bend the wrist in an uncom-
fortable way. Moreover, users see the space mouse as a flexible input
device. This propriety, though sometimes it can be considered to be an
advantage, increases the error rate and makes its difficult to perform
tiny adjustments. However, space mouse is reported to require the
minimal interaction efforts among the three devices we chose, users
thus believe that they may use it more effectively with more practice.
This is partly the reason why users slightly prefer the space mouse for
the docking task, even though its measured results are not as good.
For the tablet, finally, our participants found its interaction design to
be natural in 3D space. Nonetheless, it causes a lot more fatigue than
the other devices because users need to hold it and move their arms a
lot. Also, users move the tablet in space without a physical reference
surface like the table for the mouse and the space mouse, resulting
in less accurate manipulation (e. g., making its use more difficult for
precise control).

The final aspect to discuss is that of mobility. In our experimental
setup we specifically asked participants to sit down to replicate a situa-
tion similar to working in an office. Nonetheless, we still observed that
participants moved their head to get a better view in the clipping plane
task, but did not see similar actions in the docking task. Ultimately,
however, it would be good if users can take full advantage of the AR
HMD, and so the fact that the tangible tablet exhibited a competitive
performance overall suggests that it can be used as an additional input
device when mobility is needed or desired. Of course, its ability to
also serve as a platform for richer (touch) input only strengthens this
point.
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4.7 conclusion, limitations and future work

Following our vision of extending traditional workstation with AR
for visualization purposes, we discussed the effect of pairing different
input and output devices. We reported upon a controlled experiment
in which we compared three different, well-established input devices
and discussed their suitability to control 3D projected (to 2D) or stereo-
scopic 3D output spaces. Our results seem to show that performance
may vary depending on tasks, but the mouse remains an efficient 3D
interaction tool for high accuracy tasks, which are often needed in 3D
visualization applications. Our results thus serve as a starting point to
guide the interaction design on an AR-extended hybrid visualization
system in which mouse and keyboard are still necessary for using
existing analysis software. Yet, our studies cannot give a universal
conclusion about the effect of the dimensionality match between input
and output devices to user performance while working on visualiza-
tion tasks. This is an essential result of our work: we have established
that the match or mismatch of the dimensionality between input and
output devices seem to have little importance.

As the mouse remains important for interacting with traditional
workstation and it yields good results when a high accuracy is re-
quired, we argued that, on the one hand, the mouse can be a primary
means of input—even for a hybrid system. High-DOF input devices,
on the other hand, could be served as complementary tools for specific
cases such as while users walk around and just want to rotate the view
roughly, then a tangible tablet would be a good choice.

One of the limitations of our work is that our tasks focused only on
the part of 3D manipulation for single objects, without considering
scenarios where other motions are required, for example, clicking, typ-
ing, selecting, and switching between different tasks. It would thus be
interesting to investigate a more realistic scenario to understand how
to best combine different input devices, or unifying the interaction
with only one device with regards to the needs of 3D visualization.
Similarly, we started with simple scenes with few objects. In other sce-
narios, experts may need to analyze very large, complex visualizations.
We also want to understand, in the future, if results change with such
data.

Another limitation is that, even though we manually adjusted a
lot parameters on both the side to have an equivalent visual and
interactive experience, some of our choices could still have affected
our measurements and potentially our conclusions. For example, the
HoloLens cannot achieve the same level of display quality. Meanwhile,
its advantages of moving the head around allows faster understanding
that could increase participants’ performance. Moreover, although we
gave our participants unlimited trials to practice before starting the
experiment, many expressed a feeling that their performance would
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change if they get more used to a device, especially for the space
mouse. We thus think another important limitation is that we cannot
achieve long-term training for our experiment, due to both the lack of
hardware and constraints of experiment length.

Regarding input devices, we chose commercially available devices
for our first-stage study. But we do not argue against trying specifically
designed ones for dedicated scenarios. For example, the CHARM
device by Klamka et al. [2019] may be a good alternative, especially
if users want to walk around and lose the access to the mouse. Also,
Sundin and Fjeld [2009] investigated a softly elastic spaceCat, and they
showed that it favors positioning and docking tasks when compared
with elastic rate control input device (like the space mouse we used).
In a future vision and besides the mouse as primary input, we would
thus want to know how such different input devices can jointly be
used in a hybrid visualization setup, or would need to be redesigned
and merged, to benefit from both types of input. Apart from that, with
a given input device, we implemented the most adapted mapping
from previous literature (or the most natural one according to our pilot
tests), which does not lead to much liberty for the users. In a future
investigation, we would like to allow users more freedom, such as
manually adjusting the CD-ratios. As such, it might also be possible to
achieve small and accurate adjustment with high-DOF input devices,
but we also wonder if the trade-off between time and accuracy is
critical and what would users prefer with regards to the requirements
of visualization task.

To study the mismatch of dimensionality, we equalized the visuals
on screen and on the HoloLens to both be 3D models. It would thus
be useful to continue to investigate other types of data in the future,
including but not limited to abstract information and graphs because
they are also essential forms information—even for 3D data analysis.
In addition, to further investigate the design of a hybrid setting, it is
also an interesting future work to make use of the benefits of both
spaces to visualize different types of data.

Finally, even though our study code and implemented interaction
techniques be used directly with a VR headset, we did not actually test
it in this study because we wanted to study the question of selecting
input devices focusing on a specific setup (AR+PC). Nonetheless, in
addition to our hybrid AR and PC setup, pure PC and pure AR visu-
alization environments can benefit from our findings, but we leave the
question of how other setups (like VR) can benefit from our findings
as an interesting question to be investigated in the future. We envision
that due to the inherent differences between VR and AR headsets, we
still need to put more efforts. For example, users are occluded form
the real world, it may be needed to create visual representations of
each input device, and some features like walking-around would be
impossible. We also chose basic and representative tasks for general
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3D visualization that can be used to various applications, not limited
to the datasets used in this our experiment.

This chapter relates to the research question R3. While users remain
seated, the mouse is still an efficient input, even working AR displays,
for 3D visualization tasks, especially for those that require a high
accuracy. We thus envision that the mouse should still be kept as
the primary input for the hybrid systems, while others might be
combined for specific tasks according to different requirements. We
need to highlight that, in general HCI, the chosen input devices usually
depend on specific tasks and requirements. Thus, even though the
tangible tablet was not most efficient nor preferred in our tasks, we
do not deny its value in other cases, as its advantages have also been
largely explored previously in other scenarios (e. g., [Spindler et al.,
2012; Spindler et al., 2014; Sollich et al., 2016]). For example, if a task
needs rapid adjustment of the views without being super accurate,
we would also encourage the use of a tangible tablet. And the tablet
also has other advantages compared to the mouse such as that it does
not require on table surface to work, which could make it a good
alternative input while users are walking around.
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AU G M E N T I N G TA C T I L E 3 D D ATA N AV I G AT I O N
W I T H P R E S S U R E S E N S I N G

Figure 5.1: We proposed a pressure-augmented tactile interaction technique
on mobile phones to improve 3D data navigation.

Chapter 4 gives us basis of how to support interaction with the hy-
brid setting while users remain seated. We then want to support the
interaction while users are walking around as well. As mobile devices
are popular means for controlling large and virtual devices with a
lot of recent research work has been done to explore the data visual-
ization on them, we thus believe that it is a good and practical tool
to use while users are walking around. We then study a touch-based
interaction mapping on mobile devices to support 3D navigation task.
Specially, this chapter presents a pressure-augmented tactile 3D data
exploration technique, specifically designed for small devices, mo-
tivated by the need to support the interactive visualization beyond
traditional workstations. While tactile interaction has been studied
extensively on large screens, current techniques do not scale to small
and portable devices. We use readily-available pressure sensing with a
binary mapping to allow users to easily select different manipulation.
We compare our technique with traditional 3D-RST (rotation, scaling,
translation) using a docking task in a controlled study. The results
show that our technique increases the precision of interaction, with
only little impact on speed. We then discuss the implications for 3D
interaction design and verify that our results extend to older devices
with pseudo pressure and in realistic usage scenarios of smartphones.

Work presented in this chapter gives a method to increase interaction
accuracy based on touch interaction on mobile devices, which we
believe is important to accomplish visualization tasks while users
walk around with the hybrid setting.

Main portions of this chapter are published on Computer Graphics
Forum and presented in EuroVis 2019. The term of “we” in this chapter
refers to myself, Lonni Besançon, Mehdi Ammi, and Tobias Isenberg.
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5.1 introduction

Visualization of 3D content are needed for exploring many types of
scientific data, and good interaction design is a fundamental and es-
sential prerequisite for effective visualization tools (e. g., [Keefe, 2010;
Yi et al., 2007]). As such, interaction research targeted specifically at
data exploration plays an ever increasing role in the field of visualiza-
tion (e. g., [Sutherland, 1966; Hibbard, 1999; Rheingans, 2002; Johnson,
2004; Tory and Möller, 2004; Keefe, 2010; Keefe and Isenberg, 2013;
Munzner, 2014; Isenberg, 2016]). This need for effective and efficient
interactive tools is evident, for instance, in the use of navigation for
exploratory [Tukey, 1977] 3D spatial data exploration [LaViola Jr. et
al., 2017]: by interactively changing the view, scientists are able to
immerse themselves in the data [Büschel et al., 2018] to understand
its characteristics. Such tasks have long been performed on desktops
using mice and keyboards—but here the intuitive and fluent control
of the exploration in 3D space is often challenging [Forlines et al.,
2007; Besançon et al., 2017c]. Novel environments promise to better
support 3D data exploration: they can improve the visual perception
and spatial understanding using, e. g., wall-size screens [Bezerianos
and Isenberg, 2012], occluded VR glasses [Qi et al., 2006], and CAVEs
[Cruz-Neira et al., 1993b]—often combined with dedicated input de-
vices. Researchers also explore novel input metaphors for easy and
precise control, e. g., touch-based [Benko et al., 2006] and 3D spatial
input [Qi and Martens, 2005].

According to studies of different input metaphors for easy and
precise control, tactile input 1 yields important advantages for 3D data
exploration (e. g., [Besançon et al., 2017c; Coffey et al., 2012; Fu et al.,
2010; Isenberg, 2016; Lundström et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2010]) such as
faster completion time or increased ‘directness’ [Bruckner et al., 2019].
Moreover, the increasing use of smart phones makes this interaction
easily accessible due to their good mobility and portability. Yet, mobile
devices are restricted to a relatively small screen, possibly making the
visualization of and the interaction with complex data impractical.
Meanwhile, the emergence of visualization tools for mobile devices
(e. g., Arctic Viewer2, ImageVis3D3, and KiwiViewer4) suggests an
increasing demand for mobile visualizations. We thus need to address
the challenges of providing interactive data exploration control on
these platforms.

Tactile interaction is the primary form of input on smart phones.
Performed on a 2D surface, each touch point offers up to 2 DOFs

1 We refer to touch input as ‘tactile’ input as elsewhere (e. g., [Besançon et al., 2017c;
Besançon et al., 2017b; Herot and Weinzapfel, 1978; Poupyrev and Maruyama, 2003;
Raynal et al., 2010]), we do not mean haptic (tactile) feedback.

2 https://kitware.github.io/arctic-viewer/
3 https://www.sci.utah.edu/software/imagevis3D.html/
4 http://www.kiwiviewer.org/

https://kitware.github.io/arctic-viewer/
https://www.sci.utah.edu/software/imagevis3D.html/
http://www.kiwiviewer.org/
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through its translation, but navigation in 3D visualization requires six
or more DOFs to specify position and orientation [Isenberg, 2016].5 To
provide the necessary input DOFs, existing techniques thus rely on
‘multi-touch’ input (e. g., [Hancock et al., 2007; Reisman et al., 2009])
or extra widgets (e. g., [Yu et al., 2010; Zeleznik and Forsberg, 1999]).
More touching fingers or widgets on the screen, however, increase
occlusion—a critical bottleneck, in particular, on the small surface
of mobile devices. Another frequently used solution is 3D rotation-
scaling-translation (RST) mapping: users control several integrated
DOFs [Martinet et al., 2010] with two fingers [Liu et al., 2012]. Al-
though this mapping is popular, a recent study [Besançon et al., 2017c]
highlighted its difficulties: participants complained about the lack of
separability of different DOFs.

We thus study the augmentation or combination of tactile input
with other interaction paradigms to address its limits. In the past,
tactile input has been combined with spatially aware tangible devices
[Spindler et al., 2012; Spindler et al., 2014; Sollich et al., 2016; Besançon
et al., 2017b], mid-air gestures [Kim et al., 2015], and pressure input
[Brewster and Hughes, 2009; Heo and Lee, 2012; Corsten et al., 2017]
to offer more interaction possibilities. While these techniques have
been positively evaluated, most of them rely on custom-made sensing
units which limit their adoption. In fact, mobiles’ built-in functions
are far from fully explored. As one of them, touch pressure sensing6 is
included in a number of recent phones, in this paper we leverage it for
the control of different DOFs for 3D data navigation. Specifically, we
designed a pressure-augmented scheme to separate different DOFs
required for 3D navigation: we use force only to distinguish modes,
not as a primary input. Our binary force mapping is easy to execute
and to remember and takes inspiration from established tactile in-
teraction mappings. We thus limit the number of touch-points to a
maximum of two to leave as much as possible space for data display
and allows users to precisely and independently control many of the
DOFs involved in 3D navigation. It also does not require the use of
additional sensors on the mobile device/display [e. g., Heo and Lee,
2011a; Pelurson and Nigay, 2016; Besançon et al., 2017a].

Our contributions are thus threefold. First, we present the design
of our pressure-augmented tactile navigation mapping. Second, we
compare our approach to the established RST technique in a controlled
study. We found that our technique increases the 3D manipulation
accuracy in docking tasks, with only a small increase in interaction
time. Finally, we discuss the usage of our technique on devices with-
out pressure sensors based on pseudo-pressure and verify that our
technique is also valid in realistic application scenarios.

5 Uniform scaling: 7 DOFs, non-uniform scaling: 9 DOFs [Cohé et al., 2011].
6 Apple Inc.: ‘3D-touch’; Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd.: ‘force-touch.’
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5.2 related work

It has been recognized that efficient interaction design plays a key role
in data visualization tools, the trend of integrating interaction and
visualization research has been argued since 1966 [Sutherland, 1966]
until recent days [Keefe, 2010; Keefe and Isenberg, 2013; Besançon,
2018; Büschel et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019b]. We focus on the effects
of combined touch and pressure input for improving 3D dataset
navigation on mobile devices.

5.2.1 Visualization on Mobile Devices

While the visualization of complex datasets is generally well studied,
most work has focused on workstations or environments with large
displays. The popularization of personal smart phones and smart
watches, however, allows us to put visualizations on small yet readily
available displays, and researchers have begun to investigate small-
display visualization settings (e. g., [Langner et al., 2017; Pahud et al.,
2018]). Mobile devices are also used as a props to interact with large
visualization environments, from large screens (e. g., [Jansen et al.,
2012; Besançon et al., 2017b]) to AR environments [Schmalstieg et
al., 2002; Bornik et al., 2006]. Several examples are also illustrated in
Figure 5.2. In our work we augment a mobile’s touch input to better
support data navigation tasks.

5.2.2 3D Interaction with 2D Tactile Input

The navigation in 3D datasets to gain information relies on frequent
manipulations of view position and orientation. Due to the many
benefits of direct-touch input (e. g., [Fu et al., 2010; Lundström et al.,
2011; Coffey et al., 2012; Isenberg, 2016; Yu et al., 2010; Besançon
et al., 2017c]), it is now a widely supported means to control 3D
environments. While the mapping of finger locations to manipulations
is straightforward in 2D (e. g., [Kruger et al., 2005; Hancock et al.,
2006]), suitable mappings are less evident in 3D.

Early touch-based techniques like Rotate and Translate (RNT) [Kruger
et al., 2005] and rotating-scaling-translating (RST) [Reisman et al., 2009]
are often used to control virtual objects in 2D space. Hancock et al.
[2007] first extended RST to 3D and provided different mapping pos-
sibilities using up to three fingers to support 3D interaction, and later
to offer a full 6 DOFs Sticky Tools interaction technique [Hancock et al.,
2009] which maps two-finger motions to translations (along x, y, and z)
and to a rotation around z. A third finger is used for rotations around
x and y.Reisman et al. [2009] also proposed 3D RST manipulations by
using three or more fingers.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.2: Examples of the use of mobile in visualization work: (a) visual-
izing data on mobile by Büschel et al. [2017]; (b) visualization
using a mobile combined with AR environments by Normand
and McGuffin [2018]; (c) using mobiles to control the visualization
shown on wall-size displays by Chapuis et al. [2014].

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.3: (a) 2D RST technique by Reisman et al. [2009]; (b) 3D RST tech-
nique by Hancock et al. [2007]; (c) an illustration of occlusion
problems caused by increasing the number of touch points.

Another idea frequently found for interactive visualization is to
use screen widgets to select a certain manipulation: it reduces the
number of fingers needed and preserves a high DOFs count. Cohé
et al. [2011], for instance, designed tBox which offered direct and
independent control of up to 9 DOFs by means of a virtual box around
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the 3D object. Yu et al. [2010] proposed to reserve the display’s borders
for mode selection to control different manipulations. Increasing the
number of fingers and using screen widgets is efficient in many cases.
Yet, on small devices such as phones the former causes occlusion
problems and a mismatch with common habits of interacting using
at most two fingers, while the latter reduces the limited screen space
that is needed for the visualization.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.4: (a) FI3D by Yu et al. [2010]; (b) tBox by Cohé et al. [2011]; (c) an
illustration of occlusion problems caused by screen widgets.

Reducing the number of fingers while keeping a high DOFs count
usually requires the integration of several DOFs. For instance, Liu
et al. [2012] controlled 6 DOFs with at most 2 fingers by integrating
3 DOFs (x-/y-translation, z-translation, and z-rotation). Whether it
is better to integrate or to separate the control of different DOFs has
been discussed in detail (e. g., [Zhai and Senders, 1997a; Zhai and
Senders, 1997b; Veit et al., 2009; Martinet et al., 2010]). Researchers
found that it depends on the input device: only when many input
DOFs are available does it make sense to also provide integrated
control [LaViola Jr. et al., 2017]. With limited DOFs of touch input it
could thus be beneficial to provide separate DOFs control. The Depth-
Separated Screen Space [Martinet et al., 2010], for instance, showed
that separating rotations and translations led to faster manipulations,
while participants in another study [Besançon et al., 2017c] frequently
complained about DOFs integration on touch screens. We thus further
discuss the effects of DOFs separation with the use of pressure.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: (a) an example of 3D manipulation gestures by Liu et al. [2012];
(b) an illustration of inaccurate control caused by integrated map-
pings.

5.2.3 Augmenting Tactile Input

Researchers also tried to combine tactile input with other input
paradigms to get best of both worlds (e. g., Figure 5.6). Past research
has investigated how to use internal sensor data to combine touch inter-
action with spatial/tangible interaction (e. g., [Oakley and O’Modhrain,
2005; Sollich et al., 2016; Schwank et al., 2017; Besançon et al., 2017b]).
However, we generally discuss the use of another interaction paradigm
to augment tactile input instead of being an additional primary input.
Chen et al. [2014] proposed Air+Touch that combined in-air gestures
and touch events using a depth camera, thus providing more inter-
action possibilities with a single finger. Withana et al. [2015] used
infrared sensors to recognize shallow depth gestures to augment spa-
tially limited input devices such as the touch screen. Hinckley et al.
[2016] augmented tactile input with pre-touch sensing (fingers above
the screen and grip around the mobile). While these ideas have been
positively evaluated, they still require special hardware and extra
input besides touching the screen.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.6: Examples of using complex setups to augment tactile input: (a)
the combination of tactile input with in-air gestures by Chen
et al. [2014]; (b) combines tactile input with pressure using a self-
designed unit [Heo and Lee, 2012]; (c) uses gestures to augment
tactile input [Withana et al., 2015].

In our work, we are interested in combing pressure sensing with
tactile input. The lack of physical pressure sensing in commercial
devices forced researchers in the past to use separate pressure sensors.
Pelurson and Nigay [2016] used the non-dominant hand to control
pressure and augment navigation in large one-dimensional (1D) data.
Heo and Lee [2011a] captured pressure from both sides and the back
of a mobile and reported the difficult of maintaining pressure. They
later introduced ForceDrag and force lock [Heo and Lee, 2012] to use
pressure as an input modifier: pressure is only used to select the
interaction mode before further manipulations are interpreted. They
also suggested to use an indicator as virtual feedback. Heo and Lee
[2012]’s work inspires our own, but it is still limited to a small number
of DOFs which are not directly usable for 3D navigation. Besançon
et al. [2017a] captured finger pressure on the back of a tablet to control
the interaction’s gain factor. They thus used pressure to control an
additional variable, and not to improve tactile interaction mapping.

Recent work also investigated the use of direct pressure sensing
for 3D manipulations. Wang et al. [2018] designed a 3D positioning
technique controlling 3 DOFs with only one finger, providing depth
information with pressure input. We are interested, in contrast, in
using pressure sensing only to augment tactile input, such as to
facilitate the control of 6 DOFs for different 3D navigation modes.
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5.2.4 The Use of Pseudo-Pressure

Many mobile phones use capacitive sensing, yet without pressure data.
Researchers thus explored pseudo-pressure that estimates the applied
force based on contact area, temporal changes, or inertial sensors.
Initial work assumed the contact area between finger and screen
to increase with pressure, or postulated that a harder press usually
lasts longer than a light tap. Benko et al. [2006] computed different
contact sizes to distinguish the cursor’s tracking and dragging state.
Boring et al. [2012] used contact area for mode selection. Arif and
Stuerzlinger [2013] exposed major challenges for pseudo-pressure: the
contact area varies significantly between people and depends on the
touch angle, while temporal approaches lengthen completion time.
So they combined both touch time and its average surface. They later
introduced an authentication system based on key sequences and
pseudo-pressure [Arif et al., 2014]. Heo and Lee [2011b] used mobile
phones’ built-in accelerator and their detection algorithm distinguishes
a gentle-tap and a force-tap. Goel et al. [2012] used vibration motor
and gyroscope to measure the vibration absorbed by fingers. By using
inertial sensors, these last two methods improved pressure prediction
rate. In our work we first concentrate on physical pressure sensing
but also investigate options to use pseudo-pressure sensing to use our
techniques on more devices.And we take inspirations from previous
pseudo-pressure based interaction mapping to bring forward our
interaction design.

Figure 5.7: The use of contact size to simulate pseudo-pressure [Boring et al.,
2012].

5.3 interaction technique

We start by discussing the design goals and resulting interaction de-
signs for our pressure-assisted mode selection based on the mobile’s
pressure-sensitive screen, without extra sensors. Our general guide-
lines for supporting data exploration on small screens are as follows
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(partially from the literature [López et al., 2016; Noirhomme-Fraiture
et al., 2005]):

g1 To support effective data navigation, the interaction technique
should support 6 DOFs: 3 for x-, y-, and z-translation; and 3 for x-,
y-, and z-rotation in perspective projection (or x-/y-rotation and
uniform scaling in orthographic projection).

g2 To lower the learning cost and to keep the maximum of intuitive-
ness, the mapping should not differ too much from currently used
techniques on touch screens.

g3 The screen space should be reserved for the visualization. The
mapping should thus use as few widget/fingers as possible.

g4 New interaction techniques should provide as much interaction
flexibility, preferably more, than existing ones.

Even though many existing techniques support a high-DOFs manip-
ulation, some rely on widgets that obstruct the view onto the manipu-
lated visualizations. Alternatively, an RST-based input mapping can
be used. The version of RST used most often for 3D manipulations on
mobile devices [Besançon et al., 2017c] works as follows: users perform
rotations around the x-/y-axis by moving a single finger, translate
along x-/y-axis by moving two fingers in parallel, rotate around the
z-axis by rotating two fingers around a given point, and translate along
the z-axis by pinching two fingers. With such a mapping, users can
control all 6 DOFs with a maximum of two fingers on the screen by
integrating several DOFs, without any widgets. We thus chose to com-
bine pressure sensing with RST to fulfill our design goals g1, g2, and
g3. Yet, RST is limited because it always integrates x-/y-rotation with
uniform scaling or z-translation, which can lead to a misinterpretation
of user intents [Besançon et al., 2017c]. We thus use pressure input to
separate out the control of different DOFs (supporting g4). Due to the
known problems of using pressure input together with touch sensing
(e. g., imprecise control mentioned by Ramos et al. [2004]), however,
we want to treat it as different from other input types:

g5 Pressure should augment the touch input, not be a primary in-
put. The pressure control should be as easy as possible to avoid
additional workload or input errors.

g5 is important because it has been suggested that keeping a stable
level of force during lengthy manipulations is too difficult [Heo and
Lee, 2011a; Heo and Lee, 2012]. We thus use pressure sensing only to
define spring-loaded modes 7 [Buxton, 1986; Sellen et al., 1992] in a
quasi-postural [Isenberg and Hancock, 2012] fashion. Similar to other
work (e. g., [Boring et al., 2012; Heo and Lee, 2012]), this means that
we evaluate pressure only at the start of any input motion to select an
interaction mode. Once the mode is selected, the actual manipulations

7 Using spring-loaded modes means that a certain mode will be maintained, while
users still keep the control, i. e., fingers still on the screen [Hinckley et al., 2006].
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can be carried out with a normal force in all cases. This approach is
more flexible than using time-based pseudo-pressure because users
can reconsider/change their interaction intention after a finger is put
down. Even though users can distinguish several discrete force levels
[Wilson et al., 2010], a binary mapping (distinguishing only light and
hard touch) is enough to provide the precise control that we need
(having 6 DOFs and separating rotations from translation). It is also
easy to perform since users do not need to worry about disturbing
their interaction with accidentally high pressure input.

X-/Y-Rotation X-/Y-Translation(a)

Z-Translation Z-Rotation Integrated RST(b)

Figure 5.8: Interaction mapping: (a) one-finger motions and (b) two-finger
motions.

Based on these considerations, we use the following mappings
(Figure 5.8) by default. A single-finger light touch initiates x-/y-rota-
tions, while a single-finger hard touch starts x-/y-translations. A two-
finger light touch starts a z-translation, similar to the widely accepted
“pinching gesture”—yet by not affecting the scale but the distance
to the camera. For rotations around the z-axis, finally, a user first
performs a single-finger hard touch and then puts down the second
finger to start the manipulation. To avoid unwanted translations (the
first finger may move a bit before the second finger is put down), we
initialize a timer: if the second finger is put down shortly after the hard
touch is performed (we use a threshold of 1 second, based on our pilot
studies), we consider that the translation of the first finger is undesired
due to mis-operating, then the data will be reset to the status before
the first touch is effected. In contrast, if the second finger is put down
after the time-out we treat the finger’s translation is deliberate and
keep the data. The exact mapping could be different according to the
specific dataset: for exploring some datasets, translations are more
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: Force threshold setting: (a) initial calibration, users touch at spe-
cific positions; (b) slider-based adjustment.

important than rotations, while rotations are key for others. We would
map more important motions with light pressure (lower effort), but
keeping the overall interaction design. As study the general use of
pressure, we do not assume any specific type of data, so our specific
mapping should be considered as an example. Finally, we add an
integrated two-fingers gesture: putting down two fingers at the same
time, with either one being a hard touch, is mapped by default to
integrated RST. Aside of this last mapping, our design thus allows
users to separate the translations from rotations. Interestingly, we thus
go further than the work of Martinet et al. [2010] that studied the effect
of separating translations from rotations—we also separate between
the x-/y-axes on the one hand and the z-axis on the other hand to
understand the impact of a further increase of the separability of
DOFs. However, our study is different from theirs as we separate the
DOFs with an other input paradigm, and use a different mappings.

We derived this overall mapping based on past experience with
touch-based 3D interaction, and the two-level pressure input is likely
to be generally applicable. Its specific parameterization, however, will
likely depend on people’s personal preferences as well as on differ-
ences between devices. We thus formulate our next goal as

g6 The choice of different pressure levels should be adjusted for
different users and different devices.

To realize this calibration, we distinguish between a light and a hard
touch with a threshold α. We perform an initial calibration to ensure
that this threshold is suitable for each user (Figure 5.9(a)). To account
for different finger angles [Boring et al., 2012; Roudaut et al., 2009],
we record the pressure at several different positions. We average the
maximum pressure value that was applied for a single touch gesture in
each mode and thus derive α as the midpoint between both pressure
averages:

α =
1
n

∑n
i=1 HardMax + 1

n

∑n
i=1 LightMax

2
. (6)

We later validate this model of using an averaged single α over the
full screen with a small study (Section 5.8). A manual adjustment of α
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.10: Example of visual feedback for volumetric flow data: (a) no
touch; (b) light mode; (c) hard mode; and (d) integrated RST
mode. We map brighter colors to more force and only change
the brightness, not hue, to avoid misperception.

is also possible later (Figure 5.9(b)),8 the initial position of the slider is
associated with a calibrated threshold.

In addition to calibration, it is also essential to make users aware of
their input. We thus state

g7 The pressure level has to be evident for effective control.

The importance of visual feedback for pressure input has been
argued by previous work (e. g., [Ramos et al., 2004; Heo and Lee, 2011b;
Heo and Lee, 2012]). For example, Ramos et al. [2004] recommend
“real-time [and] continuous feedback.” Since our users do not need to
maintain the pressure after a mode has been selected, visual feedback
is all the more important. It is the only way to show users their selected
interaction mode. We use background color to indicate the current
mode, instead of a scroll bar or text to avoid occlusion. It maintains
maximum data visibility (to support both g3 and g7). The color can be
chosen according to each dataset’s properties to ensure that it is not
in conflict with the visualization. For example, Figure 5.10 illustrates
our choice for visualizing volumetric flow data. Yet, to navigate in
large or compact datasets, a common approach is to zoom into the
data [Coffey et al., 2012]. In such cases all view space is filled by the
data itself, our visual feedback does not have any effects. We thus also
added haptic feedback with a short vibration when passing from light
to hard touch mode.

We implemented our interaction technique on iOS: we load 3D data
with C++ and render it with OpenGL ES 3.0 using our own shaders.
We use the VTK 7.0 framework to support some specific scientific
datasets (*.vtk, *.vti). We capture and process input events and related
data (e. g., touch position, pressure, gesture) with Swift 3 and iOS
SDK, and translate the input to change the data view.

8 A dedicated menu can be called with a three-finger touch on the screen, a gesture
which we do not used for 3D manipulation.
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5.4 experiment

To evaluate our technique, we wanted to compare it against other
tactile 3D techniques. We excluded techniques using more than two
fingers [Hancock et al., 2007; Reisman et al., 2009] because of the
occlusion issue that we aimed to avoid. We also did not consider
techniques that use screen widgets or interaction zones [Cohé et
al., 2011; Yu et al., 2010] because they further reduce the available
display size. We thus decided to compare our approach with the
frequently used [Besançon et al., 2017c] 3D-RST technique described
in Section 5.3.

The goal of our experiment is thus to understand the effects of
using pressure for separating DOFs for 3D navigation tasks, based
on quantitative data as well as qualitative feedback and observations
from the use of both techniques. One of our reasons for separating
interaction DOFs was to increase interaction accuracy, so we also
wanted to test whether the use of different gain factors (i. e., control-
display ratio, CD) had an impact on the performance: With a high gain
factor, a small user input results in a large movement, and unwanted
operations due to RST’s integrated DOFs thus potentially result in a
higher frustration. In contrast, a low gain factor may result in these
unwanted operations not being noticed.

5.4.1 Design

We wanted to compare how participants perform 3D rotations and
translations with both techniques. However, generic navigation in large
3D datasets is difficult to control. We thus chose a 3D docking task
which comprises translations in 3 DOFs and orientations in 3 DOFs. A
docking task consists of bringing a virtual object to a target position
and orientation. Such docking tasks are common in the 3D interaction
literature [Besançon et al., 2017a; Besançon et al., 2017c; Chen et al.,
1988; Glesser et al., 2013; Hancock et al., 2007; Hinckley et al., 1994;
Issartel et al., 2016; Vuibert et al., 2015; Zhai, 1998]. We used the
Stanford bunny9—as done in previous work [Besançon et al., 2017a;
Issartel et al., 2016]—due to its easily understood shape without
orientation ambiguity. Our docking target was transparent green,
while the object to dock was opaque white.

While our technique allows participants to also make use of the
RST’s integrated DOFs (Figure 5.8(b), bottom-right), we wanted to bet-
ter understand the advantages and limitations of both approaches (i. e.,
integrated and separated). We thus removed, only for the experiment,
the possibility to use the integrated DOFs with our technique.

Our experiment has two independent variables (3 gain factors and
2 techniques) and we measure two dependent variables (completion

9 https://www.cc.gatech.edu/ turk/bunny/bunny.html

https://www.cc.gatech.edu/~turk/bunny/bunny.html
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time and accuracy; see Section 5.5.2 for our method of measuring).
In addition to the factor of 1 (a 1:1 mapping), we checked for effects
of higher (2) and lower (0.5) gain factors. Our experiment thus used
a within-subjects design with a total of 6 conditions. To account for
variability we used 12 trials per technique per gain factor, resulting
in 72 trials per participant. We counter-balanced the trial order using
a Latin square to balance learning biases and tiredness. We also vali-
dated the target’s positions and orientations from randomly generated
targets by removing those that were hard to reach, resulting in the
same pool of target positions for all participants. We varied the initial
angle difference between the object and target from 27° to 180° (mean
of 122.2°) and the initial distance difference between 5150 and 7076

units (in virtual space scale; mean of 6433.9).

5.4.2 Participants

We recruited 24 unpaid participants (8 female; ages 22–53, mean 30.9,
med 26, SD = 10.4). 19 had at least a bachelor degree, while 5 had at
most an A-level equivalent. 16 were experienced with 3D manipulation
through extensive use of video games or 3D modeling software and 7

of them reported frequent use (daily/weekly). All of them reported
to use tactile interaction daily on smart-phones or tablets, while 6

of them have used other tactile input devices. All had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. 1 participant was left-handed.

5.4.3 Apparatus

We ran the study on an iPhone 7 (4.7” screen diagonal, 750 × 1334

pixels, 326 ppi, iOS 10.0.0). During the test, the smart phone rested on
the table, in landscape mode. While this apparatus does not exactly
copy the use of smartphone which are generally handheld, such
controlled experiment setups are not uncommon in the field of HCI
and visualization with, for instance, non-wrist-worn smartwatches
[Blascheck et al., 2018; Blascheck et al., 2019] or touch-based systems
[Deber et al., 2015; Knoedel and Hachet, 2011]. We decided to also
conduct our study in a similar controlled/constrained way to remove
possible confounds (e. g., both how the phone was held by participants
and which finger they used could introduce additional noise to the
pressure control) as illustrated in Figure 5.11. Moreover, we discuss
later in Section 5.8 how our results still generalize to normal phone
use.

5.4.4 Procedure

We told our participants that we would ask them to perform 3D manip-
ulations on the phone that rested on the table in landscape orientation.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.11: Different ways of holding a mobile phone will introduce noise
for pressure control.

To avoid participant response bias [Dell et al., 2012], we told them that
both methods were state-of-the-art, that none of them was invented
by us, and that we wanted to compare their performances.

We began with an initial calibration for α (as described in Sec-
tion 5.3). We then told participants that they would use one technique
first, explained how it worked, and asked them to perform as many
training trials as they wanted with different gain factors. We asked
them to take good advantage of the training to get familiar with the
technique. When participants reported that they were ready, we started
the trials. Participants began and validated each trial by touching a
button on the corner of the screen. We asked them to balance speed
and accuracy but did not reveal their achieved accuracy immediately
to avoid a bias toward accuracy [Hinckley et al., 1994]. When they
finished all trials for one technique, we introduced the other technique
and repeated the process (unlimited training and tests).

We also asked them to fill in questionnaires. Participants reported
their age, education background, and how familiar they are with tactile
screen and 3D manipulations, before we introduced the task. After
each technique, we asked them to fill in a form to assess their workload
(NASA’s TLX10) and their fatigue (based on Shaw’s approach [Shaw,
1998]). To avoid seemingly random choices made in the second part of
the TLX (often seen as confusing by participants in our pilot studies)
that would lead to inconclusive or incorrect results, we removed the
second part of the TLX questionnaire to perform a RAW TLX. It is,
according to Hart’s survey [Hart, 2006], equally well suited as a regular

10 http://humansystems.arc.nasa.gov/groups/tlx/downloads/TLXScale.pdf

http://humansystems.arc.nasa.gov/groups/tlx/downloads/TLXScale.pdf
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TLX. At the end of the experiment, we asked all participants to give us
their overall preference (the techniques could be named to be equal)
as well as advantages and drawbacks that they experienced with both
techniques. We recorded think-aloud comments throughout the study.

5.4.5 Hypotheses

Based on our pilot studies and results reported in previous work, we
formulated a number of hypotheses:

h1 Both techniques exhibit a similar performance (accuracy and time)
overall as the interaction mappings are close to each other. We
do not believe that the separated DOFs has a strong impact on
accuracy in general but,

h2 we hypothesis that, with a higher gain factor, DOFs integration
result in worse performance and we thus expect RST to yield
lower accuracy scores than our technique.

h3 The overall workload is identical for both technique. While the
frustration is higher with the RST due to the integration, the
mental workload is probably lower because this technique is
already frequently used.

h4 The force-touch technique increases the overall fatigue, probably
with increased finger and hand fatigue.

5.5 results

We collected a total of 1728 docking trials from our 24 participants. In
addition, we recorded self-stated feedback and answers to subjective
preference questions. While data from HCI experiment has usually
been analyzed by the Null Hypothesis Significance Testing (NHST) in
the past, we choose to report our results using estimation techniques
with effect sizes and CIs instead, as recommended by the American
Psychological Association (APA) [VandenBos, 2009] and also because
the former approach is being increasingly criticized by statisticians
[Lai, 2010; Cumming, 2012; Cumming, 2013; Cumming, 2014; Valen-
tine et al., 2015; Baker, 2016], stats practitioners [Amrhein et al., 2017],
and HCI researchers [Dragicevic et al., 2014; Dragicevic, 2016; Be-
sançon and Dragicevic, 2017; Besançon and Dragicevic, 2019]. While
dichotomous interpretations based on p-values are still extensively
used [Besançon and Dragicevic, 2019], approaches relying on effect
sizes and more nuanced interpretations are now widely recommended
[Cumming, 2012; Cumming, 2013; Cumming, 2014; Valentine et al.,
2015; Dragicevic, 2016; Besançon and Dragicevic, 2019]. However, it
is still possible to read our results based on p-value by comparing
CIs spacing with common p-value spacing [Krzywinski and Altman,
2013]. We detail most of the results in this section by technique and by
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Figure 5.12: Task completion time: (a) absolute values and (b) pair-wise ratios.
Error bars: 95% bootstrapped CIs.

gain factor to better understand the latter’s potential impact on the
former.

5.5.1 Completion Time

We analyze log-transformed time measurements to correct for positive
skewness and present, in Figure 5.12(a), anti-logged results with geo-
metric means that dampen the effect of extreme completion times that
would bias an arithmetic mean, as recommended in such cases [Sauro
and Lewis, 2010].11 Our results show that, overall, there is strong
evidence that RST is faster than our technique. For normal (i. e., 1) and
low (i. e., 0.5) gain factor values, there is weak evidence that this faster
completion time still holds, while for high (i. e., 2) gain factor values
our data would suggest that there is no difference. We also report
on the effect size in Figure 5.12(b) which corresponds to pairwise
ratios,12 available at https://aviz.fr/ci/[Besançon and Dragicevic,
2017].The non-overlap of each confidence interval with the value of
1 clearly shows strong evidence that the completion time is shorter
with the RST technique than with our technique in all cases except
the 2.0 gain factor value condition. For this one, the evidence is still
strong, however. For RST, overall, participants needed a bit longer
than 4/5 of the time needed for our technique, so the overall difference
in completion time is not large.

11 Arithmetic means use the sum of a set of values, while geometric means use the
product of the set’s values.

12 Pairwise ratios are computed for each individual subject, i. e., to divide measurement
per each individual subject. Our computation scripts are

https://aviz.fr/ci/
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Figure 5.13: Accuracy: (a),(c) Euclidean and (b),(d) angular distances, (a),(b)
absolute values and (c),(d) pair-wise ratios. Error bars: 95%
bootstrapped CIs. Colors as in Figure 5.12.

5.5.2 Accuracy

We determined the Euclidean and angular distances between the ma-
nipulated object and the docking target when the participant validated
a trial (Figure 5.13), using the objects’ centers for the former

de =
√

(xt − xo)2 + (yt − yo)2 + (zt − zo)2 (7)

and deriving the angular difference as

da = 2 · arccos(qdω) ; qd = q−1
o · qt (8)

with qo as the manipulated object’s quaternion, qt as the target’s
quaternion, thus qd being the difference quaternion, and qω being
the ω component of an ω+ xi+ yj+ zk quaternion with i2 = j2 =

k2 = ijk = −1.
The overlapping Confidence Intervals (CIs) in Figure 5.13(a) suggest

that with our data we cannot find evidence of a difference of Eu-
clidean distance between the two techniques. We computed the ratio
RST/Pressure for each gain factor to look at the intra-participant dif-
ference. The non-overlap of each confidence interval with the baseline
1 provides strong evidence for our technique being more precise than
the classical RST mapping w.r.t. Euclidean distance. This observation
is strongest for a gain factor of 1: our technique is almost 50% more
precise than RST. Similarly, the CIs in Figure 5.13(b) do not provide
evidence of a difference between the two technique for angular dis-
tances. However, none of the CIs overlaps with 1 in Figure 5.13(d) so
our technique is overall more precise than RST.
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Figure 5.14: Workload in TLX units (lower is better) for (a) physical, (b)
mental, and (c) temporal demand, (d) performance, (e) effort, (f)
frustration. Error bars: 95% bootstrapped CIs.
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Figure 5.15: Fatigue measurement for (a) fingers, (b) hands, (c) arms, and (d)
shoulders. Error bars: 95% bootstrapped CIs.

5.5.3 Measuring Workload and Fatigue

We report the TLX results in Figure 5.14. The mental and temporal
demand (Figure 5.14(b), (c)) as well as frustration and performance
ratings (Figure 5.14(f), (d)) show no evidence of a difference between
both techniques. Even though the CIs are overlapping, a difference
may exist for physical demand: our technique’s physical demand
(Figure 5.14(a)) could be higher than that of RST. The even smaller
overlaps of the CIs for effort (Figure 5.14(e)) suggest that participants
thought it was higher for our technique than for RST. Overall, however,
the two differences are small and it appears that the general workload
is similar for both techniques.

We report fatigue data in Figure 5.15. The large overlap of CIs
for shoulder (Figure 5.15(d)), arm (Figure 5.15(c)), and hand (Fig-
ure 5.15(b)) shows that we did not see a difference between the two
techniques. A higher finger fatigue caused by our technique, however,
is highlighted by the smaller CIs overlap in Figure 5.15(a).

5.6 discussion

5.6.1 Completion Time

We have gathered with our experiment evidence against h1 because
we did notice a difference in completion time between both techniques.
It appears through our results that RST can be a bit faster than our
technique, thus partially contradicting previous studies [Martinet et
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al., 2010; Nacenta et al., 2009]. This difference of results can probably
be explained by two factors. First, many users are already aware of
the gestures used in RST mapping for 2D manipulations on mobile
devices. When it comes to our technique, we observed that users chose
to take only 2–3 minutes and, at most, 5 minutes for training. This
reduced learning (compared to the long experience with 2D RST)
resulted in the need to try to recall the interaction mapping during the
experiment. This recall leads to slower interaction, which is common
with any new technique as explained by MacKenzie and Zhang [1999]
(elusive crossover point). Second, the tight DOFs integration of RST
may also contribute to the faster completion times. Indeed, integrated
DOFs allow participants to perform several manipulations in short
and fluid succession, which would have to be executed sequentially
with our technique. While we believe that this sequential interaction
is an asset for accuracy purposes, and the slowing down is likely not
a problem for our complete interaction mapping which still provided
integrated DOFs manipulations as explained in Section 5.3.

5.6.2 Accuracy

Our accuracy results provide evidence to partially validate h2. While
we wrongly believed that the accuracy would be much more different
for a higher gain factor, it remains that, overall and for all gain factors
in particular, the accuracy was better with our technique than with
the RST mapping. This result can also be explained by the sequential
manipulations that are impossible to achieve with the RST mapping,
thus making small modifications of single DOFs almost impossible.
This is where our technique shines. While it was not critical for a
docking task, such an accuracy is very likely to be fundamental in
many scientific domains which rely on 3D data visualization and
precise interaction.

5.6.3 Workload and Fatigue

Our hypothesis h3 seems to be validated by our experimental data,
though our reasoning was wrong. The overall workload seems to be
similar for both technique, thus highlighting that having this addi-
tional input to augment tactile interaction was not hindering users’
workload. The mental workload results clearly highlight the fact that
the learning needed to master our technique was not an issue. How-
ever, this additional effort in learning probably influenced the effort
evaluation done by our participants. This idea is further reinforced
by the fact that seven participants actually reported it. One could
thus wonder whether, with a longer exposure to pressure-based mode
selection, this effort would not show a tendency that is more similar
that of RST.
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Based on our pilot studies we expected our approach to increase
finger and hand fatigue, thus increasing the overall fatigue of our
technique compared to the RST mapping. This assumption was par-
tially right: the finger fatigue is indeed increased by the use of our
technique, but the hand fatigue measurements are the same for both
techniques. This increase in the finger fatigue was easy to predict, as
users have to push harder on the screen more often. However, one can
notice that the finger fatigue is not much higher with our technique,
and that no participant later complained that their finger was hurting,
even though the total duration of the study was of 44.6 minutes on
average (24.6 min for our technique, a bit more than RST). One should
take into account that the overall manipulation time was longer with
our technique than with the RST mapping. While this is only a few
seconds per trial, it easily represents several minutes when multiplied
by the 36 trials per technique. We thus believe that the gained accuracy
obtained with our technique is probably worth a bit of extra finger
fatigue. Furthermore, the fact that some of our participants had not
been exposed to such pressure interaction before did contribute to
the higher fatigue: they usually pressed harder than needed to switch
modes—such behavior would likely quickly disappear with a longer
exposure to our technique.

5.6.4 Preferences and Qualitative Feedback

Overall, 14 participants preferred RST, judging it faster and/or more
natural, while 9 participants reported our technique as their favorite
one. One reported that he liked both equally. None was evaluated
as inappropriate for the task. This result contradicts those of Na-
centa et al. [2009] for 2D interaction and Martinet et al. [2010] for
3D interaction that integrating DOFs could reduce user satisfaction.
We believe that this disparity can be explained by the fact that RST
is frequently used for 2D or 3D applications [Besançon et al., 2017c].
Moreover, the studies by Martinet et al. [2010] and Nacenta et al. [2009]
were conducted in 2009 or 2010. Since then, RST established itself as
predominant. Such a long-term exposure is likely to bias subjective
ratings [Burgess and Sales, 1971], and is thus likely to have also biased
our participants—16 of them reported to be familiar with 3D manipu-
lations and have surely been exposed to RST before, at least in its 2D
form. Moreover, five participants stated that our technique specifically
needed to be learned since pressure interaction is but still rarely used
today, while RST was deemed as natural and easy to understand by 11

participants. Still, nine participants stated that our technique, though
difficult at first, could be understood easily, and once mastered would
provide just as good results. The preference for the RST could also
possibly be explained by the fact that participants were faster with
it. Four participants actually stated so. Taking into account the high
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number of docking tasks they had to perform, it is likely that there
could be a bias toward the fastest technique.

Our fatigue results are also reinforced by participant comments:
ten reported that they could feel, at some point, the extra effort on
their fingers. This fatigue was probably emphasized by the fact that,
for some participants, first pressing hard and then releasing was not
natural (two mentioned it). Some continued to press hard throughout
all manipulations—spring-loaded modes are also rare in public ap-
plications and possibly have to be learned. Nonetheless, participants
also highlighted our findings on accuracy. Sixteen of them praised our
technique for its better accuracy over RST and reflected on the fact
that it helps avoid unintentional DOFs manipulations.

Interestingly, three participants commented on the occlusion issue
and mentioned, while performing, that using two fingers for trans-
lation (i. e., RST) was problematic because a good part of the screen
was hidden. They mentioned that this problem was solved with our
technique. This occlusion reduction is an improvement over the RST
mapping: most of the interaction (rotation around and translation
along the x/y-axes) can be done with a single finger, while the RST
technique requires 2 fingers for all but x/y-rotation.

Even though the learning issue was mentioned by nine participants
for our technique in contrast with the ‘natural’ mapping of RST,
participants mastered our technique. This finding is also supported by
the similar mental workload scores for both techniques and that no
participant reported that our technique was too hard to understand,
three of them even reported that it was easy to use.

Three participants reported that our visual and haptic feedback
helped them. We are still unsure whether haptic feedback would
be enough to differentiate between two values only. Since most mo-
bile applications today provide notifications through haptic feedback,
however, it does not seem unreasonable to keep a visual feedback.

Though they could change the force feedback and we explained
why this is useful, none of our participants felt the need to adjust
it. This observation suggest that our initial calibration phase, while
simple, is sufficient to calibrate front-of-device input for two values.

Finally, we also noticed an interesting use of the two-finger inter-
action. Seven of our study participants switched between one-handed
interaction and two-handed interaction, even on such a small device.
This possibility was probably exacerbated by our setup since users
did not have to hold the device at all, thus having both hands free for
interaction.

5.6.5 Limitations and Future Work

With our study we evaluated the potential of our pressure-augmented
tactile interaction technique on a smart phone for 3D data navigation,
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in particular to separate out the different DOFs (translations from
rotations). While we paid attention to as many factors as we could
(e. g., several gain factors), there are other unevaluated aspects. For
instance, our study was only done on a single screen size and we
can conjecture that the screen size factor could be responsible for
an increase/decrease in the occlusion issue as mentioned by our
participants. Although there is no reason that our technique cannot
be scaled to larger screens, the potential fatigue requires reflection on
how to reduce it. A higher gain factor could, for instance, avoid long
dragging on large screens.

Similarly, it would be interesting to check whether our technique
could be easily remembered and used. We wonder whether our par-
ticipants would have been faster and/or more accurate after a longer
exposure to our technique. Indeed, comparing our mapping to RST
was somewhat unfair since most people actually know and understand
the RST mapping. As a consequence, we would like to investigate
how much better our pressure-based technique could be used with a
proper and longer learning phase.

With our design, pressure is used only at the beginning. It would
thus also be interesting to investigate if pressure could be used in
other phases (e. g., to change interaction mode during the manipu-
lation to avoid frequent shifting of fingers, or to validate/cancel the
manipulation at the end).

Docking tasks are abstract, yet they are generalizable to many tasks
in 3D (e. g., [Chen et al., 1988; Hinckley et al., 1994]). Even though
some interaction intents in 3D visualization go beyond this paradigm,
specific tasks (such as 3D subset selections, 3D points manipulations
and specifications, temporal navigation, data read-outs, etc. [Keefe and
Isenberg, 2013]) could still take inspiration from our initial work. For
example, the slicing of volumetric data also requires the precise control
of the slicing plane’s position and orientation. We thus would like to
further investigate how pressure could be used in such demanding
contexts. While our study exclusively investigated mobile device use
only, such devices can also play a role in larger visualization environ-
ments as we noted before. It would thus be interesting to study the
use of our technique in combination with such environments.

Also, the prototype we used in our study can naturally be improved.
For example, there could be better ways to trigger the menu, we can
improve the visual and haptic feedback, and we could adjust the way
to manage the exact interaction mapping of the pressure input (e. g.,
which pressure level triggers what motion), etc.

We used the pressure to select and switch interaction mode because
it is an easy way to be realized with commercial mobile devices. Nev-
ertheless, there could be other possibilities to achieve a high accuracy
with mobile interaction. For example, some work focuses on back-
of-device interaction (e. g., [Maiero et al., 2019; Yadav et al., 2019]),
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Table 5.2: Results of pseudo-pressure pilot test.

feature true

positive

false

positive

true

negative

false

negative
accuracy

T(time) 121 15 225 119 72.1%

R(radius) 190 57 183 50 77.7%

T and R 108 12 228 132 70.0%

T or R 203 60 180 37 79.8%

but most of these approaches rely on additional units to capture the
interaction. While it would be ideal, for practical usage, to avoid such
complex setups, it remains an interesting future research question to
study how to combine existing input devices with others, or how to
design a new input device that would allow users to interact with
both a traditional workstation and stereo immersive environments, as
we have discussed in Section 4.7 of Chapter 4.

5.7 extension to older devices with pseudo-pressure

To generalize our approach to devices without physical pressure
sensing, we can make use of pseudo-pressure sensing discussed in
Section 5.2.4. High-accuracy prediction techniques (e. g., [Hwang et al.,
2013; Goel et al., 2012]) usually trigger vibration when a touch is
detected. This can disturb normal manipulation and is not compatible
with our haptic feedback. We thus investigated previously envisioned
and simpler features such as contact area or touch completion time
[Arif et al., 2014; Arif and Stuerzlinger, 2013; Benko et al., 2006; Boring
et al., 2012]. Indeed, we also observed that the contact area increases
with the pressure as described by Arif and Stuerzlinger [2013] and
users begin to move their finger(s) very quickly when performing a
light touch motion, while a hard mode manipulation exhibits a longer
time before fingers start to move as illustrated in Figure 5.16. We
propose to establish our model based on these two features.

We then started by conducting a pilot test to parametrize the hybrid
model. We asked the same 24 participants to first calibrate the touch
sensing by performing five one-finger translations in both light and
hard mode. Initial touching target and ending translation targets are
shown each time differently on the screen. We computed the average
time t that the finger takes to move more than a given distance d (five
pixels in our experiment) for both modes, and used the midpoint value
for the time threshold. If the finger stays longer than the threshold
without shifting outside d, we assume that the time criteria is attained
to be classified as a hard touch. Similarly, we computed the radius
threshold by using the middle value of the average contact radius.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.16: Example curves of (a) translation distance vs. time for low pres-
sure; (b) translation distance vs. time for high pressure; (c) touch
radius vs. time for low pressure; (d) touch radius vs. time for
high pressure.

After calibration, we asked each participant to perform one-finger
translation 10 times in each mode, with the order and touch position
as well as the trajectory being randomly selected from a pre-defined
data pool. We gathered 480 one-finger motions (Table 5.2). Our predic-
tion accuracy is low when compared to the good accuracy of proper
pressure sensors (up to 97% for binary level [Goel et al., 2012]). Also,
the SDK of iOS 10 does not allow us to directly obtain the continuous
contact area on the screen but rather gives us one of the few possible
discrete values. However, our captured data showed us that it may be
possible to create more precise models. We observed that a hard touch
has a peak in its contact area data several milliseconds after the initial
touch is made and then suddenly drops. Relying on this, we could
improve our accuracy to make our technique efficient on non-pressure
sensing devices in the future.

5.8 realistic usage of phones

To verify that our technique could also be used in a non-controlled
setup when people are holding the phone, we conducted a second test
to see if different touching areas and different holding postures would
influence pressure. We divided the screen uniformly into nine areas
(1 is top-left, 9 is bottom-right), and asked participants to touch these
areas both normally and hardly, four times each, in a randomized or-
der, guided by an indication on the screen. We used a within-subjects
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Figure 5.17: Pressure for different study conditions: (a) left and right hand;
(b) holding the phone and put it on table; (c) different areas,
the red line is the threshold over all screen. Error bars: 95%
bootstrapped CIs.

design with a total of 4 counter-balanced conditions (2 different hands
(left and right) × 2 postures (phone on the table and phone held by
participants)). We told participants to perform the touches only with
their index finger as seems to be usual in most 3D applications on mo-
bile devices [Besançon et al., 2017c]. We recruited 8 unpaid volunteers,
all right-handed. We ran the experiment on the same device as used in
Section 5.4. We gathered 2304 touch events (8 participants × 2 hands
× 2 postures × 9 areas × 2 pressure levels × 4 repetitions), see Fig-
ure 5.17. The overlapping CIs in Figure 5.17(a) indicate that pressure
for light touch, hard touch, and average threshold (α) is similar with
both hands. While the overlapping of CIs in Figure 5.17(b) provides
evidence that pressure for light touch, hard touch, and average thresh-
old (α) differs according to the mobile’s postures, we can see that the
absolute value difference is low. The calibration technique we used
thus scales to the phone-holding posture. The small value difference
can also be compensated by manually adjusting the threshold. The
CIs in Figure 5.17(c) show strong evidence of differences between
zones for similar pressure input (e. g., between 7, 8, 9, and 1). However,
Figure 5.17(c) also shows that it is still possible, for all areas on screens,
to distinguish between a hard and a light touch. Based on this data,
we are thus confident that our technique scales to realistic hand-held
phone usage.
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5.9 conclusion and perspective

We reflected the use of mobile pressure sensing and presented an
interaction mapping to separate different DOFs for 3D navigation. This
new type of interaction design and input mapping allows us to provide
effective visualization exploration tools on new platforms such as
mobile phones that have become ubiquitous in today’s world yet which
have input capabilities and output constraints fundamentally different
from established data exploration platforms such as workstations.
With our technique, we can reduce, in particular, the occlusion issue
often experienced with more-than-two-finger techniques on small
devices, do not have to resort to the integration of several DOFs,
and can use the entire screen space for data visualization. In our
experiment we determined that our technique is more precise than
the integrated RST technique which is common in the literature and
in mobile applications, with limited impact on speed.

An important insight from our study is that pressure-based spring-
loaded moding in quasi-postural fashion is easily understood, used,
and does not increase users’ mental workload. Also important is the
fact that our results and our participants’ feedback confirmed that
such a separation of DOFs leads to a better accuracy. These results can
be of critical importance for some specific scientific domains which
rely on interactive visual data exploration to gather insights.

Finally, we reflected on the possibility to use our technique with
devices without force input. While we conducted our experiment in a
controlled environment to reduce possible confusion, we also verified
that our pressure calibration model can be directly applied to realistic
application scenarios.

This chapter complement Chapter 4 to answer Q3. As walking
around to observe the data in AR is seen to have an important poten-
tial, we proposed to use a mobile device to support the interaction
while walking around because we lose the access to the mouse and the
keyboard. With this technique, it is possible to improve the interaction
accuracy which is usually highly demanded for visualization tasks.
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D I S C U S S I O N S , C O N C L U S I O N , A N D P E R S P E C T I V E S

In this thesis, we present the work that combines both visual and
interactive immersions to practically bring immersive visualization to
existing scientific workflows. In this chapter, we reflect on the basic
requirements and examine if we have answered the initial research
questions. Meanwhile, based on the insights we gained from our work,
we propose and discuss a few possible future research directions.

6.1 the basic requirements and the hybrid design

We first look back at the basic requirements (R1 and R2) that we had
driven based on our observations of and discussions with domain
experts which we had stated in Chapter 1 as follows:

• R1: Both traditional analysis and efficient visualization tools are
important. The system needs to support easy switch between
the two.

• R2: The immersive systems should be easily integrate to office
working environments.

R1 largely motivated our design of using a hybrid system, instead
of a purely immersive one, to support the use of traditional analysis
tools and meanwhile benefiting from the immersive visualization
(Figure 6.1), as we have discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2.

Figure 6.1: The hybrid setup can support both traditional analysis tools on
PC and the immersive view in AR.

While existing immersive environments that we reviewed in Chap-
ter 2 can be combined with other devices to fulfill R1, most of them
are not compatible with R2. For example, even though it is possible
to add a laptop or a tablet in large environments (e. g., the CAVE2 as
illustrated in Figure 2.7), we excluded them because their complex
setups and maintenance make themselves too difficult to be applied

123
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to an office. For smaller ones, the Desktop-VR metaphor, which allows
users to switch between the monoscopic view and stereoscopic view, is
already pretty close to our goal, but the new generation of lightweight
VR/AR headsets brings new opportunities. For example, the visual-
ization of 3D content can be independent of the computer screen such
that it allows users to work on different information at the same time.
Moreover, modern VR and AR headsets can now offer a canvas with a
large-surface that does not limit the visualization to the existing screen
size, even with a small workstation without the need of building a
large power screen or a virtual room. We finally chose an AR headset
over the VR one for its non-occlusion of the real world, which could
largely facilitate the use of a PC. Thus, with a combination of a PC
and an AR headset, both R1 and R2 are be respected.

The results of our observational study presented in Chapter 3 con-
firmed that such a hybrid setting is advantageous and is easy to use,
thus validated the feasibility of our design. We can answer Q1 (What
should a data exploration environment look like that combines an
AR display with a traditional workstation?) that a data exploration
system should be a combination of a PC workstation with a light-
weight AR HMD to allow experts use their traditional tools on PC
while enjoying the immersive visualization with the AR. However, our
studied feasibility focused on the mental aspect and weakened the
influence of the hardware limitation. Indeed, the existing hardware
does have a few important drawbacks to limit the application of our
setup to daily workflows. The first version of Microsoft HoloLens
had only a very limited field of view, resulting in the difficulties of
making full use of its canvas. So users cannot directly perceive the
visualization of several different views at the same time, but they
need to move their head around to have a larger area of the view.
Even though the second version has largely increased its field of view,
from our empirical experience, its display quality is still much lower
than a normal screen, sometimes even worse than its first version.
Under this circumstance, to better use this hybrid setup, we need to
carefully consider what to be visualized in which space, especially
what we need to put in the AR space. For example, it seems to be
not a good idea to put long text or visual representations using large
space on it. This is one weakness of our setup compared with large
environments that could make use of high-quality displays. Apart
from that, the weight of the hardware could not be totally ignored at
this stage. A heavy device will decrease users’ willingness to use it,
we thus think that, our setup is more suitable for occasional uses to
deal with a certain visualization task that does not require a long time
to perform, instead of wearing the HMD all day long. We believe that
an important step towards a long time practical use of such a hybrid
setting would require technological breakthroughs to make the HMD
more comfortable and less disturbing for the wearers.
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For the advantages of using AR compared to VR, besides those
reported previously in our analysis for deciding the setup (Chapter 1),
experts largely envisioned that this setup could favor collaboration
in the future. Being able to see the world around them makes it to
possible to first directly interact with their collaborators (for example,
non-verbal cues could be used to facilitate the communication) and
other tools as they are working normally in their office. Moreover, the
use of a hybrid setup does not only favor visualization. We could envi-
sion that a possible way to support collaboration among users is to use
the PC to visualize private content, while the AR for displaying public
content to everyone, which is the same idea as the work of Febretti
et al. [2013] using the CAVE2. Although this function could be easily
supported by other combinations, such as the work of Reipschläger
et al. [2021] and Büschel et al. [2021] that combines a large screen and
AR headsets, our setup (with limited requirements of space and setup)
supports easily the collaboration within a normal office.

In addition to collaboration, the visibility of surrounding environ-
ments benefits the use of real-world objects and traditional analysis
tools, but could potentially introduce a certain level of disturbance.
For example, the background could be very annoying if one shares
an office with several colleagues, or the office might be filled in with
large furniture. In this case, the current setup could only reduce this
influence by finding other clean places, which could probably be far
from the PC screen that makes using our setup less practical. Apart
from that, when one’s desk is closer to the wall, the visualization
will collide with the wall. Even though it is still possible to use our
setup, the experience would not be great. To deal with this, we wonder,
instead of using the optical see-through environments, whether using
a video see-through device would be better suited for a normal office.
Generally, users can still perceive everything around them with the
video captured through cameras (which we referred to as the AR).
When needed, they are able to hide the background, and fully im-
merse themselves inside the data to reduce the potential disturbance
of the surrounding environments, and without the needs of regularly
taking-off and -on different devices.

From another point of view, using a video see-through device is not
without limitations. One of the important advantages highlighted in
our experiment is that our chosen hardware did not cause uncomfort-
able feelings as what is commonly experienced with the VR setups.
This is essential towards a long-time utilization of the hybrid setup in
their normal workflows, but such advantage might not be passed to
video see-through devices due to the possible tiredness of watching
videos all the time. We thus think that an interesting future research
direction for improving our hybrid setup would be to study the com-
bination of AR and VR setups with a single device, under our general
vision of keeping a traditional workstation.
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6.2 the combined use of a screen and ar space

To examine Q2 (How should we treat the AR display compared to a
2D screen and how do we make transitions between the two?), we
presented in Chapter 3 our idea to use the AR as an extension to
the PC, in a similar manner that domain experts work with multiple
screens in their daily workflows. The results from Chapter 3 informed
us that a hybrid system should well consider and make use of the
inherent properties of each space. It is not necessary nor advantageous
to support everything on both sides.

With such a design, we only took the first step to understand how
AR space could be used in combination with a 2D screen and treated
them as separated views. However, to continue exploring Q2, we
could also investigate the use of AR space to augment the 2D screen,
similar to the idea presented by Reipschläger and Dachselt [2019].
As such, the two spaces would have totally different roles. In our
application domain, we could imagine, for example, use the screen to
visualize the results of their traditional analysis results that are often
represented as basic bar or line charts. At the same time, a floating 3D
view could be placed in front of (or above, depending on how users
place the screen) the screen to associate the 2D and 3D representations.
We can even go further by combining the two ideas to make better
use of the large canvas in AR—the space next to the screen could be
used as an augmentation while other space works as an extension,
displaying such as different views of the same data, a storyboard
stocking all the different states of manipulation, or maybe simply an
amplified visualization of a certain region on the screen. This idea
of combination (previously examined with other setups, such as the
work of Reipschläger et al. [2021] and Büschel et al. [2021]) would also
favor the usage of the large canvas of AR.

As for the transition between the two spaces, one type of transition is
to investigate how can we transition the design of the traditional setup
to the AR space. A 2D screen can be traditionally represented by a
flat plane, but the concept is being challenged nowadays. For example,
when scientists work with two linked screens, they usually put them
side by side, but with a kind of curvature to form a surrounded feeling.
In this situation, the screens are represented with two surfaces. Also,
some large screens are being curved themselves. Thus, it remains
a question of how should the large canvas of AR be designed, and
how the objects should be placed. In this thesis, we made use of the
canvas simply as a large wall-size display to flatly visualize different
views side by side. But would it be better to make it a cylinder, or
a set of planes stitched together in a cylindrical way, needs further
investigation in the future.

Another point is that the desktop-GUIs, which are initially designed
for 2D screens, are not liked in 3D space. Our decision is to reduce
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its usage in 3D. However, we could still think of if the widgets can be
transitioned to 3D in a different form, not just turning a flat image into
a textured cube. This is something that we do not know yet how to
implement in practice. As for how input cursor and interaction might
be transitioned from the PC to the AR space, we discuss it in the next
section (Section 6.3).

We also studied the synchronization between the two spaces (screen
and AR) to understand how to transition the action happened in
one space to another. The way we proposed was to let users’ decide
whether the synchronization should be immediate or on request,
depending on the specific application they are working with. The
different envisioned scenario might also suggest that we should not
limit the usage of the AR space to only one possibility (augmentation
or extension). We should further consider how different spaces should
be synchronized. For example, a 3D view linked to a graph on the
screen would almost always require instant synchronization, while
putting it aside on a storyboard might only need to be triggered on
request. We believe that this also needs consideration depending on
the specific application scenarios.

We did not study the visual effects of transitioning between the two
spaces as investigated by Bogdan et al. [2014] because modern AR
headsets handle the visualization independently from the PC screen
so that users can observe the two spaces at the same time, without the
necessity of transitioning one to another. However, if we want to use
the AR to augment the 2D screen as we have discussed above, it might
still be useful to understand how the visual animation of transiting
between the two spaces help users’ understanding.

6.3 input and interaction

For Q3 (What should be the appropriate input devices and interaction
techniques to work with such a hybrid setting?), our basic decision is
to use the mouse to control both parts as it comes naturally with the
PC so as that we do not need to reply on special hardware.

In Chapter 3, experts expressed the unpleasant experience of using
the mouse in AR while the mouse interaction remains efficient from
the results of Chapter 4. The results of these two studies are not
contradictory. The unpleasant experience in Chapter 3 was caused by
the technical issues that led the mouse movement not very fluent in AR.
Also, we represented the mouse cursor as a 3D object that caused some
occlusion issues without surprise as previously studied [Schemali and
Eisemann, 2014; Teather and Stuerzlinger, 2013] (in fact, all types of
3D cursors have limitations). But in Chapter 4, our focus was the
interaction mapping between the input and output dimensionality
and we intended to avoid using cursor-based interaction techniques
(such as clicking on and dragging a thin handler on the object). Our
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results suggested the mouse remains efficient when we choose or
design a suitable technique to use it. Our general recommendation
is to try to map the relative movement of the mouse, in combination
with the keyboard, to achieve a certain type of manipulation and to
avoid motions that relying on its accurate absolute position in space.
With such an idea, the most affected function of our prototype is to
filter with a lasso tool. We thus reflect on other 3D filtering/selection
techniques. For example, we can imagine a possible way is to turn the
mouse cursor into a ray, and let users brushing in space to accomplish
the selection, as presented by Hurter et al. [2019]. An advantage of
this possibility is that brushing can also be supported on the PC side,
without the need of defining two different interaction techniques.

However, we believe that a mouse cursor should still be kept in AR
space because we need to, at least, select a certain view to manipulate.
Then the question of how to better support a 3D cursor comes. We
can envision, for example, the AR canvas is a plane extension of the
screen, and makes the cursor stick on a fixed plane, and use ray-
casting techniques to select and manipulate different objects. With
such a design, the cursor in AR moves exactly like it is on a screen.
However, one important problem is that views and objects in AR have
a depth position and could be potentially be placed at different levels,
a cursor stayed at a fixed-distance plane will be largely affected by
the occlusion problems. Another possibility is to make the cursor
movable in three directions, including the depth axis, with the help of
a keyboard modifier as we have done in our study. We believe this is
more appropriate to support tasks in 3D as it can specifically specify
a correct position. Or even, it might also be possible to turn the cursor
completely into a ray as usually done in VR. But how exactly each
way could be useful in our specific application, and for general data
exploration with our hybrid design requires further study. As for the
transition of the mouse cursor from the screen to the AR, we still
believe triggering the transition with a key is the most appropriate
way. This is quite important, when we want to investigate how AR
could be used to augment the screen because the two spaces overlay
each other, it is thus important for users to manually specify which
space they are interacting with.

Other than the mouse for accurate input, experts still wanted the
system to support some more intuitive input for other tasks that do
not need high accuracy. For example, even though they are aware that
using mid-air gestures is inaccurate and could cause fatigue, they still
suggested that they could serve as a complementary to the mouse, for
occasional usage. Inspired by this, we think that a combination of input
could be introduced in the future. Users would still perform most
tasks with the mouse. Meanwhile, a few manipulations in AR that do
not require high accuracy could be supported by simple gestures. For
example, in 3D space, we can arrange the position of a specific view
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with hand gestures. By default, all views are kept at a fixed distance
to the users. Users could, for example, use gestures to pull a specific
view closer for detailed observation, and push it back later. This rough
manipulation of views could also help make use of the large canvas
of the AR by allowing users to flexibly adjusting their positions and
distance to the users. Also, users could pull the data even in front of
the 2D screen to examine it in detail. Another possible way of using
hand gestures is to point at something to replace the mouse cursor,
this is useful when we do not want to cursor to be transferred from the
PC side. For example, we want to do something in AR at the moment
waiting for an operation on PC to finish, or when we lose access to the
mouse, such as when users are walking around to observe the data.

As reported in Chapter 3, walking around (or directly into) the data
to observe it is a great advantage of using AR. Indeed, walking around
offers faster interaction than manually adjusting the view, and the
outcome of changes is just naturally expected. We think that the latter
is a also huge advantage compared to other input modalities that we
usually need to memorize the interaction mapping (for example, we
need to think about if a translation of mouse would cause a translation
or a rotation). We would naturally argue that walking around should
be supported. However, walking around can sometimes be difficult in
a working environment, facing similar difficulties as we have discussed
the limitations in Section 6.1. Even so, experts would still be willing to
move their heads around to observe the data, which suggests that it
is really beneficial for them to understand the data. Thus we need to
investigate, in the future, how this advantage could be better used in
an office.

Another problem of walking around means losing control of the
mouse and the 2D screen. We thus lose both the interaction and some
background information on the screen. At this moment, using in-air
gestures could partly replace the mouse, but still have difficulties
if we need the control to be accurate. Inspired by previous studies,
we proposed to use a mobile device and presented in Chapter 5, a
pressure-augmented tactile mapping for 3D navigation that increased
users’ accuracy. The use of pressure combined with touch input also
inspired us to combine different input modalities together to achieve a
better user experience. We then believe that the combination of mouse
and gestures while seated, and mobile and gestures while walking
around would have great interests in the future.

Moreover, the mobile device may not only be served when users
are walking around. Results from Chapter 4 suggested that for 3D
manipulations that did not require high accuracy, high DOFs input
is usually faster. Thus, making use of mobile’s inertial sensors, it can
also act as a tangible device for fast and intuitive control as the work
proposed by Millette and McGuffin [2016]. We think that this could be
served at the initial stage, when users just want to change the view
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to globally observe the data, before going into detailed analysis or
manipulations.

To be mentioned, most of the interaction discussions in this thesis
are yet limited to specifying a position and an orientation in space.
In the future, it would be useful to investigate how to design the
interaction techniques to support different data analysis tasks.

6.4 data exploration tasks

Q4 (How can data exploration tasks be realized with a hybrid setting?)
is the major remaining research question that needs to be further
explored for this thesis. Even though we have known what experts
would expect from the hybrid setting and what advantages do they
see from it, we are still unclear how exactly a specific task could
be supported. To better understand how can data exploration tasks
be realized with such a setting, we are currently working to apply
this hybrid setup to a real data exploration scenario. Specifically, we
are working on a system to help particle physicists understand and
compare the results of different reconstruction algorithms.

First, putting all the conclusions and guidelines mentioned in this
chapter, a design of the hybrid visualization systems should have three
major parts: a PC, an AR headset, and a mobile device. The PC part
deals with all traditional analysis and manipulations that required
accurate adjustments to benefit from the mouse as a precise input
device. The AR part would be used to visualize spatial data in an
immersive manner. To benefit from the large canvas, it should support
visualizing and manipulating several different views. Interacting with
the AR mainly relies on two ways: the mouse for precise adjustment
like manipulating an object as presented in Chapter 4, and gestures
for simple and rough, for example, re-arranging the position of a
view when we want to closely observe one from several. However, we
suggest that interaction with the mouse cursor in 3D should make
more use of its relative movement rather than relying on its accurate
absolute position in space. In the end, a tablet could be served when
users want to walk around, and even more, as a high DOFs input
for fast adjustment. As the tablet’s screen is relatively small, we do
not encourage replicating the PC screen, only keeping important
background information.

Then, we want to make use of this setup to deal with a specific ap-
plication scenario to better understand Q4. As mentioned in Chapter 1,
a particle trajectory is composed of dozens of hit points detected after
the collision. The first step is to run specific algorithms to reconstruct
the measured points to tracks. For this process, particle physicists
apply different machine learning algorithms which are of course not
perfect. Thus, physicists need to analyze the results and compare them
between different ones. Traditionally, they plot simple graphs like
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histograms. A major challenge is that plots of statistic results usually
display only global information. It is hard for experts to understand
how exactly a trajectory is constructed, either the interaction between
different trajectories they are located close to each other. For exam-
ple, at a certain area in space, the ratio of false construction arises,
physicists would want to use our hybrid to understand why this is
happening. We hope that with this work, we can better understand
how our hybrid setup could support a realistic data exploration task.

Even though we closely collaborated with particle physicists and
our main application domain is oriented to HEP, we believe the usage
of our setup does not limit to HEP only. All scientific domains dealing
with both abstract and spatial data could potentially benefit from the
hybrid setup.

6.5 summary

We have demonstrated how a hybrid PC and AR setup could be
used to improve the process of interactive exploration of 3D data,
and discussed its interaction design from different perspectives. In
conclusion, we have found that the hybrid setup is feasible and truly
advantageous for 3D data exploration, despite the existing limitations
of the hardware. We also understood that the dimensionality match
between input and output devices is not critical while the mouse is
still efficient for accurate control, which seems to confirm that the
mouse could serve as the primary input for the hybrid setting.

Based on the findings of this thesis, several questions remain to be
further discussed. The first is the specific application, with which we
expect to better understand how experts would use such a system
and how realistic data exploration tasks could be supported with the
hybrid setup. The second is how to make better use of the advantages
(such as walking around and the large canvas of AR) in an office
scenario where the surrounding environments are usually not perfect.
Also, it is important to investigate how to combine different input
modalities to offer better interaction experience.

Even the universe of immersive visualization is far from being
fully understood, we believe that the work presented in this thesis
will inspire the creation of novel visualization systems and guide the
interaction design to bring immersive visualization to existing scien-
tific workflows, which will ultimately improve the user experience of
exploring and understanding data to bring new scientific discoveries.
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Résumé : La visualisation exploratoire des données 3D est 

fondamentale dans des domaines scientifiques. Tradition- 

nellement, les experts utilisent un PC et s'appuient sur la 

souris pour ajuster la vue. Cette configuration permet l'im- 

mersion par interaction---l'utilisateur peut contrôler préci- 

sément la vue, mais elle ne fournit pas de profondeur, qui 

limite la compréhension de données complexes. La réalité 

virtuelle ou augmentée (RV/A), en revanche, offre une im- 

mersion visuelle avec des vues stéréoscopiques. Bien que 

leurs avantages aient été prouvés, plusieurs points limitent 

leur application, notamment les besoins élevés de config- 

uration/maintenance, les difficultés de contrôle précis et, 

plus important, la séparation des outils d'analyse tradition- 

nels. 

 
Pour bénéficier des deux côtés, nous avons donc étudié un 

système hybride combinant l'environnement RA avec un 

PC pour fournir des immersions interactives et visuelles. 

Nous avons collaboré étroitement avec des physiciens des 

particules afin de comprendre leur processus de travail et 

leurs besoins de visualisation pour motiver notre concep- 

tion. 

 
D'abord, basé sur nos discussions avec les physiciens, 

nous avons construit un prototype qui permet d'accomplir 

des tâches pour l'exploration de leurs données. Ce proto- 

type traitait l'espace RA comme une extension de l'écran 

du PC et permettait aux utilisateurs d'interagir librement 

avec chacun d'eux avec la souris. Ainsi, les experts pou- 

vaient bénéficier de l'immersion visuelle et utilisent les 

outils d'analyse sur PC. Une étude observationnelle menée 

avec 7 physiciens au CERN a validé la faisabilité et con- 

firmé les avantages. Nous avons également constaté que la 

grande toile du RA et le fait de se déplacer pour observer 

les données dans le RA présentaient un grand potentiel. 

Cependant, la conception de l'interaction de la souris et 

l’utilisation de widgets dans la RA devaient être améliorés. 

 
Ensuite, nous avons décidé de ne pas utiliser intensive- 

ment les widgets plats dans la RA. Mais nous nous  

sommes demandé si l'utilisation de la souris pour 

naviguer dans la RA est problématique, et nous avons 

ensuite tenté d'étudier si la correspondance de la 

dimensionnalité entre les dispositifs d'entrée et de sortie 

joue un rôle important. Les résultats des études (qui ont 

comparé la performance de l'utilisation de la souris, de 

la souris spatiale et de la tablette tangible couplée à 

l'écran ou à l'espace de RA) n'ont pas montré que la 

correspondance était importante. Nous avons donc 

conclu que la dimensionnalité n'était pas un point 

critique à considérer, ce qui suggèreque les utilisateurs 

sont libres de choisir toute entrée qui convient à une 

tâche spécifique. De plus, nos résultats ont montré que 

la souris restait un outil efficace. Nous pouvons donc 

valider notre conception et conserver la souris comme 

entrée principale, tandis que les autres modalités ne 

devraient servir que comme complément pour des cas 

spécifiques. 

 
Ensuite, pour favoriser l'interaction et conserver les in- 

formations pendant que les utilisateurs se déplacent en 

RA, nous avons proposé d'ajouter un appareil mobile. 

Nous avons introduit une nouvelle approche qui aug- 

mente l'interaction tactile avec la détection de pression 

pour la navigation 3D. Les résultats ont montré que cette 

méthode pouvait améliorer efficacement la précision, 

avec une influence limitée sur le temps. Nous pensons 

donc qu'elle est utile à des tâches de vis où une précision 

est exigée. 

 
Enfin, nous avons résumé tous les résultats obtenus et 

imaginé un scénario réaliste qui utilise un poste de trav- 

ail PC, un casque RA et un appareil mobile. Les travaux 

présentés dans cette thèse montrent le potentiel de la 

combinaison d'un PC avec des environnements de RA 

pour améliorer le processus d'exploration de données 3D 

et confirment sa faisabilité, ce qui, nous l'espérons, in- 

spirera la future conception qui apportera une visualisa- 

tion immersive aux flux de travail scientifiques ex- 

istants. 
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Abstract : Exploratory visualization of 3D data is funda- 

mental in many scientific domains. Traditionally, experts 

use a PC workstation and rely on mouse and keyboard to 

interactively adjust the view to observe the data. This setup 

provides immersion through interaction---users can pre- 

cisely control the view and the parameters, but it does not 

provide any depth clues which can limit the comprehen- 

sion of large and complex 3D data. Virtual or augmented 

reality (V/AR) setups, in contrast, provide visual immer- 

sion with stereoscopic views. Although their benefits have 

been proven, several limitations restrict their application 

to existing workflows, including high setup/maintenance 

needs, difficulties of precise control, and, more im- 

portantly, the separation from traditional analysis tools. 

 
To benefit from both sides, we thus investigated a hybrid 

setting combining an AR environment with a traditional 

PC to provide both interactive and visual immersions for 

3D data exploration. We closely collaborated with particle 

physicists to understand their general working process and 

visualization requirements to motivate our design. 

 
First, building on our observations and discussions with 

physicists, we built up a prototype that supports funda- 

mental tasks for exploring their datasets. This prototype 

treated the AR space as an extension to the PC screen and 

allowed users to freely interact with each using the mouse. 

Thus, experts could benefit from the visual immersion 

while using analysis tools on the PC. An observational 

study with 7 physicists in CERN validated the feasibility 

of such a hybrid setting, and confirmed the benefits. We 

also found that the large canvas of the AR and walking 

around to observe the data in AR had a great potential for 

data exploration. However, the design of mouse interac- 

tion in AR and the use of PC widgets in AR needed im- 

provements. 

 
Second, based on the results of the first study, we decided 

against intensively using flat widgets in AR. But we  

wondered if using the mouse for navigating in AR is 

problem- atic compared to high degrees of freedom 

(DOFs) input, and then attempted to investigate if the 

match or mismatch of dimensionality between input 

and output devices play an important role in users’ 

performance. Results of user studies (that compared the 

performance of using mouse, space mouse, and 

tangible tablet paired with the screen or the AR space) 

did not show that the (mis-)match was im- portant. We 

thus concluded that the dimensionality was not a 

critical point to consider, which suggested that users 

are free to choose any input that is suitable for a 

specific task. Moreover, our results suggested that the 

mouse was still an efficient tool compared to high 

DOFs input. We can therefore validate our design of 

keeping the mouse as the primary input for the hybrid 

setting, while other mo- dalities should only serve as an 

addition for specific use cases. 

Next, to support the interaction and to keep the back- 

ground information while users are walking around to 

observe the data in AR, we proposed to add a mobile 

device. We introduced a novel approach that augments 

tactile interaction with pressure sensing for 3D object 

manipulation/view navigation. Results showed that this 

method could efficiently improve the accuracy, with 

limited influence on completion time. We thus believe 

that it is useful for visualization purposes where a high 

accuracy is usually demanded. 

 
Finally, we summed up in this thesis all the findings we 

have and came up with an envisioned setup for a realistic 

data exploration scenario that makes use of a PC work- 

station, an AR headset, and a mobile device. The work 

presented in this thesis shows the potential of combining 

a PC workstation with AR environments to improve the 

process of 3D data exploration and confirms its feasibil- 

ity, all of which will hopefully inspire future designs that 

seamlessly bring immersive visualization to existing sci- 

entific workflows. 
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